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Vision

Mission

To build and manage innovative integrated property developments that 
are catalysts for a better quality of life.

We will serve the ever-changing needs and aspirations of our customers, 
provide opportunities for the professional growth of our employees, foster 
social responsibility in the communities we serve, enhance shareholder 
value for our investors and ensure that everything we do safeguards a 
healthy environment for future generations.
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About SM Prime Holdings, Inc.
SM Prime Holdings, Inc. (SMPH) incorporated in the Philippines in 1994, 
is one of the largest integrated property developers in Southeast Asia 
that offers innovative and sustainable lifestyle cities. The company 
expanded beyond mall development and management (SCMC) through 
its units and subsidiaries. By building homes through SM Development 
Corporation (SMDC), the residential real-estate development arm; 
Costa del Hamilo Inc. (CDHI), premier leisure developer of
Hamilo Coast;  and, Highlands Prime, Inc. (HPI), the leading upscale 
property developer in Tagaytay. By developing and leasing of office 
buildings through the Commercial Property Group (CPG) that also 
operates and manages other buildings and land holdings such as the 
Mall of Asia Arena (MOA Arena). By developing and operating hotels and 
convention centers through SM Hotels and Conventions Corporation 
(SMHCC).
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Group Performance

Fast Facts

KEY HIGHLIGHTS (Amounts are in Philippine Peso)

1,033.88bn
Market Capitalization

35.80
Share Price

1.12
Earnings per Share

293.57bn
Total Investment Properties

604.13bn
Total Assets

104.08bn
Total Revenue

12%
Total Shareholder 
Returns

32.11
Price/Earnings Ratio

MALLS

72 Malls in the 
Philippines

7 Malls in China

9.5 million sqm 
total Gross Floor 
Area

OFFICES

11 Office Buildings

622,611 sqm 
total Gross Floor 
Area

HOTELS AND
CONVENTION 
CENTERS

6 Hotels

1,510 Hotel Rooms

4 Convention 
    Centers

3 Trade Halls

RESIDENCES

63 Residential 
       Projects

122,652 
Residential 
Units (since 2003)

Total Revenue 
PHP59.3 billion
  

Operating Income 
PHP32.2 billion

Total Assets 
PHP366.3 billion

Total Revenue 
PHP3.6 billion
  

Operating Income 
PHP2.9 billion

Total Assets 
PHP40.3 billion

Total Revenue 
PHP4.9 billion
  

Operating Income 
PHP1.1 billion

Total Assets 
PHP12.3 billion

Total Revenue 
PHP36.5 billion
  

Operating Income 
PHP12.3 billion

Total Assets 
PHP186.1 billion
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Financial Highlights

 2018 2017 2016

Balance Sheet Highlights (in PHP billions)   

Total Assets 604.13  538.42  465.56 

Investment Properties 293.57  273.08  251.50 

Total Debt 222.81  193.60  164.38 

Net Debt 184.04  148.50  138.26 

Total Stockholders’ Equity 275.30  258.96  231.48 

Income Statement Highlights (in PHP billions)   

Revenues 104.08  90.92  79.82 

Cost and Expenses 55.75  50.29  44.55 

Operating Income 48.33  40.63  35.27 

Net income attributable to Equity holders of the Parent 32.17  27.57  23.81 

EBITDA 57.24  49.04  42.52 

Financial Ratios   

Debt to Equity 45:55 43:57 42:58

Net Debt to Equity 40:60 36:64 37:63

Return on Equity  12% 11% 11%

Debt to EBITDA  3.89   3.95   3.87 

EBITDA to Interest Expense  7.59   8.96   9.64 

Operating Income to Revenues  0.46   0.45   0.44 

EBITDA Margin  0.55   0.54   0.53 

Net Income to Revenues  0.31   0.30   0.30 

Revenue Profile   

Malls 57% 58% 61%

Residences 35% 33% 32%

Offices	 3%	 3%	 3%

Hotels and Conventions 5% 5% 4%

Asset Profile   

Malls 60% 66% 67%

Residences 31% 25% 24%

Offices	 7%	 7%	 7%

Hotels and Conventions 2% 2% 3%

Market Capitalization 1,033.88  1,082.97  818.73 

Dividends Paid 10.30  7.71  6.64 
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PHP1,033.88bn  (USD19.61bn)
As of end-December 2018

23.84% CAGR

Performance Overview

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

2016 2016 2016

2017

2017 2017 2017

2018

2018 2018 2018

Asset Growth Revenue Growth Net Income
Growth

13.91% CAGR 14.19%CAGR 16.25% CAGR

1,033.88

Market Capitalization

1,082.97

818.73

626.68

492.10
408.36

286.67

604.13 104.08 32.17

538.42 90.92 27.57

465.56 79.82 23.81

Leadership
Excellence
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Board of Directors

Leadership
Excellence

Sitting (L-R):
Jeffrey C. Lim, Henry T. Sy, Jr., and Hans T. Sy 

Standing (L-R):
Herbert T. Sy, Jorge T. Mendiola, Jose L. Cuisia, Jr.,
Gregorio U. Kilayko, and Joselito H. Sibayan
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MR. JEFFREY C. LIM
Director 

Mr. Jeffrey C. Lim was appointed President 
of SM Prime in October 2016 and has been 
reappointed as such since then. He is a member 
of the Company’s Executive Committee. He 
also serves as President of SM Development 
Corporation. He was elected to the Board of 
Directors of SM Prime in April 2016. He holds 
various board and executive positions in other 
SMPH’s subsidiaries. He is a Certified Public 
Accountant and holds a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Accounting from the University of the 
East. Prior to joining the Company in 1994, he 
worked for a multi-national company and for 
SGV & Co.

MR. HENRY T. SY, JR. 
Chairman 

Mr. Henry T. Sy, Jr. has been a director of SMPH 
since 1994. He was appointed as Chairman 
of the Board in 2014. He is responsible for 
the real estate acquisitions and development 
activities of the SM Group, which include the 
identification, evaluation and negotiation for 
potential sites, as well as the input of design 
ideas.  He is currently the Vice Chairman of 
SMIC, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
of SMDC, Chairman of Pico de Loro Beach and 
Country Club Inc., and Vice Chairman of The 
National Grid Corporation of the Philippines. 
He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Management 
from De La Salle University.

MR. HANS T. SY 
Director

Mr. Hans T. Sy is the Chairman of the Executive 
Committee of SM Prime and has been a Director 
of the Company since 1994. He previously held 
the position of President of SM Prime until 
September 2016.  He also held key positions 
in several companies engaged in banking, real 
estate development, mall operations, as well 
as leisure and entertainment.  He is currently 
Adviser to the Board of SM Investments 
Corporation, Chairman of China Banking 
Corporation, and Chairman of National 
University.  Mr. Sy holds a B.S. Mechanical 
Engineering degree from De La Salle University.

MR. HERBERT T. SY 
Director 

Mr. Herbert T. Sy has been a director of the 
Company since 1994.  He is an Adviser to the 
Board of SMIC and is currently the Chairman 
of Supervalue Inc., Super Shopping Market 
Inc. and Sanford Marketing Corporation and 
Director of Alfamart Trading Philippines Inc. 
and China Banking Corporation. He also holds 
board positions in several companies within the 
SM Group. He has worked with the SM Group 
of Companies for more than 30 Years, engaged 
in food retailing.  He is actively involved in the 
SM Group’s Supermarket Operations, which 

include acquisition, evaluation and negotiation 
for potential sites.  He holds a Bachelor’s degree 
in Management from De La Salle University.

MR. JORGE T. MENDIOLA
Director 

Mr. Jorge T. Mendiola has been a director of 
SM Prime since 2012.  He is currently a Director 
of SM Retail, Inc.  He started his career with The 
SM Store as a Special Assistant to the Senior 
Branch Manager in 1989 and rose to become 
its President in 2011.  He is also currently the 
Vice Chairman for Advocacy of the Philippine 
Retailers Association.  He received his Masters in 
Business Management from the Asian Institute 
of Management. He holds an A.B. Economics 
degree from Ateneo de Manila University.

MR. JOSE L. CUISIA, JR. 
Vice Chairman and Lead Independent Director
 
Mr. Jose L. Cuisia, Jr. has served as Vice 
Chairman and Independent Director of the Board 
of Directors of SM Prime since 1994. He was 
first appointed Lead Independent Director of 
the Company in February 2017 and has been 
reappointed as such the following year. He 
served as the Ambassador of the Republic of 
the Philippines to the United States of America 
from April 2, 2011 until June 2016. Mr. Cuisia 
was also the Vice Chairman of Philam Life after 
having served the company as its President 
and Chief Executive Officer for 16 years.  He 
was also Chairman of the Board for BPI-Philam 
Life Assurance Co., the Philam Foundation and 
Tower Club, Inc. Mr. Cuisia was also the Governor 
of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) and 
Chairman of its Monetary Board from 1990-
1993.  He was also Governor for the Philippines 
to the International Monetary Fund and Alternate 
Governor to the World Bank.  Prior to joining 
the BSP, he was Administrator and CEO of the 
Philippine Social Security System from 1986- 
1990. Mr. Cuisia is also a Non-Executive Director 
of Bacnotan Consolidated Industries (now 
PHINMA Corporation); Independent Director 
of Century Properties Group & Manila Water 
Company, Inc. (all of which are publicly listed 
companies). Likewise, he is also Chairman of the 
Board of The Covenant Car Company, Inc., and 
holds directorates in PHINMA, Inc. In 2018, he 
was appointed Chairman of the Board of FWD 
Insurance and elected as Chairman of the Ramon 
Magsaysay Awards Foundation. Ambassador 
Cuisia was active in educational institutions, 
having been Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
of the Asian Institute of Management, a previous 
Trustee of the University of Asia & the Pacific 
and Chairman of De La Salle University Board 
of Trustees. He was the CV Starr Chairman of 
Corporate Governance for the Asian Institute of 
Management.  He is also a Convenor-Trustee 
of the Philippine Business for Education (PBEd). 
Mr. Cuisia is an alumnus of De La Salle University, 
where he graduated in 1967 with degrees in 
Bachelor of Arts in Social Science and Bachelor 

of Science in Commerce (magna cum laude), 
Major in Accountancy. He finished his Masters in 
Business Administration-Finance at The Wharton 
School, University of Pennsylvania in 1970 as 
a University Scholar.  Mr. Cuisia is a recipient of 
numerous awards and accolades including 2017 
Signum Meriti for exemplary public service from 
De La Salle University; 2006 Distinguished La 
Sallian Award; Ten Outstanding Filipino (TOFIL) 
awardee on December 2016 by the JCI Senate 
and ANZA Foundation; the Order of the Sikatuna 
with the rank of Grand Cross by President Benigno 
Aquino III in 2016; Lifetime Contributor Award 
(public sector) by the Asia CEO Forum in 2015; 
“Joseph Wharton Award for Lifetime Achievement” 
by the prestigious Wharton Club of Washington, 
DC in May 2011; Management Association of 
the Philippines’ Management Man of the Year 
for 2007; Manuel L. Quezon Award for Exemplary 
Governance in 2006; Raul Locsin CEO of the Year 
Award in 2004; and Ten Outstanding Young Men 
(TOYM) Award for Domestic Banking in 1982.

MR. GREGORIO U. KILAYKO
Independent Director 

Mr. Gregorio U. Kilayko has been an Independent 
Director of SM Prime since 2008. He is the former 
Chairman of ABN Amro’s banking operations in 
the Philippines.  He was the founding head of ING 
Baring’s stockbrokerage and investment banking 
business in the Philippines and a Philippine Stock 
Exchange Governor in 1996 and 2000.  He was 
a director of the Philippine Stock Exchange in 
2003. He is currently an Independent Director in 
Belle Corporation and Philequity Fund.  He took 
his Masters in Business Administration at the 
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.

MR. JOSELITO H. SIBAYAN
Independent Director
 
Mr. Joselito H. Sibayan has been an Independent 
Director of the Company since 2011. He has spent 
the past 31 years of his career in investment 
banking.  From 1987 to 1994, and after taking 
his Master of Business Administration from 
University of California in Los Angeles, he served 
as Head of International Fixed Income Sales at 
Deutsche Bank in New York and later moved to 
Natwest Markets to set up its International Fixed 
Income and Derivatives Sales/Trading operations. 
He then moved to London in 1995 to run Natwest 
Market’s International Fixed Income Sales Team.  
He is currently the President and CEO of Mabuhay 
Capital Corporation (MC2), an independent 
financial advisory firm.  Prior to forming MC2 in 
2005, he was Vice Chairman, Investment Banking 
- Philippines and Country Manager for Credit 
Suisse First Boston (CSFB).  He helped establish 
CSFB’s Manila representative office in 1998, and 
later oversaw the transition of the office to branch 
status.
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Corporate Executives

Strategic 
Leadership

MR. HENRY T. SY, JR.
Chairman

MR. JEFFREY C. LIM
President

MR. HANS T. SY
Chairman of the Executive Committee

 HENRY SY, SR. (†) MARVIN PERRIN L. PE     MA. LUISA E. ANGELES
 Chairman Emeritus Chief Risk Officer Head, Hotels and Convention Centers
 
 HENRY T. SY, JR. ANNA MARIA S. GARCIA     ELMER B. SERRANO
 Chairman Head, Malls      Corporate Secretary

 JEFFREY C. LIM JOSE MARI H. BANZON ARTHUR A. SY
 President Head, Residential (Primary)    Assistant Corporate Secretary

 JOHN NAI PENG C. ONG SHIRLEY C. ONG  
 Chief Finance Officer and     Head, Residential (Leisure)   
    Compliance Officer

 CHRISTOPHER S. BAUTISTA RUSSELL T. SY
 Chief Audit Executive Head, Commercial
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Chairman’s Message

To Our Valued Shareholders,

On behalf of the Board of Directors and Management, I am 
delighted to share with you what we have accomplished in 
2018 together with opportunities to further improve moving 
forward.

The collaborative work of management and employees, 
together with the guidance and support of your Board of 
Directors, have resulted in a strong performance delivering 
impressive results for the year. Kindly accept my heartfelt 
gratitude in your constant trust in our Company and the 
support and encouragement you give us. With that, I would 
like to congratulate everyone on both this year’s and the last 
five years’ strong performance.

Our goal when we consolidated the key property companies 
of the SM Group to SM Prime in 2013 was to sustain a 
healthy growth trajectory while operating in the most 
efficient manner. By continually expanding in different key 
growth areas in the Philippines and China, our combined 
efforts resulted in a consolidated revenue growth of 16% to 
PHP104.08 billion in 2018 and a consolidated net income of 
PHP32.17 billion in 2018, a 17% growth from 2017. These 
almost doubled both the revenue and net income reported 
five years ago in 2013, which were PHP59.79 billion and 
PHP16.27 billion respectively.

Through all these successes, 
victories and recognitions, the 
inspiration instilled within us by 
SM Prime’s Chairman Emeritus, 
Mr. Henry “Tatang” Sy, Sr., will 
always be our driving force to keep 
growing with all our stakeholders.

“

.”
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HENRY T. SY, JR.
Chairman

The Company’s strong financial performance is driven by 
our key strategies of increasing large-scale land banking to 
develop more lifestyle cities, leveraging on world-class malls 
to anchor our lifestyle cities, high quality residential projects, 
and the fast expansion of our offices, hotels and convention 
centers to complete our integrated developments. Our 
strategies are backstopped by our strong balance sheet, 
prudent risk and capital management, and good governance.

Together, we stand as one with shared values and a single 
vision to be a catalyst for a better quality of life. Serving more 
families, reaching more communities, and contributing to the 
growth of our economy to the benefit of our country and our 
people.

Expanding the Business

As SM Prime continues to expand in key provincial cities 
all over the Philippines, we have witnessed the strong and 
encouraging performance of our provincial malls. Our 
malls have given your Company, the community it operates 
in and the local government something to be proud of. 
As we co-celebrate the 60th year of the SM Group, we 
continue to expand our presence towards the east through 
SM City Legazpi in Albay and SM Center Ormoc in Leyte. 
These new malls, together with our additional malls in 
Cavite, Pangasinan, and Pampanga, are aligned with the 
economic goals of our government to bring development 
and growth to other key areas in the country.

For the past five years, our other main business operating 
in the residential segment, SM Development Corporation 
(SMDC), expanded its product portfolio to include mid-rise 
and house and lot developments, resulting in a net income 
that grew from a 25% share in consolidated income in 
2013 to a 28% share in 2018. The constant demand from 
local and international buyers as well as a strong domestic 
economy drove the Company to explore other areas in the 
country where we could provide more urban-lifestyle housing 
projects.

Continuously Earning Trust and Support

The Company’s achievements in 2018 were made more 
meaningful with the recognitions received from various high 
profile and respected organizations.

SM Prime acknowledges that good corporate governance is 
an integral part of good management practice. Through our 
combined efforts and best practices, SM Prime was acclaimed 
to be one of the top Publicly Listed Companies (PLCs) in 
the Philippines during the ASEAN Corporate Governance 
Scorecard Appreciation Ceremony last July 2018. SM Prime 
also received awards for leadership and best practices in 
the ASEAN Corporate Governance, which was held in Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia last November 2018.

The prestigious Frost & Sullivan also lauded SM Prime 
with the 2018 Philippines Property Development Growth 
Excellence Leadership Awards for consistently exhibiting 
high standards in delivering customer value, which translates 
into growth above the industry’s average.

The Driving Force

Through all these successes, victories and recognitions, 
the inspiration instilled within us by SM Prime’s Chairman 
Emeritus, Mr. Henry “Tatang” Sy, Sr., will always be our driving 
force to keep growing with all our stakeholders.

He envisioned the Company to not only be one of the best in 
the industry but more importantly to bring joy and happiness 
to many Filipinos. Today, SM Prime is committed to 
achieving its planned growth trajectory in the coming years 
guided by the principles and vision he imparted to all the lives 
he touched. May his life, values and teachings continue to 
influence us all. Thank you, Tatang.

I would like to extend our appreciation to our shareholders, 
customers, local government and business partners who 
inspire us to do better. To our dedicated management team 
and employees who carry the legacy our founder has built, as 
well as to our committed Board of Directors for their light and 
guidance, my sincerest gratitude for supporting us.

May we all remain passionate, committed and optimistic as 
we strive for a better future for ourselves, our family and our 
nation today and in the years to come.
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This year marks the fifth year of integration of all key property 
companies of the SM Group into SM Prime. Since then, 
we have witnessed the growth of SM Prime, consistently 
delivering double-digit results in both revenues and net 
income. This is mainly due to the strong performance of 
the malls and residential businesses with support from the 
growing offices, hotels and convention centers businesses.

Delivering on the Commitment

In 2018, we reported consolidated revenue of PHP104.08 
billion, a 14% growth from PHP90.92 billion in 2017, and 
consolidated net income of PHP32.17 billion, an increase 
of 17% from PHP27.57 billion in 2017. The overall operating 
income growth is higher at 19% from PHP40.63 billion in 
2017 to PHP48.33 billion in 2018. 

With the 2018 financial results, we have achieved our 
commitment made five years ago to double our income. 
The overall operating income and consolidated net income 
registered growth of 100% and 98%, respectively, from 2013’s 
PHP 24.14 billion operating income and PHP 16.27 billion 
consolidated net income.  The 74% increase in consolidated 
revenues from PHP 59.79 billion in 2013 has driven this 
growth.

We closed 2018 with PHP604.13 billion in assets, an 80% 
increase from PHP335.58 billion in 2013. This is due to 
increased capital expenditures which reached PHP91.15 
billion in 2018 alone – more than double the annual capital 
expenditure five years ago of PHP43.45 billion. 

President’s Report

With the 2018 financial 
results, we have achieved our 
commitment made five years 
ago to double our income. 

“

.”
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JEFFREY C. LIM
President

Thriving Mall Business

With the addition of five new malls in 2018, SM Prime’s mall 
business accounted for 57% of the consolidated revenue. 
Mall revenue increased by 11% to PHP59.28 billion in 2018 
from PHP53.20 billion in 2017. Rentals from new and 
expanded malls in growing provincial cities launched in 2017 
and 2018, contributed to the 11% overall increase with same-
mall-sales of 8% and rental income registering PHP50.49 
billion in 2018. Mall operating income in 2018 grew by 13% to 
PHP32.23 billion coupled with an increased operating margin 
of 54% from 53% previously.

Cinema and event tickets sales grew by 9% to PHP5.22 billion 
in 2018 from PHP4.77 billion in 2017. While revenues from 
amusement and merchandise sales also increased by 14% 
to PHP3.57 billion in 2018 from PHP3.14 billion the previous 
year.

SM Prime’s mall business capped 2018 with a total of 72 
malls in the Philippines with 8.3 million square meters (sqm) 
of gross floor area (GFA) broken down into 41% in Metro 
Manila, 37% in the rest of Luzon, 14% in Visayas and 8% in 
Mindanao. In addition to the Philippines, there are also seven 
malls in China with another 1.3 million sqm of GFA. 

Flourishing Residential Business

The year 2018 marked another milestone for the Company’s 
residential business unit, SM Development Corporation 
(SMDC), which reported a 22% growth in revenue to 
PHP36.52 billion from PHP30.04 billion in 2017. SMDC’s 
reservation sales recorded a 25% growth in sales value to 
PHP72.33 billion in 2018 from PHP57.83 billion in 2017. This 
is equivalent to a 23% increase in unit sales to 21,157 from 
17,259 previously. 

SM Prime’s residential business has a total of 63 different 
housing projects offering high-rise buildings, mid-rise 
buildings, and house-and-lot developments in both the 
Philippines and China with 56% located in Metro Manila.

Growing Other Businesses

Other complementing businesses namely office, hotels and 
convention centers, also benefited from the integration of 
the property developments. For 2018, these businesses 
registered a combined revenue of PHP8.45 billion, a 7% 
increase from the previous year. Combined operating income 
likewise increased by 10% to PHP3.95 billion in 2018, while 
operating income margin slightly improved to 47%. The 
growth in these businesses is attributed to the opening of 
ThreeE-Com Center, FiveE-Com Center, and Conrad Manila, 
all located within the Mall of Asia Complex in Pasay City.

In 2018, SM Prime operated 11 office buildings with a 
combined GFA of more than 637,000 sqm, six hotels with 
over 1,500 rooms, four convention centers, and three trade 
halls.

The strong growth in our mall and residential businesses 
have spurred additional development in our flagship lifestyle 
city - the Mall of Asia (MOA) Complex. These developments 
include a new office building, ThreeE-Com Center, and Duty 
Free’s Luxe Store. We envision these projects to further 
elevate the standard of living in the Mall of Asia Complex. Also 
in the next few years, the first IKEA store in the Philippines 
will also rise in the Mall of Asia Complex, which will be the 
brand’s biggest store in the whole world. In addition to the 
IKEA flagship store, the next few years will also see the 
development of a three-tower FourE-Com Center and the first 
university-building in the MOA Complex, the NU Tower.

We would like to sincerely thank all those who are part of 
SM Prime’s success.  To our customers, shareholders, and 
business partners who have faithfully supported us through 
the years; to our dedicated employees who form the heart of 
our company; and to our Board of Directors, the company’s 
beacon of wisdom - maraming salamat sa inyo.

This 2019, SM Prime will be celebrating its 25th year as a 
publicly listed company. We affirm our commitment to 
deliver sustainable and integrated developments in pursuit 
of a better quality of life for both the present and future 
generations.

I would like to take this moment to acknowledge and give 
my utmost respect to our founder and Chairman Emeritus, 
Mr. Henry Sy, Sr., whose dedication, hard work and 
vision have paved the way not only for the company’s 
success, but more importantly, the realization of dreams 
for many Filipinos that SM companies serve. Maraming 
salamat, Tatang. We promise to continue to strive and 
stretch our limits to keep your dream and vision alive.
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HENRY SY SR.,

A  Simple Man 
with Big Dreams
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Henry Sy’s life as a businessman, visionary, 
philanthropist and family man, among many others, 
exemplified how a simple man with big dreams can 
make a difference in the world.

Born in Xiamen, China, he and his family moved to the 
Philippines in hopes of a better life. His father owned 
a sari-sari store on Echague Street in Quiapo, Manila. 
After World War II, his father returned to China, allowing 
young Henry to pursue opportunities independently.

Determined to do better, Henry worked hard to survive. 
He entered the shoe business and sold surplus 
G.I. boots. In 1958, he opened his first Shoemart in 
downtown Manila. His vision for Shoemart was bold: 
to sell a pair of shoes to every Filipino.

He realized that hard work, discipline, and creativity 
were not enough to turn one’s vision into reality. He 
faced many obstacles every time he embarked on 
a fresh venture, but self-determination and sheer 
perseverance made him overcome the odds.

Two months after the declaration of Martial Law in 
1972, Mr. Sy converted one of his shoe stores on Calle 
Echague into his first department store in a desire 
to cater to the evolving needs of his customers. He 
was tested again in the 1980s when a political crisis 
dragged investor confidence to a new low and pushed 
interest rates to a skyrocketing 45%. Undeterred, 
Mr. Sy pursued his plan to acquire real properties. 
Recognizing the growth of retail and the importance of 

I am not big in 
words but I am 
big and bold 
in my dreams 
and ambitions.

“

”- Henry Sy, Sr.

Shoemart Makati, 1963

Henry Sy Sr., 1950
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having strategic locations, he started building his first 
shopping mall complex on a 16-hectare marshland in 
Quezon City, abutting the main thoroughfare, EDSA.

Pundits thought that developing a mall on such a large 
property was foolish and ill-timed, but Mr. Sy proved 
them wrong. A year before the 1986 EDSA People 
Power Revolution, SM City North EDSA opened its 
doors to the public. People flocked to the newly opened 
mall then tenants soon followed suit.

Today, SM City North EDSA is SM Prime’s largest 
mall with 497,000 square meters of space, drawing 
foot traffic of 466,000 visitors a day. His mall later 
showcased his other retail brands, SM Department 
Store and SM Supermarket.

In 1991, when the Philippine economy was nearly 
crippled by an energy crisis, Mr. Sy embarked on 
another ambitious project: the SM Megamall which 
sits on a sprawling lot in the Ortigas area. Today, 
SM Megamall is the second largest mall in the 
country and among the biggest in the world, 
with 474,000 square meters in gross floor area.

It was also around this time that SM joined a 
consortium to reclaim around 100 hectares of land 
along scenic Manila Bay in Pasay City. Mr. Sy had 

this vision: “Shoppers and tourists will come to the 
SM Mall of Asia (MOA) not just to shop but for leisure. The 
mall will be a major Asia-Pacific destination.” Building 
the MOA Complex was a leap of faith. At the time, the 
400,000 square-meter space had nothing but weeds. 
Prospective tenants were reluctant to embrace the 
project but Mr. Sy again proved his critics wrong. Today, 
the Mall of Asia Complex is one of the top destinations 
in the country and continues to blaze the trail with world-
class facilities like the MOA Arena, SMX Convention 
Center, and Conrad Manila housed within the 60-hectare 
complex. The MOA Complex today has also become 
a model for disaster resilience due to its structures 
designed to withstand the effects of calamities.

Mr. Sy’s malls have become an integral part of Filipino 
culture where Filipino families from all walks of life 
gather to eat, shop, and create wonderful and lasting 
memories. Mr. Sy also brought the world closer to the 
people by introducing global concepts and brands in 
his malls. The original jingle of SM Shoemart, “We’ve 
got it all for you,” continues to ring true as SM stays 
attuned to the changing lifestyles and tastes of Filipino 
consumers.

With his success in retail and mall development, Mr. Sy 
pursued his vision of building a home for every Filipino 
in every major city in the country. The establishment 

SM City North EDSA
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of SM Development Corporation (SMDC) in 2006 
aimed to provide Filipinos with a luxurious urban 
living environment that is seamlessly integrated with 
commercial and leisure shops. These have been 
transformed into self-sustaining vertical villages that 
have their own shopping mall, cinemas, leisure and 
relaxation facilities, and other amenities.

Aside from malls and residences, SM Prime has grown 
into an integrated property company with diversified 
interests in commercial, as well as several world-class 
hotels, concert arenas, convention and exhibition 
centers and resorts. In 2017, SM Prime Holdings, Inc. 
became the first Filipino company to reach a market 
capitalization of PHP1 trillion.

Mr. Sy also believed in giving back to the nation he 
came to love as his own.

Through his malls and other developments, he provided 
a venue for many small and medium enterprises to 
grow and become well-loved Filipino brands. The malls 
have also become catalysts for more developments, 
helping create more jobs and enhance real estate value 
and business activity.

SM Cares, the corporate social responsibility (CSR) arm 
of SM Prime, embarks on environmental programs, 
sustainability efforts, disaster risk reduction, and other 
initiatives for the welfare of communities. SM Cares 
complements the broader aims of SM Foundation 
which include empowering its host communities 
through education, healthcare, farmers’ training, and 
disaster response, among others.

Mr. Sy’s remarkable legacy in Philippine business, 
culture, and society lives on through his numerous 
developments which continue to benefit millions. This 
remains a testimony to his hard work, service to others, 
and the power of dreams.

Mall of Asia Complex

Henry Sy Sr., 2008
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Revenue
59.3bn
Operating Income
32.2bn
Gross Floor Area
9.5m sqm

Malls

SM City Legazpi
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Pursuing the Growth Strategy 

SM Supermalls, SM Prime’s mall development and 
operations group, continues to deliver its promise 
of providing the best in family fun mall experience, 
reaching further to more shoppers with the opening 
of five new malls in 2018. The group carries on its 
expansion in the provinces, adding 300,000 sqm to the 
mall business unit’s total gross floor area (GFA).

SM City Legazpi
SM City Legazpi pays tribute to the captivating scenery 
of the Mayon when it opened its doors in Albay on 
September 14, delighting mallgoers with an extraordinary 
view of the volcano from the mall’s Food Hall.

SM City Legazpi has three levels, housing a distinct mix 
of shopping, dining, and entertainment concepts that 
aim to transform the Bicolanos’ mallgoing experience. 
Apart from first-in-Bicol global and national brands, 
and local products and services, anchor stores include 
The SM Store, SM Supermarket, SM Appliance Store, 

Ace Hardware, Our Home, Watsons, Surplus Shop, 
Sports Central, Miniso, SM Food Hall, and Cyberzone.

The mall is located across Legazpi Grand Central 
Terminal, and is poised to become the point of 
convergence in Bicol that offers shoppers an interesting 
line up spread across 42,603 sqm of leasable space.

SM City Urdaneta Central
SM City Urdaneta Central is SM’s second mall in the 
Province of Pangasinan that opened its doors on 
May 4. With 42,000 sqm of gross floor area, the mall is 
committed to provide new shopping experiences at the 
heart of the province.

SM City Urdaneta Central brings to customers an array 
of homegrown and international brands, as well as SM 
mainstays such as The SM Store, SM Supermarket, 
Watsons, Ace Hardware, SM Appliance Center, Our Home, 
Surplus, Miniso, Sports Central, and Cyberzone.

SM City Urdaneta Central
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Dubbed as Pangasinan’s gateway to urban shopping, 
SM City Urdaneta Central is located beside the densely 
populated subdivisions of the city, at the center of 
Barangay Nancayasan and Poblacion along MacArthur 
Highway—a main thoroughfare en route to top tourist 
destinations in the northern part of the Philippines.

SM Center Imus
SM reaches more Caviteños with the opening of its 
68th mall in the country on February 16. With 13,000 
sqm of gross floor area, SM Center Imus is the newest 
mall-destination in the province, and is a home of SM 
anchor brands such as SM Supermarket, SM Appliance 
Center, ACE Hardware, Miniso, Watsons, and BDO.

Located along N.I.A Road, Barangay Bukandala, Imus, 
Cavite, SM Center Imus aims to boost the presence of 

the SM brand in Cavite, along with the five SM malls 
in the province, namely SM City Bacoor, SM City 
Dasmariñas, SM City Molino, SM City Rosario, and      
SM City Trece Martires.

SM City Telabastagan 
Opening its doors on May 18, SM City Telabastagan 
treats Kapampangans with a 55,093 sqm lifestyle 
mall that houses its major anchor brands such as                     
The SM Store and SM Supermarket, SM Appliance 
Center, ACE Hardware, Watsons, Our Home, Surplus, 
Uniqlo, Crocs, and Miniso.  

SM City Telabastagan is located along MacArthur 
Highway, serving residents in Telabastagan, as well as 
in the nearby towns of Sto. Tomas, Bacolor, Guagua, 
Mexico, Porac, San Luis, Santa Ana, and Lubao.

SM Center Imus
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8.3sqm 
Total GFA

1.3sqm 
Total GFA

1,936 
No. of mall
tenants

Philippines China

SM Center Ormoc
Just in time for the holidays, SM Center Ormoc 
opened its doors on November 16 to bring fun 
shopping, dining, and entertainment to Leyteños. With 
21,380 sqm of gross floor areas, the mall features 
SM’s mainstay brands including SM Hypermarket,       
Banco de Oro, SM Appliance Center, Ace Hardware, 
Watsons, Sports Central, Simply Shoes, Miniso, and 
Crocs. SM Center Ormoc is situated at the heart of 
Ormoc City, along Real Street of Barangay District 14. 

Four new malls in the Philippines are slated for 2019: 
SM Center Dagupan and SM City Olongapo Central in 
Pangasinan, SM City Butuan in Agusan del Norte, and 
SM Mindpro Citimall in Zamboanga. By the end of 
2019, SM Prime will have 83 malls, 76 in the Philippines 
and 7 in China.

Moving forward, SM Supermalls will continue to expand 
and adapt to constantly evolving consumer demands, 
and look up to more years of business success.

SM City Telabastagan

SM Center Ormoc
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EVENTS 

SM Supermalls
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1. ColorGram 
 SM City North EDSA, in partnership with Davies Paints, transformed the mall into an  
 Instagram paradise that gave shoppers a colorful opportunity to create their most  
 interesting shots, with the most quirky background and elements. 

2. Castaway Music Festival and Biggest Lantern of Hope
 A jam-packed celebration welcomed shoppers as SM North Luzon malls brought the  
 much-awaited Castaway Music Festival and Biggest Lantern of Hope—with over 100,000  
 attendees coming from different parts up north! 

3. Festive Mindanao
 SM Mindanao malls spearheaded the celebration of Festive Mindanao—a campaign that  
 aims to make culture and tradition stay alive, by providing a familiar and modern cultural  
 venue for the city’s festivities.

4. Art Festival
 SM Visayas malls, with the Philippine Institute of Architects, featured a mural of the  
 word “Iloilo”, where each letter highlighted the culture, tradition, festivals, and historical  
 places that depict the Province of Iloilo. 

5. Jungle Safari in the Mall
 SM South Luzon malls took shoppers to the heart of Africa with its nine life-sized  
 animals, engaging a rough average of 6,000 students in fun learning activities!
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EVENTS 
Mall of Asia Arena
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1. Bruno Mars: 24K Magic World Tour
 Bruno Mars had the whole MOA Arena on its feet as he performed his    
 earthshaking hits in front of over 30,000 people for his two-day sold-out concert.

2. Celine Dion Live in Manila 
 Legendary diva Celine Dion’s first-ever concert in Manila was all worth the wait. 
 Over 20,000 fans came to witness her heartfelt performance and loved every bit of it.

3. FIBA World Cup
 Team Pilipinas bravely faced players from Japan, Iran, and Kazakhstan in heart-pounding   
 matches for the FIBA Basketball World Cup 2019 Asian Qualifiers held at the MOA Arena.

4. EXO: The Elyxion Tour
 MOA Arena was filled with passionate fans singing and dancing their hearts out as K-pop   
 sensation EXO dominated the stage with powerful performances during their third   
 visit in the country.

5. UAAP Season 81 Opening: Where It All Begins
 With Stephen Curry leading the oath of sportsmanship, this season’s opening ceremony   
 hosted by the National University is arguably the grandest one to date.

6. #AweSM: SM Celebrates 60 
 It was a night filled with joy and optimism as SM employees from different business units  
 happily gathered at the MOA Arena in celebration of SM’s 60th year.

7. Disney on Ice: Mickey’s Super Celebration 
 It was a record-breaking year for Disney On Ice as Mickey’s Super Celebration officially   
 takes the title as the highest-grossing show run in Philippine history to date.
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Malls Listing

METRO MANILA

North EDSA
Sta. Mesa
Megamall
Southmall
Fairview
Manila
Sucat
Bicutan
San Lazaro
Valenzuela
Mall of Asia
Pasig
Muntinlupa
Marikina
Las Piñas
Novaliches
Aura Premier
BF Parañaque
Sangandaan
Cherry Shaw
Cherry Congressional
East Ortigas
S Maison

LUZON

Bacoor
Pampanga
Lucena
Baguio
Marilao
Dasmariñas
Batangas
Molino
Sta. Rosa
Clark
Lipa
Taytay
Rosales
Baliwag
Naga
Rosario
Tarlac
San Pablo
Calamba
Masinag
Olongapo
San Fernando
Cauayan

Angono
Megacenter
   Cabanatuan
San Mateo
Cabanatuan
San Jose
    Del Monte
Trece Martires
Cherry Antipolo
Puerto Princesa
Tuguegarao
   Downtown
Pulilan
Lemery
Imus
Urdaneta Central
Telabastagan
Legazpi

VISAYAS

Cebu
Iloilo
Bacolod
Consolacion
Seaside Cebu
Ormoc

MINDANAO

Davao
Cagayan de Oro
General Santos
Lanang Premier
CDO Downtown Premier

Xiamen
Jinjiang
Chengdu
Suzhou
Chongqing
Zibo
Tianjin

PHILIPPINES 
(in order of development)

CHINA
(in order of development)
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Residences

Revenue
36.5bn
Operating Income
12.3bn
Residential Units
122,652
(Since 2003)

The Estate
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Setting New Goals, Raising The Bar

SMDC’s growth has been nothing short of remarkable 
since the launch of its first residential building 
in 2006. It has expanded its portfolio to include 
properties in most cities in Metro Manila, as well as 
in neighboring cities and provinces, including Rizal, 
Tagaytay, Pampanga, Laguna, Bulacan, and Cavite. 
Setting another milestone in 2018, SMDC embarked on 
its first residential venture in Mindanao with the launch 
of Lane Residences in Davao City. This brings SMDC 
ever closer to achieving its vision to create a nation of 
homeowners.

SMDC continued its upward trajectory in 2018, a 
banner year with stellar growth in reservation sales, and 
strong take up of its high-rise, mid-rise, and house and 
lot developments. To meet rising demand from both 
end-use and investor markets, SMDC unveiled several 
new projects in 2018. These include Hill Residences 
in Novaliches, Quezon City, Park Residences 
within the complex of SM City Sta. Rosa, Laguna, 
Lush Residences and Red Residences in Makati, 
Leaf Residences in Susana Heights, Muntinlupa, 
and the previously mentioned Lane Residences 
located within the sprawling 10-hectare mixed-use 

Lane Residences Pool Area

Lush Residences Lobby

Red Residences Lobby
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SM Lanang Premier development in Davao City. With 
its first development in Mindanao, SMDC’s promise 
to bring “The Good Life,” where homeowners get 
to live in a conveniently located, aspirational, yet 
affordable residences, reaches a brand-new audience. 

On to the Next Level
In line with SMDC’s expansion is its push into new 
market segments and territories. Particularly exciting 
is its venture into the ultra-luxury segment with 
The Estate Makati, a Foster + Partners designed edifice 
set to rise on Ayala Avenue. In 2019, SMDC is poised to 
expand its footprint in the international scene as well. 
With the strong demand from the Chinese market, 
the company is commencing the second phase of 
its highly successful Silk Residences development in 
its two-hectare property in Chengdu, China. Then to 

serve the growing Overseas Filipino market, SMDC 
is establishing international offices in Singapore and 
Dubai. 

Solidifying the Base
In 2019, SMDC will continue its growth with all-new 
developments to go with expansions of its existing 
portfolio. It plans to launch 19,000 to 25,000 units 
in Metro Manila (Pasay, Las Piñas, Parañaque, and 
Quezon City) and in the provinces (Rizal, Bulacan, 
Cavite, Laguna, Pampanga, and Iloilo). Always moving 
forward, searching for opportunities and other possible 
areas for growth, SMDC remains focused on delivering 
value to its stakeholders, driven by its aim of developing 
communities that positively shape the lives of its 
residents for a better future. 

Park Residences Central Park
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EVENTS 

SM Development Corporation
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1. SMDC Happynings 2018
 SMDC Happynings made several rounds in ready-for-occupancy communities 
 to treat  residents to a fun-filled weekend.

2. Coast Residences Topping-off
 Located along Roxas Boulevard, Coast Residences is one of the 11 SMDC properties 
 that achieved a construction milestone last year with its topping-off.

3. SMDC International Sales Events
 SMDC International Sales held several events for investors, brokers, and buyers 
 in different countries all over the world.

4. Launch of Lane Residences
 Lane Residences, the first SMDC project in Mindanao was launched in Davao City last 
      October 2018.
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EVENTS 
Costa Del Hamilo, Inc. & Highlands Prime, Inc.

6

1. 60,000 Pairs of Shoes
CDHI and HPI executives lend their time to segregate and pack 60,000 Pairs of    
Shoes for public school students in celebration of SM’s 60th Anniversary.  

2. Grandparent’s Day 2018
The priceless smiles of Laguna and Batangas’ elderly lolos and lolas greeted    
our employees as they shared a morning of wellness and love in celebration of    
Grandparent’s Day.

3. ChriSMiles 2018
During the season of giving, employees reached out to less fortunate children    
to share a fun-filled morning with toys, food, and games.

4. Brigada Eskwela 2018
Employees help students prepare for another school year through Brigada    
Eskwela by bringing along paint brushes, brooms, and the bayanihan spirit 
to the community.

5. Hamilo Coast Coastal Cleanup 2018
Employees, volunteers, and WWF Philippines ambassadors help save oceans    
one coast at a time as they gather one sunny morning at Hamilo Coast’s    
Annual Coastal Cleanup drive. 

6. Tagaytay Highlands One Tree at a Time 2018
Fulfilling Tagaytay Highlands’ commitment of a greener future through its    
annual tree planting initiative—One Tree at a Time—employees helped plant 500   
saplings around the different residential developments.

1

3

4

5

2
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Residential Projects

SM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
(in order of development)

HIGHLANDS PRIME, INC.
(in order of development)

COSTA DEL HAMILO, INC.
(in order of development)

Metro Manila

Chateau Elysee
Mezza
Berkeley
Grass
Sea
Field
Princeton
Sun
Jazz
Light
Blue
M Place at 
    South Triangle
Shine
Green
Shell
Breeze

Luzon

Pueblo Real
Woodlands Point
    (Phase 1 and 2)
Hillside
Horizon
Vireya
Woodridge Place
    (Linden Building)
Aspenhills
Woodridge Place
    (Mahogany Building)

Luzon

Carola
Jacana
Miranda
Myna
Freia

Luzon

Wind
Cool
Cheer
Cheerful
Green 2
Hope
Charm
Park

Mindanao

Lane

Grace
Shore
South
Trees
Air
Fame
Coast
Spring
S
Vine
Bloom
Red
Leaf
Hill
Lush

Sierra Lago
Horizon Terraces           
    Condo 1
Horizon Terraces                
    Townhouse 2
Horizon Terraces        
    Condo 2
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Offices

Revenue
3.6bn
Operating Income
2.9bn

ThreeE-Com Center
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Reaching New Heights

In just about a decade, SM Prime’s Commercial 
Properties Group (CPG) has established itself as a 
preferred office building developer by many major local 
and multinational companies looking for office space 
in the Philippines. Its world-class office buildings, 
particularly the E-Com Centers, have significantly 
contributed to the business activity in the Mall of Asia 
Complex and has helped propel the Bay Area in Pasay 
City as the fastest growing commercial business 
district in the country as cited in a report by Colliers 
International. Resulting from this success, the Mall of 
Asia Complex was recognized as the best Mixed-Use 
Development for Investment Opportunity in 2018.

2018 has been a banner year for the group as it 
launched its first certified LEED Gold building—the 
ThreeE-Com Center, which achieved 100% occupancy. 
Its office tenants include industry giants such as 
Amazon, Alorica, ICTSI, and Microsourcing as its 
office tenants. For its retail offering, its tenants include 
Starbucks Reserve, Tim Hortons, BDO, and Alfamart. 
Similarly, the rest of the E-Com Centers are also fully 
leased-out.

The FourE-Com Center, set to be the largest office 
building in the Mall of Asia Complex, with a gross floor 
area of 122,997 square meters, celebrated its topping-
off ceremony and also 3-million safe man-hours in 
2018. The property is the second USGBC pre-certified 
LEED Gold Building of the group. The first tower is 

expected to be completed by the 4th quarter of 2019. 
The group also has a healthy pipeline of office buildings 
in various stages of development in response to the 
ever-changing demands and market opportunities in 
the real estate industry.

As the country continues to rank as one of the best 
outsourcing destination together with the sustained 
economic growth, expect that SM Prime’s Commercial 
Properties Group to continue leading and transforming 
its properties into meaningful commercial spaces for 
everyone.

CPG executives, consultants, and 
technical partners in the topping-off 
ceremony of the FourE-Com Center.

SM Prime executives during the launch of the ThreeE-Com Center.
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Hotels &
Convention

Centers

Revenue
4.9bn
Operating Income
1.1bn

Taal Vista Hotel
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EVENTS 

SM Hotels

1. Park Inn by Radisson Davao Turns Five
 A party filled with colors was held at Park Inn by Radisson Davao to celebrate the   
 hotel’s fifth anniversary, which was capped by a fun run and a motorcade.

2. Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony in Taal Vista Hotel
 Taal Vista Hotel’s annual tree-lighting ceremony marked the official launching of   
 the hotel’s 80th anniversary dubbed “Here, For Always”. DOT Secretary Bernadette   
 Romulo-Puyat was the guest of honor at the event.

3. Groundbreaking activities in Clark
 SMHCC held the groundbreaking of the Park Inn by Radisson Clark expansion   
 featuring 100 additional rooms, and the construction of SMX Convention Center   
 Clark, both opening in Q1 2020. 

4. Launch of Sustainable Diner Project in the Philippines
 Taal Vista Hotel and Pico Sands Hotel were identified as pilot hotels to conduct   
 a sustainable diner project in the Philippines, in collaboration with World Wide   
 Fund for Nature (WWF).

5. Ayoko ng Plastik Movement
 Pico Sands Hotel and Pico de Loro Beach and Country Club announced the    
 elimination of single use plastics at the annual International Coastal Cleanup   
 Celebration with WWF.

6. Park Inn by Radisson Bacolod License Agreement Signing
 SMHCC continues expansion with the license agreement signing with the    
 Radisson Hotel Group (RHG) for Park Inn by Radisson Bacolod, the fifth Park Inn   
 hotel in the company’s portfolio.

7. Inspiring Two Celebration
 Conrad Manila celebrated its second anniversary in grand fashion, with a series   
 of activities highlighted by cocktails at the Presidential Suite, shared with top   
 corporate clients, select media, and VIP guests. 

8. Rise Against Hunger Meal Packing
 Conrad Manila, along with Rise Against Hunger, organized meal packing activities for   
 communities impacted by Typhoon Mangkhut. Miss Asia Pacific International Queens   
 joined and packed meals enough to feed 21,600 people. 
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EVENTS 

Convention Centers

1. Toy Con + Pop Life Experience 2018 at SMX Manila
 The biggest and longest-running pop culture event in the country launched the First   
 Filipino Pop Culture Awards, acknowledging world class talents and icons with remarkable  
 contribution to Filipino Pop Culture.

2. SMX Launches Its Sustainable Programs 
 SMXCC’s sustainable ESG program, Operation Joy and Operation Care, aims to provide  
 quality school materials and distribute gifts every year to the kids in Bgy. Baclaran Daycare  
 Center.

3. SMX Davao Holds First Culinaire County Fair
 SMX Davao’s accredited caterers—Grand Menseng, Chippens, and Villa Margarita—  
 showcased their best menu spread and set up with the theme—County Fair.

4. Asia Pop Comicon 2018 at SMX Manila
 SMX Manila continues to host the most attended annual event—the Asia Pop Comicon.  
 APCC has a huge fan base of comics, toys and collectibles, animation, games, cosplay,  
 and superheroes. 

5. SMX Bacolod Hosts MICECON 2018
 SMX Bacolod hosted the first MICE (Meetings, Incentive Travel, Convention, and   
 Exhibition) Convention for event professionals in Bacolod. The convention serves   
 as platform for learning new insights on Philippine MICE Industry.

1

2

3

4
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Offices	and	Hotels	&	Convention	
Centers Listings
OFFICES
(in order of development)

HOTELS

CONVENTION CENTERS

Metro Manila

Makati Cyber One 
Makati Cyber Two
Two E-Com Center
SM Cyber West
Aura Office Tower
Five E-Com Center
Three E-Com Center
SM South Tower

Luzon
(in order of development)

Taal Vista
Pico Sands 
Park Inn by 
     Radisson Clark

VISAYAS

Radisson Blu Cebu

VISAYAS
(in order of development)

Cebu Trade Hall
SMX Convention Center Bacolod
Sky Hall Seaside Cebu

Metro Manila

Conrad Manila

MINDANAO

Park Inn by 
     Radisson Davao

MINDANAO

SMX Convention Center Davao

Metro Manila
(in order of development)

Megatrade Hall
SMX Convention Center Manila
SMX Convention Center Aura

Luzon

SM Taytay BPO Tower
SM The Core Tower 1
SM Clark BPO Tech Hub
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Sustainability Summary Report (breaker)

Sustainability 
Report

To access the full SM Prime 
Sustainability Report, scan
the QR Code or go to 
http://bit.ly/SMPH_SR18
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Four  Sustainability  Pillars (102-16)

Over the years, SM Prime has managed to show 
financial strength and steady growth through the 
development of its world-class malls. Driven by its 
vision, passion for innovation, and commitment to 
serve its customers, the Company has enabled itself 
to transform the malls from mere shopping locations 
to premier destinations and now as the center in the 
development of the Company’s Lifestyle Cities.
 
SM Prime’s Lifestyle Cities are integrated property 
developments with  world-class malls and luxuriously 

affordable residential and leisure home projects. 
Strategically located office properties, hotels and 
convention centers complement them. The world-
renowned  Filipino hospitality is in the heart of its 
operations. As a result, the Company offers total 
lifestyle experience  to various stakeholders.

In achieving this, SM Prime ensures that Lifestyle 
Cities are anchored on the core foundation of its 
four sustainability pillars: ECONOMIC, PEOPLE, 
ENVIRONMENT and COMMUNITY.

PEOPLE

ECONOMIC 

COMMUNITY

ENVIRONMENT

SM Prime recognizes the valuable contributions 
of employees to the Company’s success. 
Hence, the Company puts great importance 
to their professional growth and well-being. 
The Company invests through developmental 
programs to improve the employee’s knowledge 
and skills. SM Prime institutionalized programs 
on health and wellness.  Employee volunteerism 
is highly encouraged as it helps develop and 
strengthen relationships 
internally and with the 
communities served by the 
Company and its people.

SM Prime acknowledges 
that it plays a significant 
role as a catalyst of 
economic growth in 
the Philippine economy. 
The Company’s mission 
include the enhancement 
of shareholder value of its investors. Integral in 
maximizing the shareholders’ return of investment 
is SM Prime’s strict adherence to good corporate 
governance. Further, SM Prime’s businesses 
create multiplier effect in the communities 
where it operates thereby resulting to increase 
economic activity and improvement in the lives 
of its customers and stakeholders.

LIFESTYLE 
CITIES

Innovative and 
Sustainable

SM Prime as a key player
in the Philippine property
development industry is
aware that it needs
to build and manage
lifestyle cities sustainably.
Thus, various innovations

and technological advancements for
the protection of natural capital have
been adapted by the Company. It has
also entered into partnerships with local
and international environmental and
disaster risk resilient organizations as a
sign of its serious commitment to being
environmentally responsible and resilient
across all aspects of its operations.

SM Prime’s property development brings about
significant ripple effect to the communities 
where it has situated its businesses.  Cognizant 
of this opportunity to serve millions of 
customers daily, the Company ensures that its 
facilities foster inclusivity and accommodate 
the needs of its various stakeholders. The 
Company creates strong relationship not only 
with its local communities but also with the 

LGUs, NGOs, International 
Organizations and other 
interest groups. The 
communities are then 
transformed and grow with 
SM Prime.
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Materiality Matrix (102-44)

Response to Stakeholders

Out of the 33 topics indicated by the GRI Standards, 19 
were deemed material by SM Prime’s stakeholders. The 
materiality matrix is formed with the utmost urgency 
to address and determine the internal and external 
context issues such as employee development, 
environmental care, profitability, and concern for 
the community. A statistical-based approach was 
developed by University of Asia and the Pacific Center 
for Social Responsibility (UA&P-CSR) to analyze the 
results of the stakeholder consultation. From the 
matrix, the readers of this report can have a glimpse 

of what topics are very important to the stakeholders. 
The top five topics for this year are: Water, Economic 
Performance, Employment, Environmental and Social 
Compliance, and Training and Education. Compared 
to last year, most of the topics remained except for 
Emissions, Effluents, and Waste which was replaced 
by Training and Education. On the other hand, 
SM Prime’s stakeholders did not consider Public 
Policy and Marketing and Labeling as material to them 
for this year.

 Economic
EP-  Economic Performance (201)

MP-  Market Presence (202)

IEI -  Indirect Economic Impact (203)

PP-  Procurement Practices (204)

AC-  Anti-Corruption (205)

ACB -  Anti-Competitive Behavior (206)

 Environmental
M-  Materials (301)

EN-  Energy (302)

W -  Water and Effluents (303)

B-  Biodiversity (304)

EM-  Emissions (305)

EW -  Effluents and Waste (306)

EC-  Environmental Compliance (307)

SEA - Supplier Environmental 

           Assessment (308)

E-  Employment (401)
LMR -  Labor Management 
 Relations (402)
OHS-  Occupational Health and  
  Safety (403)
TE -  Training and 
 Education (404)
DEO -  Diversity and Equal 
 Opportunity (405)
ND-  Non- Discrimination (406) 
FACB-  Freedom of Association  
  and Collective 
 Bargaining (407)
CL -  Child Labor (408)
FCL-  Forced of Compulsory 
 Labor (409)

SP-  Security Practices (410)
RIPs-  Rights of Indigenous 
 peoples (411)
HRA -  Human Rights 
 Assessment (412)
LC -  Local Communities (413)
SSA -  Supplier Social 
 Assessment (414)
CHS -  Customer Health and 
 Safety (416) 
ML -  Marketing and 
 Labeling (417)
CP-  Customer Privacy (418)
SEC-  Socio-Economic 
 Compliance (419)

 Social

Putting our Stakeholders First (102-6,9,40,42,43)

SM Prime ensures that its stakeholders are involved 
in all aspects of its operations. The stakeholders have 
been engaged in the production of the Sustainability 
Report since the first one was produced in 2007.  For 
this year’s Sustainability Report, a group-wide survey 
was conducted to make certain that a wider scope of 
stakeholders are involved in the sustainability direction 

setting of the Company. The identified stakeholders 
and SM Prime’s Technical Working Group answered an 
online survey that resulted in a list of indicators they 
considered as important, relevant and have an impact 
on the Company. As a result, more stakeholders were 
identified compared to last year.
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92 public school buildings and 

296 classrooms with complete facilities 
and fixtures donated by SM Prime
482 employees and tenants underwent 
Company sponsored training for Pollution 
Control Officer (PCO) 

2748  beneficiaries of educational
campaigns on environmental
protection and waste management
by Hamilo Coast in partnership with 
World Wide Fund for Nature 
(WWF) Philippines

9.245 Total MW capacity 
of solar energy generated from 
solar panels installed in malls in 
Philippines and China

1,704 Senior Citizens involved in the 
Community Service Program for Senior 
Citizens

5,572 Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) are doing business in the malls.

236 interns hired

284 employees underwent 
OSHS/BOSH Training

PhP 3.5M donated to UNICEF
Healthier Kids in School: Scaling Up 
WASH in Public Elementary Schools 
in the Philippines 

77,000 elementary school
children beneficiaries of UNICEF 
Healthier Kids in School Program

35% wastewater treated equivalent to 

2,044 Olympic-sized pool 

4.2M mall goers have access to 
hand-washing facilities in SM Prime 
establishments

2 companies have female Presidents 

55% women in managerial and 
executive positions

Policies on gender equality are in place
and reported cases of discrimination 
and harassment, if any, are acted upon

Supporting the UN SDGs 

13,385  3rd party service
providers i.e. Janitor, Security Guards  
were hired from the localities where 
SM Prime’s businesses are located

1,410 beneficiaries of four Feeding 
Programs spearheaded by the Customer 
Relations Services Division in 18 malls 
nationwide

6,000 estimated breastfeeding
mothers, together with their children and 
family members, participated at the Hakab 
Na! Breastfeeding month celebration

1,000 women joined in the
Pink Ribbon Day and Power in Pink 
advocacy events for Breast Cancer

500 seafarers present during 
the Seafarer’s Mental Health 
Awareness celebration

70+retainer doctors70+
company-owned clinics

11,000+ employees with 
health insurance 

0 incident of employee 
intoxication and substance abuse

60% female: 40% male employees

100% rank and file employees 
receiving above minimum wage 

2,643 elderly recipients of Serve 
More Love for the Elderly Program

24,021 participated in Angels 
Walk for Autism

5,000 participated in Happy Walk 
for Down Syndrome

4.2M daily mall goers provided with 
free Wi-Fi access

2 Malls: SM Aura Premier and S Maison 
LEED® Gold Certified buildings
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1,000 housing donated
to Yolanda  (Typhoon Haiyan) victims

600 PWD participated in Emergency 
Preparedness Forum

8 malls have disaster resilient 
features such as water catchment, 
built on stilts 

All SM Prime establishments with 
specially designed ramps and comfort 
rooms for PWDs and Senior Citizens

0 reported cases of bribery 
and discrimination

Philippine secretariat of the 
UNISDR ARISE 

64 ARISE Philippine members

SM Prime partners with various 
organizations:
 
•  United Nations Children’s Fund  

(UNICEF) 
•  World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) 

Philippines 
•  National Resilience Council (NRC) 
•  UN Global Compact (UNGC)

234 tenants oriented on 
SM Business Continuity Planning 
(SM BCP)

50 Managers attended the Incident 
Command System (ICS) for disaster  
preparedness and response 

8 Local Government Units partnered 
with NRC for Resilience Leadership 
Program

139,924 various tree species 
planted by SM Supermalls employees in 
Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR), 
Central Luzon, and CALABARZON 
Regions

400 trees planted by SMDC 
employees at La Mesa Dam Ecopark

100 participants planted 200 
propagules in Pico de Loro 
mangrove area

166,549 seven-year old 
trees saved while  9,500 
employees, community residents 
participated in Trash to Cash 
Program

20,421 students participated 
in the Green Film Festival 
quarterly film showing

19 out of 21 SMDC 
Residences are completely 
fitted with LED lighting in all 
common areas

7,000 participants with  

572,254.14 kgs of waste 
during Coastal Clean-Up in 
SM By the Bay

100 participants with 

298 kgs of trash during Hamilo 
Coast coastal and underwater clean up

3 Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) 
in Hamilo Coast regularly patrolled 
to prevent illegal fishing 
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FEATURE STORY

ASEAN Top 50 Corporate Governance

As one of the country’s largest property development 
companies, SM Prime makes certain that it continuously 
goes beyond mere compliance of corporate best 
practices and standards. It constantly takes on efforts 
necessary to heighten awareness of everyone in the 
organization, as it believes that good governance is 
an essential component of what constitutes sound 
strategic business. 

Having demonstrated good corporate governance for 
the past year, SM Prime won awards for leadership 
and best practices in ASEAN Corporate Governance 
during the 2nd ASEAN Corporate Governance Awards 
in November 2018 held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Out of the Top 50 ASEAN publicly-listed companies 
awarded, SM Prime placed a spot in the Top 10. 

Based on the ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard 
(ACGS), an assessment of good practices that aim to 
protect firms from financial crises and lead to greater 
capital market development, SM Prime, along with 
SM Investments Corporation and China Bank, was 
given high honors, securing a spot in the prestigious 
Top 3 in the Philippines.

The 2nd ASEAN Corporate Governance Awards was 
hosted by the Minority Shareholders Watch Group 
(MSWG), an independent corporate governance 
research and monitoring organization based in Kuala 
Lumpur.

The Company’s good corporate governance practices 
have helped establish SM Prime as a strong brand 
trusted by customers, investors, business partners, 
and other stakeholders. Its consistent recognition and 
awards received is a testament to its commitment to 
good governance. 

SM Prime will continue to focus on improving the 
way things are done in the organization. It deeply 
believes that good corporate governance help shape 
a sustainable future for the Company, its stakeholders, 
and future generations. 

SM Prime’s Chairman of the Executive Committee Hans T. Sy receiving awards for SM Prime in the 2nd ASEAN Corporate Governance 
Awards in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Awards received from the 2nd ASEAN Corporate Governance 
Awards in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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Corporate 
Governance

SM Prime Holdings, Inc. believes that 
good governance is essential to the 
continued success of its business, and is 
dedicated to foster a culture of fairness, 
accountability, and transparency at all 
levels within the organization. These 
principles constitute the foundation 
of SM Prime’s Corporate Governance 
Framework, and are embedded in every 
aspect of the Company’s operations and 
its dealings with various stakeholders.
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Corporate Governance
SM Prime Holdings, Inc. believes that good governance is 
essential to the continued success of its business, and is 
dedicated to foster a culture of fairness, accountability and 
transparency at all levels within the organization. These 
principles constitute the foundation of SM Prime’s Corporate 
Governance Framework, and are embedded in every aspect 
of the Company’s operations and its dealings with various 
stakeholders.

The Company’s good corporate governance practices has 
helped established SM as a strong brand which customers, 
investors, business partners and other stakeholders trust. 
The Company and its business units have consistently 
won recognitions and awards from various bodies as a 
testament to this. This certainly helped sustaining the 
Company’s competitive advantage as demonstrated by, 
among others, incoming global brands’ preference to locate 
in SM properties, as well as foreign investments flowing into 
the Company.

SM Prime’s intent to create value at all times in all businesses 
it operates, is marked not just by product quality and service 
excellence but, more importantly, has a heart that cares for 
its customers, communities and its environment to ensure 
sustainable growth and progress.

The Board of Directors 
SM Prime’s Board of Directors is at the helm of its governance 
structure. It is the Board’s responsibility to formulate and 
ensure the achievement of the Company’s vision and 
mission in a manner that upholds the values of focus, hard 
work, innovation, integrity, teamwork and sustainability. 

The Board also plays a leading role in the establishment of the 
Company’s strategic framework, setting the overall strategic 
direction and reviewing and monitoring its progress at least 
on an annual basis. Through the Company’s Strategy Team, 
the Board reviews business units’ strategies and targets and 
monitors their progress towards achieving the Company’s 
strategic objectives

SM Prime’s Revised Manual on Corporate Governance 
specifies the duties and responsibilities of the Board of 
Directors, and delineates the roles of the Chairman of the 
Board and the President. This separation of roles ensures 
appropriate balance of power, increased accountability and 
greater capacity of the Board for independent decision-
making. 

To ensure a high standard of best practice for the Company, 
its stockholders and other stakeholders, the Board conducts 

itself with honesty and integrity in the performance of, 
among others, the following duties and responsibilities:

• Formulates the Company’s long-term vision    
 and mission; 
• Oversees the development of and approve    
 the Company’s business objectives and    
 strategy, and monitors their implementation; 
• Ensures and adopts an effective succession    
 planning program for directors, key officers    
 and management; 
• Aligns the remuneration of key officers and    
 Board members with the long-term interests    
 of the Company; 
• Discloses in the Corporate Governance    
 Manual a formal and transparent board    
 nomination and election policy; 
• Ensures that there is a group-wide policy    
 and system governing related party     
 transactions (RPTs) and other unusual or    
 infrequently occurring transactions; 
• Approves the selection and assessing the performance  
 of the Management and control functions; 
• Establishes an effective performance management   
 framework that will ensure that the Management and   
 personnel’s performance is at par with the standards; 
• Oversees that an appropriate internal control system   
 and a sound enterprise risk management (ERM)   
 framework is in place; 
• Ensures a Board Charter is in place and is publicly   
 available; 
• Discloses within three business days any transactions   
 related to their own SM Prime shares; and 
• Performs other duties and responsibilities as may be   
 assigned by the Securities and Exchange Commission   
 (SEC).

Board Committees are set up to assist the Board in the 
performance of their functions particularly, with respect 
to audit, risk management, related party transactions and 
governance. The Board, through the work performed by its 
Committees, is of the opinion that the Group’s systems of 
internal control and risk management are adequate and 
effective to address the financial, operational and compliance 
risks. The composition, duties and responsibilities of all 
committees are publicly available in the corporate website.

The Board is also assisted by a Corporate Secretary to ensure 
the effective discharge of its duties and responsibilities. 
The Corporate Secretary assists the Chairs of the Board 
and its Committees in the preparation of agenda for Board 
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meetings, puts the Board on notice before every meeting 
and assists the Board in making business judgments in 
good faith. The Corporate Secretary gathers and analyzes 
documents, records and other information, including 
updates and changes to relevant rules, laws and regulations, 
and keeps the Board abreast on matters essential to the 
conduct of their duties and responsibilities.

Board Independence
The Board is composed of three independent directors 
that possess all the necessary qualifications and none of 
the disqualifications to hold the position. The Board’s lead 
independent director, Mr. Jose L. Cuisia, Jr., is primarily 
responsible to reinforce proper mechanisms for disclosure, 
protection of the rights of shareholders, equitable treatment 
of shareholders, and the accountability of the Board and 
Management are in place, in cases where Management has 
clear conflicts of interest. Directors with material interest 
in any transaction with the Company are also expected to 
abstain from deliberation of the same.

Board Diversity 
The Board has adopted a board diversity policy which aims 
to create and maintain an atmosphere of constructive 
challenge and debate, requiring the right balance of skills, 
competence, experience, and perspectives among the 
directors. Diversity at the board level is an essential element 
of sound corporate governance, sustainable and balanced 
development, and effective business strategy. Diversity 
may refer to age, ethnicity, culture, skills, competence, 
knowledge, gender, among other things, in consideration of 
the selection of the Board’s composition.

To monitor progress in achieving the Board’s diversity 
objectives, the Company’s Corporate Governance 
Committee uses a Board Matrix, which sets out the mix of 
attributes, skills, competencies and experience, affiliations 
the Board currently has and is looking for to complement 
its existing composition. Its structure reflects the areas 
relevant to the Company’s strategic objectives, as well as 
other areas of general relevance to the composition of the 
Board.

Board Performance and Attendance
Regular board meetings are held quarterly and scheduled 
in advance during the previous year. Special meetings may 
also be called by the Chairman, the President or Corporate 
Secretary at the request of any two (2) directors.

As provided in the Revised Manual on Corporate Governance, 
the Chairman of the Board makes certain that the meeting 
agenda focuses on strategic matters in coordination with 
the Corporate Secretary, while taking into consideration the 
advice and suggestions of the Board and Management. 
Board papers are made available to all directors at least five 
(5) business days before the regular/special board meeting 
to give ample time to all Board members to study items for 
discussion and decision-making.

The Board of Directors had six (6) regular meetings in 2018 
on the following dates: February 19, April 24, May 7, August 
6, October 22 and December 10. All six meetings registered 
100% attendance of members of the Board of Directors. 
Apart from these meetings, non-executive and independent 
directors met separately during the year without the 
presence of Management.

BOARD COMPOSITION

Director’s Name Directorship Age Date First Elected Elected When
(Annual/Special Meeting)

No. of Years as 
Director

Henry Sy, Sr. (†) Chairman Emeritus 94 April 1994 Annual 25

Jose L. Cuisia, Jr. Lead Independent 75 April 1994 Annual 25

Gregorio U. Kilayko Independent 64 April 2008 Annual 11

Joselito H. Sibayan Independent 60 April 2011 Annual 8

Henry T. Sy, Jr. Non-Executive 65 April 1994 Annual 25

Hans T. Sy Non-Executive 63 April 1994 Annual 25

Herbert T. Sy Non-Executive 62 April 1994 Annual 25

Jorge T. Mendiola Non-Executive 60 December 2012 Annual 6

Jeffrey C. Lim Executive 57 April 2016 Annual 3
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Corporate Governance
Board Training and Orientation
SM Prime ensures that directors are able to perform their 
functions effectively in this rapidly changing environment to 
cope with heightened regulatory, foreign or local demands 
and growing complexity of business. Orientation programs 
are conducted for first-time directors to ensure that new 
members are appropriately apprised of their duties and 
responsibilities. This includes overview of the Company’s 
operations, Code of Conduct, Corporate Governance 
framework and other relevant topics essential in the 
performance of their functions. 

As a matter of continuous professional education, the 
Corporate Governance Committee facilitates the training 
opportunities provided by accredited or duly recognized 
institutions to update and refresh the Board’s knowledge 
and skills. Annual Corporate Governance Training Programs 
were conducted by various accredited training providers 

namely: Institute of Corporate Directors (August 8 and 
November 7), McKinsey and Company (September 19), 
and Good Governance Advocates and Practitioners of the 
Philippines (October 11). Each director and key officer has 
attended at least one training session. The 4-hour annual 
CG training conducted by the aforementioned providers 
covered the following topics:

• Financial Technology (Fintech)
• Sustainability
• Blockchain Technology
• Data Privacy
• Technological innovation affecting businesses and   
 industries
• Responding to cyber-security risks

Name of Director/Officer Date of Training Program Name of Training Institution

Henry T. Sy, Jr. August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Hans T. Sy November 7, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
and AML Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Herbert T. Sy November 7, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance
and AML Training Program 

Institute of Corporate Directors

Gregorio U. Kilayko August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Joselito H. Sibayan October 11, 2018 6th Annual Forum on Good 
Governance, Ethics and 
Compliance

Good Governance Advocates
and Practitioners of the 
Philippines

Jose L. Cuisia, Jr. August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Jorge T. Mendiola August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Jeffrey C. Lim August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Elizabeth T. Sy August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Teresita Sy-Coson September 19, 2018 Fintech Corporate Governance 
Seminar of BDO Unibank, Inc.

McKinsey & Company

Elmer B. Serrano August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Arthur A. Sy August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

John Nai Peng C. Ong August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Marvin Perrin L. Pe August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors
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Board Committees
The Board has established five (5) committees to aid in the performance of its duties. Each committee has adopted a 
Charter, which defines its composition, roles and responsibilities based on the provisions found in the Revised Manual 
on Corporate Governance. Furthermore, the Charters include administrative provisions on the conduct of meetings and 
proceedings, reporting to the Board, structures and other relevant information.

BOARD COMMITTEES

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

MEMBERS DESIGNATION DIRECTORSHIP

Hans T. Sy Chairman Non-Executive

Henry T. Sy, Jr. Member Non-Executive

Herbert T. Sy Member Non-Executive

Elizabeth T. Sy Member Non-Director

Jeffrey C. Lim Member Executive

John Nai Peng C. Ong Member Non-Director

AUDIT COMMITTEE BOARD RISK OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

MEMBERS  DESIGNATION  DIRECTORSHIP MEMBERS  DESIGNATION  DIRECTORSHIP

Jose L. Cuisia, Jr.  Chairman  Independent Gregorio U. Kilayko  Chairman  Independent

Joselito H. Sibayan  Member  Independent  Jose L. Cuisia, Jr.  Member  Independent

Jorge T. Mendiola  Member  Non-Executive Jorge T. Mendiola  Member  Non-Executive

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS COMMITTEE

MEMBERS  DESIGNATION  DIRECTORSHIP MEMBERS  DESIGNATION  DIRECTORSHIP

Joselito H. Sibayan  Chairman  Independent Joselito H. Sibayan  Chairman  Independent

Gregorio U. Kilayko  Member  Independent Gregorio U. Kilayko  Member  Independent

Jose L. Cuisia, Jr.  Member  Independent Jorge T. Mendiola Member  Non-Executive

Teresa Cecilia H. Reyes August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Alexander D. Pomento August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Christopher S. Bautista August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Anna Maria S. Garcia October 11, 2018 6th Annual Forum on Good 
Governance, Ethics and 
Compliance

Good Governance Advocates
and Practitioners of the 
Philippines

Steven T. Tan August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Jose Mari H. Banzon August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Shirley C. Ong August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Ma. Luisa E. Angeles August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Russell T. Sy August 8, 2018 Annual Corporate Governance 
Training Program

Institute of Corporate Directors

Name of Director/Officer Date of Training Program Name of Training Institution
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A. The Executive Committee

The Executive Committee functions when the Board 
of Directors is not in session. Generally, the committee 
is responsible for assisting the Board in overseeing 
the implementation of strategies and long-term 
goals, reviewing major issues facing the organization, 
monitoring the operating activities of each business 
group, and defining and monitoring the Company’s 
performance improvement goals. 

Regular committee meetings are scheduled at least 
once a month. In accordance with the Revised Manual 
on Corporate Governance, actions of the Executive 
Committee are reported to the Board of Directors at 
the Board meeting immediately following such action, 
and are subject to revision or alteration by the Board, as 
necessary.

B. The Audit Committee

The Audit Committee assists and advises the Board 
of Directors in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities 
to ensure the quality and integrity of the Company’s 
accounting, financial reporting, auditing practices, 
risk management and internal control systems and 
adherence to over-all corporate governance best 
practice. The Committee also oversees the Company’s 
process for monitoring compliance with laws, 
regulations, the Code of Ethics, and performs other 
duties as the Board may require. The committee met 
four (4) times in 2018, with 100% attendance in all 
meetings.

C. The Risk Oversight Committee

The Risk Oversight Committee oversees the Company’s 
Enterprise Risk Management system to ensure its 
functionality and effectiveness. This Committee assists 
the Board in ensuring that there is an effective and 
integrated risk management process in place. The 
Committee had four (4) meetings in 2018, with 100% 
attendance in all meetings.

D. The Corporate Governance Committee

The Corporate Governance Committee assists the 
Board in the performance of its corporate governance 
responsibilities, including functions that were formerly 
assigned to the Nomination and Compensation and 
Remuneration Committees. The Committee believes 
that prudent and effective corporate governance 
practices constitute the foundation of the Company’s 

strength and long-term existence to enhance and 
maximize long-term shareholder’s value. The Committee 
met thrice in 2018 with 100% attendance in all meetings.

E. The Related Party Transactions Committee

The Related Party Transactions Committee reviews 
all material related party transactions (RPTs) of the 
Company. The mandate for this Committee specifically 
includes the evaluation of the RPTs to ensure that these 
are undertaken upon terms not less favorable to the 
Company than those offered to any unaffiliated third 
party under the same or similar circumstances and 
overseeing the implementation and regular review of the 
related party policy. The Committee met once in 2018, 
with 100% attendance.

Board Remuneration

Members of the Board of Directors receive a per diem 
of PHP10,000 (PHP20,000 for the Chairman and Vice 
Chairman) for each regular or special Board meeting or 
Board Committee meeting attended. The amount of the per 
diem is openly discussed during the Annual Stockholders’ 
Meeting and approved by SM Prime’s stockholders. Total 
compensation paid to directors is disclosed annually in 
the annual report filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission.

Board Evaluation

Annually, the Corporate Governance Committee facilitates 
the evaluation of the performance of the Board as a whole, 
its respective Board Committees, the individual directors and 
the President, based on duties and responsibilities provided 
in SM Prime’s Revised Manual on Corporate Governance and 
By-Laws. Specifically, the evaluation covers, among others, 
the following:

Chairperson’s Role 
•  Leadership
•  Commitment with the well-functioning of the Committee
•  Independence and ability to align interest to reach   
 consensus
•  Constructive relationship with members and guidance 
 to CEO
•  Considers stakeholders’ interests
•  Ability to coordinate group discussions and dynamic

Board and Board Committee Meetings
•  Fulfillment of duties and responsibilities as embodied in  
 each respective charter
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Corporate Governance Related Policies

Manual on Corporate Governance
SM Prime’s Revised Manual on Corporate Governance, 
which was adopted on 20 February 2017,  institutionalizes 
the principles of good corporate governance by clearly 
defining the roles and responsibilities of the Board of 
Directors and Management, promoting disclosure and 
transparency, strengthening the internal control system 
and risk management framework and cultivating a synergic 
relationship with various stakeholders.

All directors, officers and employees are expected to comply 
with all the provisions of the Revised Manual on Corporate 
Governance. The Company’s Compliance Officer is tasked 
to monitor compliance with the Manual and impose 
corresponding penalties for noncompliance. 

Code of Ethics
The Code of Ethics states the principles that guide the 
Company’s directors, officers and employees in the 
performance of their duties and responsibilities, and in 
their transactions with investors, creditors, customers, 
contractors, suppliers, regulators and the general public. The 
Code requires full compliance with all applicable laws and 
regulations. 

In line with SM Prime’s mission, the Code of Ethics  
underscores the Company’s commitment to promote and 
protect the welfare of its employees, customers and the 
communities where its businesses operate. The Code 
likewise emphasizes the need to protect, sustain and 
enhance the environmental, social and economic resources 
needed to deliver long-term growth.

Related Policies and Programs
To complement the principles provided by the Manual on 
Corporate Governance and Code of Ethics, the Company 
developed several policies and programs that deal with 
specific implementation areas:

Insider Trading Policy 
All directors, officers, employees and other covered persons 
as defined in the Insider Trading Policy are prohibited from 
engaging in transactions that result in conflicts of interest 
and are mandated to promptly disclose actual or perceived 
conflicts of interest, such as acceptance of gifts, interest in 
businesses of competitors, participation in other organization 
or activities and close personal relationships in the Company 
or its affiliates and subsidiaries. Conflicted directors are

•  Accessibility to information necessary to perform its   
functions

• Meeting agenda covered as planned
• Full, positive and balanced participation of directors   

during meetings

Individual Directors
• Strategic vision
• Ability to work in a team
• Time availability and commitment
• Knowledge and alignment to the Company’s values and  

culture
• Intellectual independence
• Communication abilities
• Continuous self-education and development

President
•  Determination, formulation and implementation of the   

strategic plan of the business
•  Directing, evaluating and guiding the work of the key   

officers of the Corporation
•  Building the corporate culture and motivating employees
•  Managing the Corporation’s resources prudently and   

ensuring a proper balance of the same

The annual evaluation also serves as a venue for identifying 
areas for improvement in terms of trainings, continuing 
education programs or any other forms of assistance that 
the directors may need in the performance of their duties. 
The evaluation forms also include support services given to 
the Board, such as the quality and timeliness of information 
provided to them, the frequency and conduct of regular, 
special or committee meetings and their accessibility to 
Management, the Corporate Secretary and Board advisors. 
Every three years, the board evaluation is supported by an 
external facilitator.

The Board reviews and evaluates the results of the 
evaluation, and discusses possible changes that will 
enhance the performance of the individual directors and the 
Board as a collective body. The results of the review are then 
considered by the Corporate Governance Committee in the 
assessment of potential candidates for the next election of 
the Board of Directors.
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required to inhibit themselves from participating in board 
meetings and are specifically identified in the Company’s 
Definitive Information Statement submitted to the SEC. 

Related Party Transactions 
Full disclosure of the details, nature, extent and all other 
material information on transactions with related parties 
in the Company’s financial statements and quarterly and 
annual reports to the SEC and PSE shall be observed 
at all times. Details of transactions entered into by the 
Company with related parties are required to be reviewed by 
independent directors in accordance with the RPT Policy, to 
ensure these are conducted at arms’ length.

Conflict of Interest 
All directors and employees are prohibited from engaging 
in transactions that result in conflicts of interest and are 
mandated to promptly disclose actual or perceived conflicts 
of interest, such as acceptance of gifts, interest in businesses 
of competitors, participation in other organization or 
activities and close personal relationships in the Company 
or its affiliates and subsidiaries. Conflicted directors are 
required to inhibit themselves from participating in board 
meetings and are specifically identified in the Company’s 
Definitive Information Statement submitted to the SEC.

Acceptance of Gifts and Travel Sponsored by Business 
Partners (Anti-Corruption Policy) 
The Company prohibits the solicitation or acceptance 
of gifts and travel in any form from a business partner, 
directly or indirectly, by any director, officer or employee 
of the Company. The policy is intended to ensure integrity 
in procurement practices and the selection of the most 
appropriate business partner in each instance.

Policy on Accountability, Integrity and Vigilance 
(Whistleblowing Policy) 
The Company aims to create an environment where concerns 
and issues, made in good faith, may be raised freely within 
the organization.  Any director, officer, employee, customer, 
shareholder, vendor, supplier and other stakeholder may 
accomplish an incident report on suspected or actual 
violations of the Code of Ethics, the Company’s Code of 
Conduct or any other applicable policy, law or regulation.  
The policy provides for a conduct of investigation of the 
incident report. The policy also includes provisions for non-
retaliation against filer of the incident report. Upon receipt of 
the incident report, Management conducts an investigation 
on its merit, subject to due process, and impose applicable 
penalties and sanctions thereafter.

Creditors’ Rights 
The Company shall respect agreements with creditors, 
manage loans according to lending objectives, ensure timely 
repayment of loans and interests, thoroughly honor loan 
conditions as agreed, and competently operate the business 
to assure creditors about the Company’s healthy financial 
standing and loan repayment capabilities.

Supplier Selection 
The Company adheres to the principles of healthy 
competition, equal opportunity and fair treatment of 
business partners.  As such, selection of suppliers follows 
an open, competitive and non-discriminatory process. 
SM Prime implements a vendor enrolment process that 
screens qualifications of vendors/suppliers the Company 
will deal with.  Such qualifications include legality of entity or 
business, adequacy of financial strength, compliance with 
SM Prime policies such as conflict of interest disclosure 
requirements and ethical standards, and support to SM 
Prime’s environmental missions, health and safety culture. 

Guidelines on Placement of Advertisements 
The Company prohibits the placement of advertisements 
in publications that solicit for such ad placement prior to 
the release of the official results of an awarding process 
conducted by the publication and where SM Prime or any 
of its subsidiaries, director, officer or employee is one of the 
nominees vying for the award. The Company may consider 
placing advertisements in such publications as part of its 
over-all marketing strategy, but only after the release of 
the results of the awarding process and where it will not 
create reasonable doubt that such ad placement influenced 
in any way an award given to the Company or to any of its 
subsidiaries, director, officer or employee.

Alternative Dispute Resolution System 
The Company establishes an alternative dispute resolution 
system to settle intra-corporate disputes in an amicable 
and effective manner. As such, the Board of Directors 
normally engages the services of a neutral third party to 
assist in the resolution of issues between the Company 
and stockholders, third parties and regulatory authorities. 
The alternative dispute resolution system may include 
arbitration, mediation, conciliation, early neutral evaluation, 
mini-trial, or any combination thereof, as the Company and 
the circumstances sees fit.

Privacy Policy 
The Company collects, uses, protects or otherwise handles 
its data subjects’ personal data in accordance with Republic 
Act No. 10173, or the Data Privacy Act of 2012, and its 
Implementing Rules and Regulations (collectively, the “Data 
Privacy Act”).
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Communication and Compliance
SM Prime understands that the continuous growth and 
development of its corporate governance culture rests on 
the promotion and awareness of the principles of good 
governance. As such, the Company continues to strengthen 
its training and orientation programs. Through the Human 
Resource Department’s (HRD) orientation program, new 
employees are given an overview of the various components 
of SM Prime’s Corporate Governance Framework, the Code 
of Ethics and related policies which are also contained in an 
internal portal for employees’ easy access and reference. It 
also covers the importance of ethics in the business, informs 
employees of their rights and obligations, as well as the 
principles and best practices in the promotion of good work 
ethics. Relative to this, the HRD, on an annual basis, requires 
all employees to take the 3-part Corporate Governance 
program. This specifically includes the following:

• Confirmation – to confirm that employees have read   
and understood and agreed to comply with the   
Company’s Code of Ethics, Insider Trading Policy,   
Conflict of Interest Policy, and Guidelines on Acceptance  
of Gifts and Travel Sponsored by Business Partners   
(Anti-Corruption Policy), among others.

• Disclosure Survey - to disclose each employees’   
affiliations, interests, relationships, and/or transactions  
which are relevant for full disclosure of all actual,   
apparent or possible conflicts of interest.

• e-Learning Courses (self-paced learning) - to be   
familiarized with the provisions of the Code of    
Ethics and other specific policies in upholding corporate  
governance in the workplace.

Enterprise Risk Management
SM Prime follows an 8-step Risk Management Approach, 
which starts from the identification and prioritization of risks, 
to the assessment of risk interrelationship and analysis 
of the sources of risks, then to the development of risk 
management strategies and action plans, and ultimately, 
to the monitoring and continuous improvement of the risk 
management process.

The Board, through its Risk Oversight Committee (ROC), is 
responsible for the oversight of the Company’s Enterprise 
Risk Management system to ensure its functionality and 
effectiveness. On a quarterly basis, the ROC is updated on 
the status of risk management and risk mitigation plans 
of the Company.  Action plans to mitigate risks include 
investment in technology, provision of continuous trainings 
to employees, performance of regular audits, establishment 
and implementation of policies for a strong IT governance, 
and constant partnerships with various stakeholders.

The Board puts emphasis on prudent IT risk management. It 
ensures adequate control measures are in place to protect 
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of all physical 
and electronic information assets of the Company to 
make certain that regulatory, operational, and contractual 
requirements are satisfied. In terms of cyber security 
management, the Company has adopted globally accepted 
standards to employ similar approach of cyber security 
strategies within the organization.

Disclosure and Transparency 
SM Prime is committed to providing its stockholders and the 
public, timely and accurate information about the Company 
and its business. In accordance with this, SM Prime regularly 
updates its website and practices full and prompt disclosure 
of all material information. The website has a separate 
Corporate Governance section that features, among 
others, the Revised Manual on Corporate Governance, 
Annual Corporate Governance Report and Scorecard, 
Code of Ethics and other relevant policies, programs and 
important information. SM Prime also publishes a separate 
Sustainability Report, which highlights its policies and 
programs on corporate governance, social responsibility 
and environmental sustainability, among others.

Moreover, the Investor Relations Department is tasked 
with a program of proactive, uniform and appropriate 
communication through full disclosure in compliance with 
the regulatory bodies and serves as the main avenue of 
communication between the Company and its various 
stakeholders. Likewise, the Company conducts regular 
briefings and meetings with investors, analysts and the press 
to keep them updated on the Company’s various projects, as 
well as its financial and operational results. The presentation 
materials used in these briefings, as well as the Company’s 
SEC and PSE reports and annual reports, may be viewed and 
downloaded from its website. 

Rights, Roles and Protection of Stakeholders
The Revised Manual on Corporate Governance asserts the 
rights of stockholders and protection of minority interests. 
It is the duty of directors to promote stockholder rights, 
remove impediments to the exercise of these rights and 
allow possibilities for stockholders to seek redress for 
violation of their rights.
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Rights of Shareholders
Voting Right - All stockholders are entitled to vote following 
the one-share-one-vote system. Stockholders, whether 
individual or institutional, through their representative, are 
encouraged to personally attend the Annual Stockholders’ 
Meeting to exercise their voting right, thereby allowing them 
to individually elect candidates to the Board of Directors and 
vote on matters requiring stockholder approval. Nevertheless, 
proxy voting is permitted and is facilitated through proxy 
forms available in the Company’s website and distributed 
to stockholders along with the Notice of Meeting. For Year 
2019, the Company has introduced electronic voting which 
may be utilized by the Company’s certificated stockholders 
enabling them to exercise their right to vote in a quick and 
convenient manner.

Inspection Right and Access to Information - All stockholders 
are given the right to inspect corporate books and records 
at reasonable hours on business days in accordance with 
the Corporation Code of the Philippines and be furnished 
with copies of the Company’s Annual Report and financial 
statements. Stockholders may also request the Company 
to provide periodic reports about its directors and officers, 
as well as matters for which Management is accountable. 
Moreover, minority shareholders are granted the right to 
propose the holding of a meeting, and the right to propose 
items in the agenda of the meeting, provided the items are 
for legitimate business purposes, and in accordance with 
law, jurisprudence and best practice.

Right to Dividend - The Board determines the dividend 
payout taking into consideration the Company’s operating 
results, cash flows, capital investment needs and debt 
servicing requirements. The Company’s dividend policy is 
to declare annual cash dividends equivalent to 30%-35% of 
prior year earnings and will endeavor to continue doing so 
while ensuring financial flexibility. Dividends shall be paid 
within thirty (30) days from the date of declaration.

Appraisal Right - Stockholders may exercise their appraisal 
right or the right to dissent and demand payment of the fair 
value of their shares pursuant to Section 81 of Corporation 
Code of the Philippines. Procedures for the exercise of this 
right are provided in Notice of Meeting.

Employee Welfare
All officers and employees are to be selected, engaged, 
and compensated based on qualification and performance.  
Employees are treated fairly and accorded with respect and 
dignity. The Company ensures that individual and collective 
rights are not violated. The Company also maintains a safe, 
productive and conducive workplace and comply with all 
applicable health, safety and environmental laws.  In this 
regard, company employees are covered by rules against the 
use of prohibited drugs and working under the influence of 
liquor.  Opportunities for career advancement are provided 
based on clear performance and qualifications criteria.   

Business Continuity
The Company ensures that risk management and control 
structures and procedures are in place to safeguard its 
workforce, operations and customers against emergencies 
and natural and manmade disasters which includes the 
implementation of Business Continuity Management 
System (BCMS). The BCMS aims to maintain the reputation, 
meet the commitments, and ensure the continued operation 
of the organization especially the critical business functions 
with even greater speed, skill and confidence by effectively 
providing a framework in identifying the potential business 
threats, their impacts to the organization and implementing 
appropriate controls.

Training and Employee Development
The Company provides learning and development 
opportunities regularly for professional growth, covering 
topics such as Supervisory Development Skills, Coaching 
for Performance, Code of Ethics, and other values and 
leadership related programs.  

For governance related issues or concerns, stakeholders 
may refer to:

Marvin Perrin L. Pe
Vice President – Enterprise Risk Management and Corporate 
Governance
10th Floor, Mall of Asia Arena Annex Building, Coral Way, 
Mall of Asia Complex, Pasay City, Philippines
E: corpgovernance@smprime.com
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Awards and Citations

Top 3 in ASEAN Corporate Governance 
Scorecard in the Philippines, PLCs Category
ASEAN Corporate Governance

Top 10 ASEAN Publicly Listed Company 
PLCs Category
ASEAN Corporate Governance

Philippines Property Development Growth 
Excellence Leadership Award
Frost & Sullivan

Platinum Award
Strategic Communications | 
Communications / Public Relations
MARCOM Awards 
Everyday is Playday

Platinum Award
Strategic Communications | Marketing / 
Promotion Campaign
MARCOM Awards 
South Luzon Pet Party

Platinum Award
Strategic Communications | Marketing / 
Promotion Campaign
MARCOM Awards 
South Luzon Dinos in the Mall

Best Brand Building/ Awareness Campaign
Best Campaign by Country
Best Use of PR
Dragons of Asia 
SM Moments 

Most Outstanding Feature or Prop
VM & Display Awards 
SM Supermalls 

Shopping Centers, Town Centers, 
and Airports
VM & Display Awards 
SM Supermalls 

Gold Stevie Awards
Asia-Pacific Stevie Awards
SM City Pampanga’s Biggest Lantern
  of Hope 2018
SM City Marilao’s E-LluminArt

Gold Award
Strategic Communications | Marketing / 
Promotion Campaign
MARCOM Awards 
Color Gram 

Gold Award
Strategic Communications | Marketing / 
Promotion Campaign
MARCOM Awards 
Festivals in South Luzon

Gold Award
Strategic Communications | 
Communications / Public Relations
MARCOM Awards 
Grand Magical Christmas Parade

Asia’s Icon of Corporate Governance
Corporate Governance Asia

Top Ten Successful ASEAN Enterprises 
Entering China
China-ASEAN Business Council

Outstanding Contributors for Promoting 
ASEAN-China Economic and Trade 
Cooperation
Henry Sy, Sr.
China-ASEAN Economic and Trade 
Cooperation Award Selection

Silver Stevie Awards
Asia-Pacific Stevie Awards
SM North Edsa’s Art Karnival
SM North Edsa’s Tsum-tacular Christmas
SM Mall of Asia’s Philippine International
   Pyromusical Competition
Castaway Music Festival 4

Bronze Stevie Award
Asia-Pacific Stevie Awards

SM’s Everyday is Play Day (2 
categories)
SM Mall of Asia’s Happiness Day 
   (2 categories)
SM East Ortigas’ Urban Playground 
   and Kid Conference
SM Fairview’s Q Art
SM Taytay’s Pet Park
Frozen Factory (Manila and San 
Lazaro)
SM Clark’s Pyro Fest
SM South Luzon’s Dinos in the Mall
Food Fest (Marilao, Baliwag,    
   Valenzuela,and Sangandaan)
SM Marilao’s EnterToyment Fest
SM Mall of Asia’s Philippine 
International    
   Pyromusical

Marketing Company of the Year
Agora Awards
SM Supermalls

Shopping Center of the Year
Ph Best Brand Awards
SM Supermalls

Gold Anvil for Public Relations Tools:
Multimedia – Social Media
53rd Anvil Awards
SM Supermalls- “SM Moments” 
   Digital Campaign

Gold Anvil for Public Relations Tools:
Multimedia/Digital – Online Video
53rd Anvil Awards
SM Supermalls- “Daddy’s Girl” with 
   Tribal Worldwide Philippines

Silver Anvil for Public Relations Programs
Directed	at	Specific	Stakeholders	–
Overseas Filipino Workers
53rd Anvil Awards
SM Supermalls- “Pamaskong Handog 
   Para sa Global Pinoys”

Mabini Presidential Recognition Award
Hans T. Sy
Apolinario Mabini Awards 

Asian Corporate Director Recognition Award
Jeffrey C. Lim
Corporate Governance Asia

2018 Personality of the Year
Jeffrey C. Lim
Lamudi

Silver Anvil for Public Relations Programs
Directed	at	Specific	Stakeholders	–
53rd Anvil Awards
SM Supermalls-“#NationalSuperMomsDay”

Award of Merit
Philippine Quill Awards
SM Supermalls
 Social Media Program Category
 Digital Communications Category
 Marketing, Advertising and Brand 

Communication Catergory
 Special Events Category (2)

PWD Friendly Establishment of the Year
Apolinario Mabini Awards

SM Seaside Cebu
SM City BF Parañaque
SM City Cabanatuan
SM City Clark
SM City Cauayan
SM City San Lazaro
SM City Rosario
SM Store in Makati
SM Store in Sucat
SM Store in Cabanatuan
SM Store in San Jose Del Monte
SM Store in East Ortigas
SM Store in Trece Martires
SM Supermarket in SM Seaside Cebu

2018 Gold Award for Marketing Excellence –
Emerging / Digital Technology
ICSC Asia Pacific Shopping Center Awards
SM Xiamen and SM Lifestyle Center 
   Xiamen, China

2018 Excellent Brand
7th China Finance Summit
SM China

2018 Excellence Business 
Management Company
Mall China Golden Mall Awards 2018
SM City Chengdu Co., Lt

2018 Key Study and Demonstration Project
Mall China Community Shopping Center Awards 
SM City Chongqing

Innovative Management
Golden Light Awards
SM China

SM PRIME

SM SUPERMALLS
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OFFICES

Best Mixed-Use Development of the Year
Mall of Asia Complex
Outlook by Lamudi

ASEAN Green Hotel Award
Conrad Manila

ASEAN Mice Hotel
Conrad Manila

Continent Winner: Luxury 
Banquet/Event Hotel
Conrad Manila
World Luxury Hotel Awards

Continent Winner: Luxury 
Gourmet Hotel
Conrad Manila
World Luxury Hotel Awards

Best Luxury Wellness Spa 
in the Philippines
Conrad Spa Manila
2018 World Luxury Spa Awards

Best Luxury Hotel Spa 
in Southern Asia
Conrad Spa Manila
2018 World Luxury Spa Awards

Continent Winner: 
Most Luxurious Ambience
Conrad Manila, China Blue by 
Jereme Leung
2018 World Luxury Restaurant 
Awards

Regional Winner: 
Best Chinese Cuisine
Conrad Manila, China Blue by 
Jereme Leung
2018 World Luxury Restaurant 
Awards

Philippine’s Best Hotel Spa 2018
Conrad Manila
2018 World Spa Awards

Best MICE Hotel, Asia
Conrad Manila
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

Best Luxury Hotel, Philippines
Conrad Manila
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

Best Function Venue, Philippines
Conrad Manila
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

Best Convention Hotel, Asia,
Conrad Manila
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

TTG Travel Awards
Conrad Manila

Best Convention Hotel in Asia
Conrad Manila
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

Best Mice Hotel in Asia,
Conrad Manila
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

Best Luxury Hotel 
in the Philippines
Conrad Manila
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

Best Function Venue Hotel 
in the Philippines
Conrad Manila
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

2018 Top 20 Best Restaurants
Philippine Tatler
Conrad Manila, China Blue by 
Jereme Leung

HOTELS

2018 Philippines Best 
Restaurants
Philippine Tatler
Radisson Blu Cebu,
Feria Taal Vista Hotel,
Taza Fresh Table

2018 World Luxury Restaurant 
Awards
Conrad Manila, China Blue by 
Jereme Leung

Best Chinese Cuisine 
in the Philippines
Conrad Manila, China Blue by 
Jereme Leung
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

Best Restaurant Ambience 
in the Philippines
Conrad Manila, China Blue by 
Jereme Leung
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

Best Hotel Restaurant in the 
Philippines
Conrad Manila, China Blue by 
Jereme Leung
2018 Haute Grandeur Awards

ASEAN MICE Venue Standard 
Award in a Hotel Category 
Setting (AMVS)
Radisson Blu Cebu

Safehotels Alliance AB: 
Executive	Level	Certificate
(2nd consecutive year)
Radisson Blu Cebu

SM SUPERMALLS

Gold Medal
National Food Showdown
Taal Vista Hotel

Gold Circle Award 2018
Agoda
Taal Vista Hotel
Park Inn by Radisson Davao

2018 Customer Review Award
Radisson Blu Cebu
Park Inn by Radisson Davao
Agoda

Booking.com Guest Review 
Awards 2018
Park Inn by Radisson Davao

Loved by Guests Award
Hotels.com
Radisson Blu Cebu
Pico Sands Hotel

Travelers’ Choice Awards 
2018 - Top 25
Best Luxury Hotels in the 
Philippines (Top 11)
Radisson Blu Cebu
TripAdvisor

Certificate	of	Excellence
TripAdvisor
Park Inn by Radisson Davao

Innovation Excellence
Golden Light Awards
SM Lifestyle Center

Excellent Shopping Center Executives
Johanna Melissa N. Rupisan
2018 CCFA Golden Lily Award

Outstanding Industry Leader
Johanna Melissa N. Rupisan
Mall China Golden Mall Awards 2018

Outstanding Person of Marketing 
Management
Vivian Chen
Golden Light Awards

2018 Popular Project Model
SM Tianjin
Winshang Awards
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis of 
Financial Condition and Results of Operations

SM Prime’s Net Income up 17% in 2018 to P32.2 billion 

Financial and Operational Highlights
(In Million Pesos, except for financial ratios and percentages)

Twelve months ended Dec 31

2018
% to 

Revenues 2017
% to 

Revenues
% 

Change
Profit & Loss Data

Revenues 104,081 100% 90,922 100% 14%
Costs and expenses 55,753 54% 50,293 55% 11%
Operating Income 48,327 46% 40,629 45% 19%
Net Income 32,173 31% 27,574 30% 17%
EBITDA 57,244 55% 49,037 54% 17%

Dec 31
2018

% to Total    
Assets

Dec 31
2017

% to Total    
Assets

% 
Change

Balance Sheet Data
Total Assets 604,134 100% 538,418 100% 12%
Investment Properties 293,575 49% 273,084 51% 8%
Total Debt 222,811 37% 193,598 36% 15%
Net Debt 184,045 30% 148,495 28% 24%
Total Equity 275,303 46% 258,957 48% 6%

    Dec 31
Financial Ratios 2018 2017

Debt to Equity 0.45 : 0.55 0.43 : 0.57
Net Debt to Equity 0.40 : 0.60 0.36 : 0.64
Return on Equity 0.12 0.11
Debt to EBITDA 3.89 3.95
Interest Coverage Ratio 7.59 8.96
Operating Income to Revenues 0.46 0.45
EBITDA Margin 0.55 0.54
Net Income to Revenues 0.31 0.30

Revenue

SM Prime recorded consolidated revenues of P104.08 billion in the year ended 2018, an increase of 14% from P90.92 billion 
in the year ended 2017, primarily due to the following:

Rent

SM Prime recorded consolidated revenues from rent of P57.16 billion in 2018, an increase of 11% from P51.41 billion in 2017. 
The increase in rental revenue was primarily due to the new malls and expansions opened in 2017 and 2018 namely, SM CDO 
Downtown Premier, S Maison, SM City Puerto Princesa, SM Center Tuguegarao Downtown, SM City Urdaneta Central, SM City 
Telabastagan, SM City Legazpi and SM Center Ormoc with a total gross floor area of 0.53 million square meters. Out of the 
total rental revenues, 88% is contributed by the malls and the rest from office and hotels and convention centers.  Excluding 
the new malls, same-store rental growth is at 8%. Rent from commercial operations also increased due to the opening of 
Three E-Com Center and SM Southmall South Tower in 2018.
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Real Estate Sales

SM Prime recorded a 22% increase in real estate sales in 2018 from P29.43 billion to P35.87 billion primarily due to higher 
construction accomplishments of projects launched in 2015 to 2017 namely Shore 2, Fame, Coast, Spring, Shore 3 and 
S esidences and continued increase in sales ta e up of various pro ects due to strong demand fueled by international 
buyers, Overseas ilipinos  remittances, and rising disposable income of the emerging middle class.  Actual construction of 
pro ects usually starts within twelve to eighteen months from launch date and revenues are recognized in the boo s based 
on percentage of completion.

Cinema and Event Ticket Sales

SM Prime cinema and event tic et sales increased by 9% to P5.22 billion in 2018 from P4.77 billion in 2017 due to higher 
gross box office receipts from international and local bloc buster movies shown in 2018 compared to 2017.  The ma or 
bloc busters screened in 2018, accounting for 29% of gross tic et sales, include Avengers  Infinity ar , The ows of Us , 

urassic orld  allen ingdom , Blac  Panther , and Aquaman . The ma or bloc busters screened in 2017 were Beauty 
and the Beast , ustice League , onder oman , Thor  agnaro  and The evenger Squad  accounting for 23% of gross 
ticket sales.

Other Revenues
 
Other revenues increased by 10% to P5.83 billion in 2018 from P5.31 billion in 2017.  The increase was mainly due to higher 
income from bowling and ice s ating operations, sponsorships, opening of new amusement attractions particulary SM 
S yranch Baguio and increase in net merchandise sales from snac bars. This account also includes amusement income 
from rides, merchandise sales from snac bars and sale of food and beverages in hotels.

Costs and Expenses

SM Prime recorded consolidated costs and expenses of P55.75 billion for the year ended 2018, an increase of 11% from 
P50.29 billion in 2017, as a result of the following

Costs of Real Estate

Consolidated costs of real estate increased by 17% to P17.77 billion in 2018 from P15.15 billion in 2017 primarily due to costs 
related to higher recognized real estate sales, offset by result of improving cost efficiencies as a result of economies of scale, 
tighter monitoring and control of construction costs hence, leading to improved gross profit margin on real estate sales from 
49% in 2017 to 50% in 2018.

Operating Expenses

SM Prime s consolidated operating expenses increased by 8% to P37.98 billion in 2018 compared to last year s P35.14 billion 
due to new mall openings.  Out of the total operating expenses, 71% is contributed by the malls where same store mall growth 
in operating expenses is at 4%.  Operating expenses include depreciation and amortization, film rentals, taxes and licenses, 
marketing and selling expenses, utilities and manpower, including agency costs.

Other Income (Charges)

Interest Expense

SM Prime s consolidated interest expense increased by 38% to P7.54 billion in 2018 compared to P5.47 billion in 2017 due to 
the series of retail bonds issued in March 2018 and May 2017 amounting to P20 billion each and new ban  loans availed for 
wor ing capital and capital expenditure requirements, net of the capitalized interest on proceeds spent for construction and 
development of investment properties.

Interest and Dividend Income

Interest and dividend income increased by 51% to P1.83 billion in 2018 from P1.21 billion in 2017.  This account is mainly 
composed of interest and dividend income received from cash and cash equivalents, investments held for trading and A S 
investments.  The increase is due to higher average balance of cash and cash equivalents and higher dividends received in 
2018 on available for sale investments.
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Other income (charges) - net

Other charges  net increased by 54% to P0.65 billion in 2018 from P0.42 billion in 2017 due to foreign exchange and other 
incidental costs related to mall projects.

Provision for income tax

SM Prime s consolidated provision for income tax increased by 16% to P9.06 billion in 2018 from P7.82 billion in 2017.

Net income attributable to Equity holders of the Parent

SM Prime s consolidated net income attributable to Equity holders of the Parent in the year ended December 31, 2018 
increased by 17% to P32.17 billion as compared to P27.57 billion in 2017. 

Balance Sheet Accounts

SM Prime s total assets amounted to P604.13 billion as of December 31, 2018, an increase of 12% from P538.42 billion as of 
December 31, 2017.

Cash and cash equivalents decreased by 13% from P44.37 billion to P38.77 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 
2018, respectively, mainly due to payments for capital expenditure pro ects during the period, net of increase in the Company s 
cash flows from operations and proceeds from long term debt. 

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income were sold during the period.

eceivables and contract assets increased by 4% from P33.99 billion to P35.23 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 
31, 2018, respectively, due to increase in rental receivables from new malls and expansions and increase in sales of residential 
projects.  

Condominium and residential units for sale decreased by 7% from P8.73 billion to P8.09 billion as of December 31, 2017 and 
December 31, 2018, respectively, due to faster sales ta e up of O units, particularly those pro ects located in the bay area.

Land and development increased by 35% from P58.67 billion to P79.33 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 
31, 2018, respectively, due to landban ing and construction accomplishments for the period, net of cost of sold units and 
transfers of RFO units to condominium and residential units for sale.

Investments in associates and oint ventures increased by 7% from P24.57 billion to P26.20 billion as of December 31, 2017 
and 2018, respectively, due to increase in equity in net earnings of associates and joint ventures.

Equity instruments at fair value through other comprehensive income decreased by 24% from P31.11 billion to P23.53 billion 
as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2018, respectively, due to disposals and changes in fair values under this portfolio.

Investment properties increased by 8% from P273.08 billion to P293.57 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 
2018, respectively, primarily due to ongoing new mall pro ects, ongoing commercial building construction, including the our 
E Com Center and the ongoing redevelopment of SM Mall of Asia and other existing malls.  Also, the increase is attributable 
to landban ing and construction costs incurred for ongoing pro ects,

Derivative assets decreased by 76% from P3.55 billion to P0.85 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2018, 
respectively, mainly resulting from the maturity of the 350 million cross currency swap transaction.  hile the 57% decrease 
in derivative liabilities from P0.78 billion to P0.34 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2018, respectively, mainly 
resulted from the net fair value changes on the principal only swap transaction and cross currency swap transaction entered 
into in 2016 to 2017.

Other noncurrent assets, which includes the noncurrent portion of receivables from sale of real estate, increased by 91% from 
P42.42 billion to P80.91 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2018, due to additional bonds and deposits for real 
estate acquisitions and construction accomplishments of sold units as well as new sales for the period.

Loans payable decreased by 95% from P0.74 billion to P0.04 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2018, 
respectively, due to payment of maturing loans.

Accounts payable and other current liabilities increased by 21% from P51.08 billion to P61.77 billion as of December 31, 
2017 and December 31, 2018, respectively, mainly due to payables to contractors and suppliers related to ongoing pro ects, 
customers  deposits from residential buyers and liability for purchased land.

Long term debt increased by 16% from P192.85 billion to P222.77 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2018, 
respectively, mainly due to the issuance of P20.00 billion retail bonds in March 2018 and new loan availments to fund capital 
expenditures requirements, net of payment of maturing loans.

Tenants  and customers  deposits increased by 14% from P16.38 billion to P18.68 billion as of December 31, 2017 and 
December 31, 2018, respectively, mainly due to the new malls and office buildings and increase in customers  deposits from 
residential buyers.
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Liability for purchased land increased to P6.04 billion from P2.17 billion as of December 31, 2018 and December 31, 2017, 
respectively, due to landban ing.

Deferred tax liabilities increased by 23% from P2.88 billion to P3.53 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2018, 
respectively, mainly due to unrealized gross profit on sale of real estate for tax purposes.  

Other noncurrent liabilities increased by 38% from P7.62 billion to P10.51 billion as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 
2018, respectively, due to increase in retention payable and output AT on residential sales. 

The Company s ey performance indicators are measured in terms of the following  (1) debt to equity which measures the 
ratio of interest bearing liabilities to equity  (2) net debt to equity which measures the ratio of interest bearing liabilities net of 
cash and cash equivalents and investment held for trading to equity  (3) return on equity ( OE) which measures the ratio of net 
income to capital provided by stoc holders  (4) earnings before interest expense, income taxes, depreciation and amortization 
(EBITDA)  (5) debt to EBITDA which measures the ratio of EBITDA to total interest bearing liabilities  (6) interest coverage 
ratio which measures the ratio of EBITDA to interest expense  (7) operating income to revenues which basically measures the 
gross profit ratio  (8) EBITDA margin which measures the ratio of EBITDA to gross revenues and (9) net income to revenues 
which measures the ratio of net income to gross revenues.  The following discuss in detail the ey financial indicators of the 
Company.

Interest bearing debt to equity increased to 0.45 0.55 as of December 31, 2018 from 0.43 0.57 as of December 31, 2017 due 
to additional borrowings. Li ewise, net interest bearing debt to equity increased to 0.40 0.60 as of December 31, 2018 from 
0.36 0.64 as of December 31, 2017 due to additional borrowings, net of payments, for capital expenditure and wor ing capital 
requirements.

OE increased to 12% as of December 31, 2018 from 11% as of December 31, 2017.

Debt to EBITDA improved to 3.89 1 as of December 31, 2018 from 3.95 1 as of December 31, 2017 due to increase in 
consolidated operating income.  Interest coverage ratio decreased to 7.59 1 as of December 31, 2018 from 8.96 1 as of 
December 31, 2017 as a result of increase in interest expense from additional borrowings.  EBITDA margin improved to 55% 
as of December 31, 2018 from 54% as of December 31, 2017.  

Consolidated operating income to revenues improved to 46% as of December 31, 2018 from 45% as of December 31, 2017.  
Consolidated net income to revenues li ewise improved to 31% as of December 31, 2018 from 30% as of December 31, 2017.  

The Company has no nown direct or contingent financial obligation that is material to the Company, including any default or 
acceleration of an obligation.  There were no contingent liabilities or assets in the Company s balance sheet.  The Company 
has no off balance sheet transactions, arrangements, obligations during the reporting year as of balance sheet date.

There are no known trends, events, material changes, seasonal aspects or uncertainties that are expected to affect the 
Company s continuing operations.

As at December 31, 2018 and 2017, the amount of retained earnings appropriated for the continuous corporate and mall 
expansions amounted to P42,200 million. This represents a continuing appropriation for land ban ing activities and planned 
construction pro ects. The appropriation is being fully utilized to cover part of the annual capital expenditure requirement of 
the Company. 

For the year 2019, the Company expects to incur capital expenditures of approximately P80 billion. This will be funded with 
internally generated funds and external borrowings.

SM Prime s malls business unit has seventy two shopping malls in the Philippines with 8.3 million square meters of gross 
floor area and seven shopping malls in China with 1.3 million square meters of gross floor area.  For 2019, SM Prime is 
slated to open four new malls in the Philippines. By the end of 2019, the malls business unit will have seventy six malls in 
the Philippines and seven malls in China with an estimated combined gross floor area of almost 10.0 million square meters.

SM Prime currently has forty four residential pro ects in the mar et, thirty five of which are in Metro Manila and nine are 
outside Metro Manila. or 2019, SM Prime is scheduled to launch between 15,000 to 18,000 residential units that includes 
high rise buildings, mid rise buildings and single detached house and lot pro ects. These pro ects will be located in Metro 
Manila and other ey cities in the provinces. 

SM Prime s Commercial Properties roup has eleven office buildings with a combined gross floor area of 623,000 square 
meters. Three E Com Center, with gross floor area of almost 130,000 square meters, was recently launched in September 
2018.  SM Prime is set to launch the campus office building named NU Tower, and the ourE Com Center, both in the Mall of 
Asia Complex, Pasay City in 2019 and 2020, respectively.

SM Prime s hotels and convention centers business unit currently has a portfolio of six hotels with over 1,500 rooms, four 
convention centers and three trade halls. The Company is set to launch two new hotels this 2019 namely Par  Inn by adisson 

 Iloilo and Par  Inn by adisson  North EDSA.
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Statement of Management’s Responsibility                   
for Financial Statements

The management of SM Prime oldings, Inc. and Subsidiaries is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the 
consolidated financial statements including the schedules attached therein, as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, and for each 
of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2018, in accordance with the prescribed financial reporting framewor  
indicated therein, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of the 
consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatements, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the management is responsible for assessing the Company s ability to 
continue as going concern, disclosing, as applicable matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of 
accounting unless management intends to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but 
to do so.

The Board of Directors is responsible for overseeing the Company s financial reporting process.

The Board of Directors reviews and approves the consolidated financial statements including the schedules attached therein, 
and submits the same to the stoc holders. 

SyCip orres elayo & Co., the independent auditors appointed by the stoc holders, has audited the consolidated financial 
statements of SM Prime oldings, Inc. and Subsidiaries in accordance with the Philippine Standards on Auditing, and in its 
report to the stockholders, has expressed its opinion on the fairness of presentation upon completion of such audit. 

Henry T. Sy, Jr.
Chairman

 

Jeffrey C. Lim
President

John Nai Peng C. Ong
Chief inance Officer

Signed this 11th of ebruary, 2019
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Report of the Audit Committee

The Audit Committee assists the Board of Directors in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities to ensure the integrity and 
adequacy of the financial reporting process, the internal control system, the audit process, and compliance with pertinent 
laws, rules and regulations. The Committee li ewise oversees special investigations as may be necessary and review its 
respective Charter annually.

In compliance with the Audit Charter, the Manual on Corporate overnance and pertinent laws, rules and regulations, we 
confirm that

• The Audit Committee is composed of three (3) members, namely, independent director Mr. oselito . Sibayan 
and non executive director Mr. orge T. Mendiola, and Committee Chairman, Mr. ose L. Cuisia, r., who is also an 
independent director.

•	 e met four (4) times in 2018 on the following dates  ebruary 19, May 7, August 6 and October 22. All meetings 
registered 100% attendance of all members. 

•	 Each member of the committee possesses adequate nowledge and competence in inance and Accounting 
processes  

 Profile ualifications of the Members of Audit Committee

 MR. JOSE L. CUISIA, JR. (Chairman, Lead Independent Director)  Mr. ose L. Cuisia, r. has served as ice 
Chairman and Independent Director of the Board of Directors of SM Prime since 1994. e was first appointed Lead 
Independent Director of the Company in ebruary 2017 and has been reappointed as such the following year. e 
served as the Ambassador of the epublic of the Philippines to the United States of America from April 2, 2011 until 

une 2016. Mr. Cuisia was also the ice Chairman of Philam Life after having served the company as its President 
and Chief Executive Officer for 16 years.  e was also Chairman of the Board for BPI Philam Life Assurance Co., the 
Philam oundation and Tower Club, Inc. Mr. Cuisia was also the overnor of the Bang o Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) 
and Chairman of its Monetary Board from 1990 1993.  e was also overnor for the Philippines to the International 
Monetary und and Alternate overnor to the orld Ban .  Prior to oining the BSP, he was Administrator and CEO 
of the Philippine Social Security System from 1986  1990. Mr. Cuisia is also a Non Executive Director of Bacnotan 
Consolidated Industries (now P INMA Corporation)  Independent Director of Century Properties roup & Manila 

ater Company, Inc. (all of which are publicly listed companies). Li ewise, he is also Chairman of the Board of 
The Covenant Car Company, Inc., and holds directorates in P INMA, Inc. In 2018, he was appointed Chairman of 
the Board of D Insurance and elected as Chairman of the amon Magsaysay Awards oundation. Ambassador 
Cuisia was active in educational institutions, having been Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Asian Institute of 
Management, a previous Trustee of the University of Asia & the Pacific and Chairman of De La Salle University Board 
of Trustees. e was the C  Starr Chairman of Corporate overnance for the Asian Institute of Management.  e is 
also a Convenor Trustee of the Philippine Business for Education (PBEd). Mr. Cuisia is an alumnus of De La Salle 
University, where he graduated in 1967 with degrees in Bachelor of Arts in Social Science and Bachelor of Science 
in Commerce (magna cum laude), Ma or in Accountancy. e finished his Masters in Business Administration

inance at The harton School, University of Pennsylvania in 1970 as a University Scholar.  Mr. Cuisia is a recipient 
of numerous awards and accolades including 2017 Signum Meriti for exemplary public service from De La Salle 
University  2006 Distinguished La Sallian Award  Ten Outstanding ilipino (TO IL) awardee on December 2016 by 
the CI Senate and AN A oundation  the Order of the Si atuna with the ran  of rand Cross by President Benigno 
Aquino III in 2016  Lifetime Contributor Award (public sector) by the Asia CEO orum in 2015  oseph harton 
Award for Lifetime Achievement  by the prestigious harton Club of ashington, DC in May 2011  Management 
Association of the Philippines  Management Man of the ear for 2007  Manuel L. uezon Award for Exemplary 

overnance in 2006  aul Locsin CEO of the ear Award in 2004  and Ten Outstanding oung Men (TO M) Award 
for Domestic Ban ing in 1982.

 MR. JOSELITO H. SIBAYAN (Member, Independent Director)  Mr. oselito . Sibayan has been an Independent 
Director of the Company since 2011. e has spent the past 31 years of his career in investment ban ing.  rom 
1987 to 1994, and after ta ing his Master of Business Administration from University of California in Los Angeles, 
he served as ead of International ixed Income Sales at Deutsche Ban  in New or  and later moved to Natwest 
Mar ets to set up its International ixed Income and Derivatives Sales Trading operations. e then moved to London 
in 1995 to run Natwest Mar et s International ixed Income Sales Team.  e is currently the President and CEO of 
Mabuhay Capital Corporation (MC2), an independent financial advisory firm.  Prior to forming MC2 in 2005, he was 

ice Chairman, Investment Ban ing  Philippines and Country Manager for Credit Suisse irst Boston (CS B).  e 
helped establish CS B s Manila representative office in 1998, and later oversaw the transition of the office to branch 
status.
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 MR. JORGE T. MENDIOLA (Member, Non-Executive Director)  Mr. orge T. Mendiola has been a director of the SM 
Prime since 2012.  e is currently a Director of SM etail, Inc.  e started his career with The SM Store as a Special 
Assistant to the Senior Branch Manager in 1989 and rose to become its President in 2011.  e is also currently 
the ice Chairman for Advocacy of the Philippine etailers Association.  e received his Masters in Business 
Management from the Asian Institute of Management. e holds an A.B. Economics degree from Ateneo de Manila 
University.

 e have reviewed and approved the following with regard to our independent auditor, S  & Co., and our Internal 
Auditor

 
º Their respective audit plans, scope, ris based methods and timetables

º Their assessment of internal controls, including controls over financial reporting  and

º The results of their examinations and Management s action plans to address pending audit issues

 e have received and reviewed the report of S  & Co. on significant accounting issues, changes in accounting 
principles and relevant pending tax legislations, which could impact SM Prime

 e have reviewed and approved the results of all audit services provided by S  & Co. and related audit fees  

 e have met independently with S  & Co. to ensure that proper chec s and balances are in place within the 
corporation.

 e have reviewed the internal control system of the Company based on the assessments completed and reported 
by internal and external auditors and found that the system is adequate and effective

 e have discussed with S  & Co. matters required to be discussed by prevailing applicable Philippine Auditing 
Standards, received written disclosures and the management letter from S  & Co., as required by prevailing 
applicable Independence Standards, and discussed with S  & Co. its independence  

 e have reviewed the financial statements of SM Prime oldings, Inc. for the first quarter ended March 31, 2018, 
second quarter ended une 30, 2018, and third quarter ended September 30, 2018  

 After thorough review and discussion, and sub ect to the limitations on the Committee s roles and responsibilities, we 
recommended for Board approval, and the Board approved, the audited financial statements of SM Prime oldings, 
Inc. for the year ended December 31, 2018  and

 e have reviewed and discussed the performance, independence and qualifications of the independent auditor, S  
& Co., in the conduct of its audit of the financial statements of SM Prime oldings, Inc. for the year 2018. Based on 
the review of their performance and qualifications, the Committee also recommends the re appointment of S  & 
Co. as external auditors for 2019.

JOSE L. CUISIA, JR.
Chairman

  JOSELITO H. SIBAYAN JORGE T. MENDIOLA
            Member Member
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Independent Auditor’s Report

The Stockholders and the Board of Directors
SM Prime Holdings, Inc.

Opinion

e have audited the consolidated financial statements of SM Prime oldings, Inc. and its subsidiaries (the Company), 
which comprise the consolidated balance sheets as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, and the consolidated statements of 
income, consolidated statements of comprehensive income, consolidated statements of changes in equity and consolidated 
statements of cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2018, and notes to the consolidated 
financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.

In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated 
balance sheets of the Company as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, and its consolidated financial performance and its 
consolidated cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2018 in accordance with Philippine 

inancial eporting Standards (P Ss).

Basis for Opinion 

e conducted our audits in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing (PSAs).  Our responsibilities under those 
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements section 
of our report.  e are independent of the Company in accordance with the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants in the 
Philippines (Code of Ethics) together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the consolidated financial 
statements in the Philippines, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements 
and the Code of Ethics.  e believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our opinion.

Key Audit Matters 

ey audit matters are those matters that, in our professional udgment, were of most significance in our audit of the 
consolidated financial statements of the current period.  These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the 
consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion 
on these matters.  or each matter below, our description of how our audit addressed the matter is provided in that context.

e have fulfilled the responsibilities described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial 
Statements section of our report, including in relation to these matters.  Accordingly, our audit included the performance 
of procedures designed to respond to our assessment of the ris s of material misstatement of the consolidated financial 
statements.  The results of our audit procedures, including the procedures performed to address the matters below, provide 
the basis for our audit opinion on the accompanying consolidated financial statements.
 
Adoption of PFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts with Customers

Effective anuary 1, 2018, the Company adopted the new revenue recognition standard, P S 15, Revenue from Contracts 
with Customers, under modified retrospective approach. The adoption of P S 15 resulted in significant changes in the 
Company s revenue processes, policies and procedures and revenue recognition accounting policy.  The following matters 
are significant to our audit because these involve application of significant udgment and estimation  (1) identification of the 
contract for sale of real estate property that would meet the requirements of P S 15  (2) assessment of the probability that 
the entity will collect the consideration from the buyer  (3) determination of the transaction price  (4) application of the output 
method as the measure of progress in determining revenue from sale of real estate  (5) determination of the actual costs 
incurred as cost of real estate sold  and (6) recognition of costs to obtain a contract. 

The Company identifies the contract that meets all the criteria required under P S 15 for a valid revenue contract. In the 
absence of a signed contract to sell, the Company identifies alternative documentation that are enforceable and that contains 
each party s rights regarding the real estate property to be transferred, the payment terms and the contract s commercial 
substance.  

In evaluating whether collectability of the amount of consideration is probable, the Company considers the significance of the 
buyer s initial payments in relation to the total contract price (or buyer s equity). Collectability is also assessed by considering 
factors such as past history with the buyer, age of the outstanding receivables and pricing of the property.  Management 
regularly evaluates the historical sales cancellations if it would still support its current threshold of buyers  equity before 
commencing revenue recognition.
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In determining the transaction price, the Company considers the selling price of the real estate property and other fees 
collected from the buyers that are not held on behalf of other parties.  

In measuring the progress of its performance obligation over time, the Company uses the output method.  This method 
measures progress based on physical proportion of wor  done on the real estate pro ect which requires technical determination 
by the Company s pro ect engineers. This is based on the monthly pro ect accomplishment report prepared by the third party 
pro ect managers as approved by the construction managers.

The Company identifies sales commissions after contract inception as costs of obtaining a contract.  or contracts which 
qualified for revenue recognition, the Company capitalizes the total sales commissions due to sales agent as costs to obtain 
a contract and recognizes the related commissions payable.  The Company uses percentage of completion (POC) method in 
amortizing sales commissions consistent with the Company s revenue recognition policy. 

The disclosures related to the adoption of P S 15 are included in Note 3 to the consolidated financial statements. 

Audit Response 

e obtained an understanding of the Company s revenue recognition processes and tested relevant controls.  e reviewed 
the P S 15 adoption papers and accounting policies prepared by management, including revenue streams identification and 
scoping, and contract analysis. 
 

or the identification of the alternative documentation for sale of real estate property (in the absence of a signed contract to 
sell) that would meet the requirements of P S 15, our audit procedures include, among others, involvement of our internal 
specialist in reviewing the Company s legal basis regarding the enforceability of the alternative documentation against 
previous court decisions, buyers  behavior and industry practices. 

or the buyers  equity, we evaluated management s basis of the buyer s equity by comparing this to the historical analysis of 
sales collections from buyers with accumulated payments above the collection threshold.

or the determination of the transaction price, we obtained an understanding of the nature of other fees charged to the buyers. 
For selected contracts, we agreed the amounts excluded from the transaction price against the expected amounts required 
to be remitted to the government based on existing tax rules and regulations (e.g., documentary stamp taxes, transfer taxes 
and real property taxes).

or the application of the output method, in determining revenue from sale of real estate, we obtained an understanding of 
the Company s processes for determining the POC, and performed tests of the relevant controls.  e obtained the certified 
POC reports prepared by the third party pro ect managers and assessed their competence and ob ectivity by reference to 
their qualifications, experience and reporting responsibilities.  or selected pro ects, we conducted ocular inspections, made 
relevant inquiries and obtained the supporting details of POC reports showing the completion of the ma or activities of the 
project construction.  

or the cost of real estate sold, we obtained an understanding of the Company s cost accumulation process and performed 
tests of the relevant controls.  or selected pro ects, we traced costs accumulated, including those incurred but not yet billed 
costs, to supporting documents such as contractors billing invoices, certificates of progress acceptance, official receipts, 
among others.  

or the recognition of costs to obtain a contract, we obtained an understanding of the sales commissions process.  or 
selected contracts, we agreed the basis for calculating the sales commissions capitalized and portion recognized in profit or 
loss, particularly (a) the percentage of commissions due against contracts with sales agents, (b) the total commissionable 
amount (e.g., net contract price) against the related contract to sell, and, (c) the POC against the POC used in recognizing the 
related revenue from sale of real estate. 

e test computed the transition ad ustments and evaluated the disclosures made in the consolidated financial statements 
on the adoption of PFRS 15. 

Other Information 

Management is responsible for the other information.  The other information comprises the information included in the SEC 
orm 20 IS (Definitive Information Statement), SEC orm 17 A and Annual eport for the year ended December 31, 2018, 

but does not include the consolidated financial statements and our auditor s report thereon.  The SEC orm 20 IS (Definitive 
Information Statement), SEC orm 17 A and Annual eport for the year ended December 31, 2018 are expected to be made 
available to us after the date of this auditor s report.
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Our opinion on the consolidated financial statements does not cover the other information and we will not express any form 
of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audits of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information 
identified above when it becomes available and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent 
with the consolidated financial statements or our nowledge obtained in the audits, or otherwise appears to be materially 
misstated.

Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Consolidated Financial Statements 

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in accordance 
with P Ss, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated 
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the consolidated financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Company s ability to 
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of 
accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative 
but to do so.

Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Company s financial reporting process.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements

Our ob ectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole are 
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor s report that includes our opinion.  

easonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with PSAs 
will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.  Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered 
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 
ta en on the basis of these consolidated financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with PSAs, we exercise professional udgment and maintain professional s epticism 
throughout the audit.  e also  

 Identify and assess the ris s of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud 
or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those ris s, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.  The ris  of not detecting a material misstatement resulting 
from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate 
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company s internal 
control.

 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related 
disclosures made by management.

 
 Conclude on the appropriateness of management s use of the going concern basis of accounting based on the audit 

evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt 
on the Company s ability to continue as a going concern.  If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are 
required to draw attention in our auditor s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements or, 
if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion.  Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up 
to the date of our auditor s report.  owever, future events or conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue 
as a going concern.

 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, including the 
disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a 
manner that achieves fair presentation.

 Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or business activities 
within the Company to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements.  e are responsible for the 
direction, supervision and performance of the audit.  e remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.
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e communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the 
audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.

e also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements 
regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought 
to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.

From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters that were of most 
significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period and are therefore the ey audit matters.  

e describe these matters in our auditor s report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, 
in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the adverse 
consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.

The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent auditor s report is Sherwin . ason.

S CIP O ES ELA O & CO.

Sherwin V. Yason
Partner
CPA Certificate No. 104921
SEC Accreditation No. 1514 A 1 ( roup A),

August 6, 2018, valid until August 5, 2021
Tax Identification No. 217 740 478
BI  Accreditation No. 08 001998 112 2018,

ebruary 14, 2018, valid until ebruary 13, 2021
PT  No. 7332635, anuary 3, 2019, Ma ati City

ebruary 11, 2019 
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 December 31
2018 2017

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents (Notes 6, 21, 28 and 29) P38,766,467 P44,371,534
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income 

(Notes 7, 21, 28 and 29) – 731,076
eceivables and contract assets (Notes 8, 15, 16, 21, 28 and 29) 35,229,450 33,990,678

Condominium and residential units for sale (Notes 2 and 9) 8,088,139 8,733,299
Land and development (Notes 2 and 10) 29,486,964 22,518,138
Equity instruments at fair value through other comprehensive 

income (Notes 11, 21, 28 and 29) 639,316 641,300
Derivative assets (Notes 28 and 29) 432,898
Prepaid expenses and other current assets (Notes 12, 21, 28 and 29) 15,147,029 14,590,015

Total Current Assets 127,790,263 125,576,040
Noncurrent Assets
Investments in associates and oint ventures (Note 15) 26,199,380 24,566,239
Equity instruments at fair value through other comprehensive 

income  net of current portion (Notes 11, 21, 28 and 29) 22,892,937 30,464,845
Property and equipment  net (Note 13) 1,419,111 1,493,427
Investment properties  net (Notes 14 and 19) 293,574,616 273,084,146
Land and development  net of current portion (Note 10) 49,844,246 36,148,036
Derivative assets  net of current portion (Notes 28 and 29) 420,035 3,546,694
Deferred tax assets  net (Note 26) 1,083,670 1,114,291
Other noncurrent assets (Notes 16, 21, 25, 28 and 29) 80,910,060 42,423,880

Total Noncurrent Assets 476,344,055 412,841,558
P604,134,318 P538,417,598

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Loans payable (Notes 17, 21, 28 and 29) P39,400 P744,400
Accounts payable and other current liabilities  

(Notes 18, 21, 28 and 29) 61,767,086 51,084,082
Current portion of long term debt (Notes 19, 21, 28 and 29) 25,089,624 25,344,035
Income tax payable 1,383,742 1,035,215

Total Current Liabilities 88,279,852 78,207,732
Noncurrent Liabilities
Long term debt  net of current portion (Notes 19, 21, 28 and 29) 197,682,262 167,509,484
Tenants  and customers  deposits  net of current portion  

(Notes 18, 27, 28 and 29) 18,676,022 16,376,024
Liability for purchased land  net of current portion  

(Notes 18, 28 and 29) 6,044,220 2,170,998
Deferred tax liabilities  net (Note 26) 3,527,501 2,877,971
Derivative liabilities (Notes 28 and 29) 335,008 777,408
Other noncurrent liabilities (Notes 16, 18, 25, 28 and 29) 10,511,491 7,624,067

Total Noncurrent Liabilities 236,776,504 197,335,952
Total Liabilities P325,056,356 P275,543,684

Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent 
Capital stoc  (Notes 20 and 30) P33,166,300 P33,166,300
Additional paid in capital  net (Notes 5 and 20) 39,953,218 39,662,168
Cumulative translation adjustment 1,955,999 2,110,745
Net fair value changes of equity instruments at fair value through 

other comprehensive income (Note 11) 19,084,597 25,489,705
Net fair value changes on cash flow hedges (Note 29) (842,098) (311,429)

emeasurement loss on defined benefit obligation (Note 25) (348,480) (199,126)
etained earnings (Note 20)

 Appropriated 42,200,000 42,200,000
 Unappropriated 143,118,153 120,125,945
Treasury stoc  (Notes 20 and 30) (2,984,695) (3,287,087)

 Total Equity Attributable to Equity olders of the Parent 275,302,994 258,957,221
Non-controlling Interests (Note 20) 3,774,968 3,916,693

 Total Equity 279,077,962 262,873,914
P604,134,318 P538,417,598

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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SM @ 60 Years

 ears Ended December 1
2018 2017 2016

REVENUE
ent (Notes 21, 22 and 27) P57,162,796 P51,406,294 P45,693,269

Sales:
Real estate 35,872,552 29,434,050 24,999,811
Cinema and event ticket 5,218,434 4,767,364 4,666,686

Others (Notes 21 and 22) 5,826,783 5,314,142 4,456,465
104,080,565 90,921,850 79,816,231

COSTS AND EXPENSES (Note 23) 55,753,334 50,293,058 44,551,175

INCOME FROM OPERATIONS 48,327,231 40,628,792 35,265,056

OTHER INCOME (CHARGES) 
Interest expense (Notes 21, 24, 28 and 29) (7,540,045) (5,474,422) (4,409,614)
Interest and dividend income (Notes 7, 11, 21 and 24) 1,828,776 1,214,347 1,114,931
Others  net (Notes 7, 15, 19, 21 and 29) (649,787) (420,856) (981,696)

(6,361,056) (4,680,931) (4,276,379)

INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX 41,966,175 35,947,861 30,988,677

PROVISION FOR INCOME TAX (Note 26)
Current 8,534,428 7,531,782 6,335,370
Deferred 520,618 291,616 285,683

9,055,046 7,823,398 6,621,053

NET INCOME P32,911,129 P28,124,463 P24,367,624

Attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent (Notes 20 and 30) P32,172,886 P27,573,866 P23,805,713
Non controlling interests (Note 20) 738,243 550,597 561,911

P32,911,129 28,124,463 24,367,624

Basic Diluted earnings per share (Note 30) P1.115 P0.956 P0.826

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.

SM P IME OLDIN S, INC. AND SUBSIDIA IES
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 ears Ended December 1
2018 2017 2016

NET INCOME P32,911,129 P28,124,463 P24,367,624

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS) 
Other comprehensive income (loss) that will not to be 

reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods
Unrealized gain (loss) due to changes in fair value 

of financial assets at fair value through other 
comprehensive income (Note 11) (5,287,209) 7,987,295 880,863

emeasurement gain (loss) on defined benefit               
obligation (Note 25) (152,405) (244,103) 82,202

(5,439,614) 7,743,192 963,065

Other comprehensive income (loss) that may be reclassified 
to profit or loss in subsequent periods

 Net fair value changes on cash flow hedges (Note 29) (530,669) (1,123,054) 382,826
 Cumulative translation adjustment (154,746) 710,372 394,395

(6,125,029) 7,330,510 1,740,286

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME P26,786,100 P35,454,973 P26,107,910

Attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent (Notes 20 and 30) P26,050,908 P34,906,622 P25,542,289
Non controlling interests (Note 20) 735,192 548,351 565,621

P26,786,100 P35,454,973 P26,107,910

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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SM @ 60 Years

                                                                                                           Equity Attributable  to                                       Equity Holders of the Parent

Capital Stock 
(Notes 20

Additional 
Paid-in 

Capital - Net
Cumulative 
Translation

Net fair value 
changes of equity 

instruments 
at fair value 

through other 
comprehensive 

income

Net Fair 
Value 

 Changes on 
 Cash Flow 

 Hedges

Remeasurement 
 Gain (Loss) on 

 Defined Benefit 
 Obligation Retained Earnings (Note 20)

Treasury 
Stock 

(Notes 20 
Noncontrolling

Interests Total
and 30) (Notes 5 and 20) Adjustment (Note 11) (Note 29) (Note 25) Appropriated Unappropriated and 30) Total (Note 20) Equity

At anuary 1, 2018 P33,166,300  P39,662,168 P2,110,745 P25,489,705 (P311,429) (P199,126) P42,200,000 P120,125,945 (P3,287,087) P258,957,221 P3,916,693 P262,873,914
Net income for the year – – – – – – – 32,172,886 – 32,172,886 738,243 32,911,129
Transfer of unrealized gain on equity instruments at fair value 

through other comprehensive income – – – (1,117,899) – – – 1,117,899 – – – –
Other comprehensive income (loss) – – (154,746) (5,287,209) (530,669) (149,354) – – – (6,121,978) (3,051) (6,125,029)
Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year – – (154,746) (6,405,108) (530,669) (149,354) – 33,290,785 – 26,050,908 735,192 26,786,100
Cash dividends (Note 20) – – – – – – – (10,307,731) – (10,307,731) – (10,307,731)
Cash dividends received by a subsidiary – – – – – – – 9,154 – 9,154 – 9,154
Cash dividends received by non controlling interests – – – – – – – – – – (576,200) (576,200)
Sale of treasury shares held by subsidiary – 282,816 – – – – – – 302,392 585,208 – 585,208
Sale (acquisition) of non controlling interests (Notes 2 and 5) – 8,234 – – – – – – – 8,234 (300,717) (292,483)

At December 31, 2018 P33,166,300 P39,953,218 P1,955,999 P19,084,597 (P842,098) (P348,480) P42,200,000 P143,118,153 (P2,984,695) P275,302,994 P3,774,968 P279,077,962

At anuary 1, 2017, as previously reported P33,166,300 P39,545,625 P1,400,373 P17,502,410 P811,625 P39,687 P42,200,000 P100,170,486 (P3,355,474) P231,481,032 P3,882,512 P235,363,544
Effect of common control business combination (Note 5) – – – – – (3,046) – – – (3,046) (585) (3,631)
At anuary 1, 2017, as ad usted 33,166,300 39,545,625 1,400,373 17,502,410 811,625 36,641 42,200,000 100,170,486 (3,355,474) 231,477,986 3,881,927 235,359,913
Net income for the year – – – – – – – 27,573,866 – 27,573,866 550,597 28,124,463
Other comprehensive income (loss) – – 710,372 7,987,295 (1,123,054) (241,857) – – – 7,332,756 (2,246) 7,330,510
Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year – – 710,372 7,987,295 (1,123,054) (241,857) – 27,573,866 – 34,906,622 548,351 35,454,973
Cash dividends (Note 20) – – – – – – – (7,708,600) – (7,708,600) – (7,708,600)
Cash dividends received by a subsidiary – – – – – – – 11,862 – 11,862 – 11,862
Cash dividends received by non controlling interests – – – – – – – – – – (580,791) (580,791)
Sale of treasury shares held by subsidiary – 89,929 – – – – – – 68,387 158,316 – 158,316
Acquisition of subsidiary (Note 14) – – – – – – – – – – 327,729 327,729
Sale (acquisition) of non controlling interests (Notes 2 and 5) – 26,614 – – – 6,090 – 78,331 – 111,035 (260,523) (149,488)

At December 31, 2017 P33,166,300 P39,662,168 P2,110,745 P25,489,705 (P311,429) (P199,126) P42,200,000 P120,125,945 (P3,287,087) P258,957,221 P3,916,693 P262,873,914

At anuary 1, 2016 P33,166,300 P39,304,027 P1,005,978 P16,621,547 P428,799 (P50,458) P42,200,000 P83,168,103 (P3,355,474) P212,488,822 P3,354,025 P215,842,847
Effect of common control business combination (Note 5) – 241,598 – – – 11,653 – (171,600) – 81,651 38,382 120,033
At anuary 1, 2016 33,166,300 39,545,625 1,005,978 16,621,547 428,799 (38,805) 42,200,000 82,996,503 (3,355,474) 212,570,473 3,392,407 215,962,880
Net income for the year – – – – – – – 23,805,713 – 23,805,713 561,911 24,367,624
Other comprehensive income (loss) – – 394,395 880,863 382,826 78,492 – – – 1,736,576 3,710 1,740,286
Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year – – 394,395 880,863 382,826 78,492 – 23,805,713 – 25,542,289 565,621 26,107,910
Cash dividends (Note 20) – – – – – – – (6,642,223) – (6,642,223) – (6,642,223)
Cash dividends received by a subsidiary – – – – – – – 10,493 – 10,493 – 10,493
Cash dividends received by non controlling interests – – – – – – – – – – (505,291) (505,291)
Acquisition of subsidiaries (Note 14) – – – – – – – – – – 429,775 429,775

At December 31, 2016 P33,166,300 P39,545,625 P1,400,373 P17,502,410 P811,625 P39,687 P42,200,000 P100,170,486 (P3,355,474) P231,481,032 P3,882,512 P235,363,544

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.

SM P IME OLDIN S, INC. AND SUBSIDIA IES

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016
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                                                                                                           Equity Attributable  to                                       Equity Holders of the Parent

Capital Stock 
(Notes 20

Additional 
Paid-in 

Capital - Net
Cumulative 
Translation

Net fair value 
changes of equity 

instruments 
at fair value 

through other 
comprehensive 

income

Net Fair 
Value 

 Changes on 
 Cash Flow 

 Hedges

Remeasurement 
 Gain (Loss) on 

 Defined Benefit 
 Obligation Retained Earnings (Note 20)

Treasury 
Stock 

(Notes 20 
Noncontrolling

Interests Total
and 30) (Notes 5 and 20) Adjustment (Note 11) (Note 29) (Note 25) Appropriated Unappropriated and 30) Total (Note 20) Equity

At anuary 1, 2018 P33,166,300  P39,662,168 P2,110,745 P25,489,705 (P311,429) (P199,126) P42,200,000 P120,125,945 (P3,287,087) P258,957,221 P3,916,693 P262,873,914
Net income for the year – – – – – – – 32,172,886 – 32,172,886 738,243 32,911,129
Transfer of unrealized gain on equity instruments at fair value 

through other comprehensive income – – – (1,117,899) – – – 1,117,899 – – – –
Other comprehensive income (loss) – – (154,746) (5,287,209) (530,669) (149,354) – – – (6,121,978) (3,051) (6,125,029)
Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year – – (154,746) (6,405,108) (530,669) (149,354) – 33,290,785 – 26,050,908 735,192 26,786,100
Cash dividends (Note 20) – – – – – – – (10,307,731) – (10,307,731) – (10,307,731)
Cash dividends received by a subsidiary – – – – – – – 9,154 – 9,154 – 9,154
Cash dividends received by non controlling interests – – – – – – – – – – (576,200) (576,200)
Sale of treasury shares held by subsidiary – 282,816 – – – – – – 302,392 585,208 – 585,208
Sale (acquisition) of non controlling interests (Notes 2 and 5) – 8,234 – – – – – – – 8,234 (300,717) (292,483)

At December 31, 2018 P33,166,300 P39,953,218 P1,955,999 P19,084,597 (P842,098) (P348,480) P42,200,000 P143,118,153 (P2,984,695) P275,302,994 P3,774,968 P279,077,962

At anuary 1, 2017, as previously reported P33,166,300 P39,545,625 P1,400,373 P17,502,410 P811,625 P39,687 P42,200,000 P100,170,486 (P3,355,474) P231,481,032 P3,882,512 P235,363,544
Effect of common control business combination (Note 5) – – – – – (3,046) – – – (3,046) (585) (3,631)
At anuary 1, 2017, as ad usted 33,166,300 39,545,625 1,400,373 17,502,410 811,625 36,641 42,200,000 100,170,486 (3,355,474) 231,477,986 3,881,927 235,359,913
Net income for the year – – – – – – – 27,573,866 – 27,573,866 550,597 28,124,463
Other comprehensive income (loss) – – 710,372 7,987,295 (1,123,054) (241,857) – – – 7,332,756 (2,246) 7,330,510
Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year – – 710,372 7,987,295 (1,123,054) (241,857) – 27,573,866 – 34,906,622 548,351 35,454,973
Cash dividends (Note 20) – – – – – – – (7,708,600) – (7,708,600) – (7,708,600)
Cash dividends received by a subsidiary – – – – – – – 11,862 – 11,862 – 11,862
Cash dividends received by non controlling interests – – – – – – – – – – (580,791) (580,791)
Sale of treasury shares held by subsidiary – 89,929 – – – – – – 68,387 158,316 – 158,316
Acquisition of subsidiary (Note 14) – – – – – – – – – – 327,729 327,729
Sale (acquisition) of non controlling interests (Notes 2 and 5) – 26,614 – – – 6,090 – 78,331 – 111,035 (260,523) (149,488)

At December 31, 2017 P33,166,300 P39,662,168 P2,110,745 P25,489,705 (P311,429) (P199,126) P42,200,000 P120,125,945 (P3,287,087) P258,957,221 P3,916,693 P262,873,914

At anuary 1, 2016 P33,166,300 P39,304,027 P1,005,978 P16,621,547 P428,799 (P50,458) P42,200,000 P83,168,103 (P3,355,474) P212,488,822 P3,354,025 P215,842,847
Effect of common control business combination (Note 5) – 241,598 – – – 11,653 – (171,600) – 81,651 38,382 120,033
At anuary 1, 2016 33,166,300 39,545,625 1,005,978 16,621,547 428,799 (38,805) 42,200,000 82,996,503 (3,355,474) 212,570,473 3,392,407 215,962,880
Net income for the year – – – – – – – 23,805,713 – 23,805,713 561,911 24,367,624
Other comprehensive income (loss) – – 394,395 880,863 382,826 78,492 – – – 1,736,576 3,710 1,740,286
Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year – – 394,395 880,863 382,826 78,492 – 23,805,713 – 25,542,289 565,621 26,107,910
Cash dividends (Note 20) – – – – – – – (6,642,223) – (6,642,223) – (6,642,223)
Cash dividends received by a subsidiary – – – – – – – 10,493 – 10,493 – 10,493
Cash dividends received by non controlling interests – – – – – – – – – – (505,291) (505,291)
Acquisition of subsidiaries (Note 14) – – – – – – – – – – 429,775 429,775

At December 31, 2016 P33,166,300 P39,545,625 P1,400,373 P17,502,410 P811,625 P39,687 P42,200,000 P100,170,486 (P3,355,474) P231,481,032 P3,882,512 P235,363,544

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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SM @ 60 Years

ears Ended December 1
2018 2017 2016

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Income before income tax P41,966,175 P35,947,861 P30,988,677
Ad ustments for

Depreciation and amortization (Note 23) 9,655,426 8,959,170 7,814,344
Interest expense (Note 24) 7,540,045 5,474,422 4,409,614
Interest and dividend income (Notes 7, 11 and 24) (1,828,776) (1,214,347) (1,114,931)
Loss (gain) on

Unrealized foreign exchange  net 557,067 (26,266) 556,343
Mar to mar et on investments held for trading (Note 7) 13,690 (61,424)
Disposal of investments held for trading (Note 7) 10,096

Equity in net earnings of associates and joint ventures 
(Note 15) (1,297,528) (1,106,816) (471,081)

Operating income before wor ing capital changes 56,592,409 48,057,810 42,121,542
Decrease (increase) in
 eceivables and contract assets (11,618,774) (6,715,156) (2,796,008)
 Condominium and residential units for sale 4,398,296 4,744,813 6,475,919
 Current portion of land and development (6,523,262) (2,965,245) (10,930,360)
 Prepaid expenses and other current assets (557,890) (2,368,411) (470,119)
Increase in:
 Accounts payable and other liabilities 9,552,450 11,154,924 1,669,684
 Tenants  and customers  deposits 2,306,209 1,476,602 1,606,956
Cash generated from operations 54,149,438 53,385,337 37,677,614
Income tax paid (8,185,024) (7,607,930) (6,186,690)
Net cash provided by operating activities 45,964,414 45,777,407 31,490,924

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from sale of:

inancial assets at OCI 3,023,585
 Available for sale investments 2,529
 Investments held for trading (Note 7) 286,500
Interest received 1,417,478 823,686 766,565
Dividends received 577,014 603,011 377,385
Additions to
 Investment properties (Note 14) (31,244,741) (26,658,723) (30,376,621)

Land and development  noncurrent portion (9,107,248) (16,019,718) 3,355,087
 Property and equipment (Note 13) (126,355) (132,262) (337,071)
 Equity instruments at OCI (Note 11) (5,826) (1,906,125) (2,045)
 Investments held for trading (122,660)
Investments in associates and joint ventures and acquisition of a 

subsidiary  net of cash acquired (Notes 5 and 15) (509,282) (775,500) (331,000)
Decrease (increase) in bonds and deposits and other noncurrent 

assets (Note 16) (28,102,681) 2,889,806 (534,737)
Net cash used in investing activities (64,078,056) (41,011,985) (27,079,908)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Availments of loans (Notes 17 and 19) 54,115,835 41,997,671 34,380,938
Payments of:

Ban  loans (Notes 17 and 19) (27,212,233) (14,546,140) (28,797,979)
Dividends (Note 20) (10,874,777) (8,277,529) (7,137,021)
Interest (7,193,222) (5,156,332) (4,049,935)

Proceeds from:
Maturity of derivatives 3,212,542

eissuance of treasury shares (Note 20) 585,207 158,316
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 12,633,352 14,175,986 (5,603,997)

EFFECT OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES ON CASH AND CASH 
EQUIVALENTS (124,777) 229,144 524,055

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (5,605,067) 19,170,552 (668,926)

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 44,371,534 25,200,982 25,869,908

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR P38,766,467 P44,371,534 P25,200,982

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.

SM P IME OLDIN S, INC. AND SUBSIDIA IES
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1. Corporate Information

 SM Prime oldings, Inc. (SMP  or the Parent Company) was incorporated in the Philippines and registered with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) on anuary 6, 1994.  SMP  and its subsidiaries (collectively nown as the Company ) are incorporated to 
acquire by purchase, exchange, assignment, gift or otherwise, and to own, use, improve, subdivide, operate, en oy, sell, assign, transfer, 
exchange, lease, let, develop, mortgage, pledge, traffic, deal in and hold for investment or otherwise, including but not limited to real 
estate and the right to receive, collect and dispose of, any and all rentals, dividends, interest and income derived therefrom  the right to 
vote on any proprietary or other interest on any shares of stoc , and upon any bonds, debentures, or other securities  and the right to 
develop, conduct, operate and maintain modernized commercial shopping centers and all the businesses appurtenant thereto, such as 
but not limited to the conduct, operation and maintenance of shopping center spaces for rent, amusement centers, movie or cinema 
theatres within the compound or premises of the shopping centers, to construct, erect, manage and administer buildings such as 
condominium, apartments, hotels, restaurants, stores or other structures for mixed use purposes.

 SMP s shares of stoc  are publicly traded in the Philippine Stoc  Exchange (PSE).

 As at December 31, 2018, SMP  is 49.70% and 25.86% directly owned by SM Investments Corporation (SMIC) and the Sy amily, 
respectively.  SMIC, the ultimate parent company, is a Philippine corporation which listed its common shares with the PSE in 2005.  SMIC 
and all its subsidiaries are herein referred to as the SM roup .

 The registered office and principal place of business of the Parent Company is at 10th loor Mall of Asia Arena Annex Building, Coral ay 
cor. . . Dio no Blvd., Mall of Asia Complex, Brgy. 76, one 10, CBP 1A, Pasay City 1300.

 The accompanying consolidated financial statements were approved and authorized for issue in accordance with a resolution by the 
Board of Directors (BOD) on ebruary 11, 2019.

2. Basis of Preparation

 The accompanying consolidated financial statements of the Company have been prepared on a historical cost basis, except for financial 
assets at fair value through profit or loss ( TPL), financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income ( OCI) and 
derivative financial instruments that have been measured at fair value.  The consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine 
peso, which is the Parent Company s functional and presentation currency under Philippine inancial eporting Standards (P S).  All 
values are rounded to the nearest thousand peso, except when otherwise indicated.

 Statement of Compliance
 The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared in compliance with P S, which include the availment of 

the relief granted by the SEC under Memorandum Circular No. 14, Series of 2018, and Memorandum Circular No. 3, Series of 2019, as 
discussed in Note 3 to the consolidated financial statements.

 Basis of Consolidation
 The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Parent Company and the following subsidiaries

Company
Country

of Incorporation
Percentage of Ownership

2018 2017
Malls

irst Asia ealty Development Corporation Philippines 74.2 74.2
Premier Central, Inc. - do - 100.0 100.0
Consolidated Prime Dev. Corp. - do - 100.0 100.0
Premier Southern Corp. (PSC) - do - 100.0 100.0
San Lazaro oldings Corporation - do - 100.0 100.0
Southernpoint Properties Corp. - do - 100.0 100.0

irst Leisure entures roup Inc. ( L I) - do - 50.0 50.0
C AS ealty and Development Corporation and Subsidiaries - do - 100.0 100.0
Affluent Capital Enterprises Limited and Subsidiaries British irgin Islands (B I) 100.0 100.0
Mega Ma e Enterprises Limited and Subsidiaries - do - 100.0 100.0
Springfield lobal Enterprises Limited - do - 100.0 100.0
Simply Prestige Limited and Subsidiaries - do - 100.0 100.0
SM Land (China) Limited and Subsidiaries (SM Land China) ong ong 100.0 100.0
Rushmore Holdings, Inc. Philippines 100.0 100.0
Prime Commercial Property Management Corporation and Subsidiaries (PCPMC) - do - 100.0 100.0
Magenta Legacy, Inc. - do - 100.0 100.0
Associated Development Corporation - do - 100.0 100.0
Prime Metroestate, Inc. and Subsidiary - do - 60.0 60.0
SM Arena Complex Corporation - do - 100.0 100.0
Mindpro Incorporated (Mindpro) - do - 70.0 70.0
A. Canicosa oldings, Inc. - do - 100.0 100.0
AD Canicosa Properties, Inc. - do - 100.0 100.0
Cherry ealty Development Corporation - do - 91.3 65.0
Residential
SM Development Corporation and Subsidiaries (SMDC) - do - 100.0 100.0

ighlands Prime Inc. ( PI) - do - 100.0 100.0
Costa del amilo, Inc. and Subsidiary (Costa) - do - 100.0 100.0
Commercial
Tagaytay esort Development Corporation - do - 100.0 100.0
MOA Esplanade Port, Inc. - do - 100.0 100.0
Hotels and Convention Centers
SM otels and Conventions Corp. and Subsidiaries - do - 100.0 100.0

 *Acquired in 2017 which was accounted for as acquisition of assets - single-asset entity (see Note 14).

SM P IME OLDIN S, INC. AND SUBSIDIA IES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
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 L I is accounted for as a subsidiary by virtue of control, as evidenced by the ma ority members of the BOD representing the Parent 
Company.

 The individual financial statements of the Parent Company and its subsidiaries, which were prepared for the same reporting period using 
their own set of accounting policies, are ad usted to the accounting policies of the Company when the consolidated financial statements 
are prepared.  All intracompany balances, transactions, income and expenses, and profits and losses resulting from intracompany 
transactions and dividends are eliminated in full. 

 Subsidiaries are consolidated from the date of acquisition, being the date on which the Company obtains control, and continue to be 
consolidated until the date that such control ceases.  Control is achieved when the Company is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns 
from its involvement with the investee and when the Company has the ability to affect those returns through its power over the investee.  
A change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary, without a loss of control, is accounted for as an equity transaction.  If the Company 
loses control over a subsidiary, it

 Derecognizes the assets (including goodwill) and liabilities of the subsidiary
 Derecognizes the carrying amount of any non controlling interest
 Derecognizes the cumulative translation differences recorded in equity
 ecognizes the fair value of the consideration received
 ecognizes the fair value of any investment retained
 ecognizes any surplus or deficit in profit or loss  and
 eclassifies the parent s share of components previously recognized in other comprehensive income to profit or loss or retained 

earnings, as appropriate.

 Non controlling interests represent the portion of profit or loss and net assets not held by the Company and are presented separately in 
the consolidated statements of income and within equity section in the consolidated balance sheets, separately from equity attributable 
to equity holders of the parent.

 Significant Accounting udgments, Estimates and Assumptions
 The preparation of the consolidated financial statements requires management to ma e udgments, estimates and assumptions that 

affect the reported amounts of revenue, expenses, assets and liabilities, and the disclosure of contingent liabilities, at the reporting date.  
owever, uncertainty about these estimates and assumptions could result in outcomes that could require a material ad ustment to the 

carrying amount of the affected asset or liability in the future. 

 udgments
 In the process of applying the Company s accounting policies, management has made the following udgments, apart from those 

involving estimations, which have the most significant effect on the amounts recognized in the consolidated financial statements.

 Existence of a Contract.  The Company s primary document for a contract with a customer is a signed contract to sell or the combination 
of its other signed documentation such as reservation agreement, official receipts, quotation sheets and other documents, would 
contain all the criteria to qualify as contract with the customer under PFRS 15.

 In addition, part of the assessment process of the Company before revenue recognition is to assess the probability that the Company 
will collect the consideration to which it will be entitled in exchange for the real estate property that will be transferred to the customer.  
In evaluating whether collectability of an amount of consideration is probable, an entity considers the significance of the buyer s initial 
payments in relation to the total contract price.

 Measure of Progress.  The Company has determined that output method used in measuring the progress of the performance obligation 
faithfully depicts the Company s performance in transferring control of real estate development to the customers.

 Operating Lease Commitments - as Lessor.  The Company has entered into commercial property leases in its investment property 
portfolio.  Management has determined, based on an evaluation of the terms and conditions of the arrangements, that it retains all the 
significant ris s and rewards of ownership of the properties and thus accounts for the contracts as operating leases.  The ownership of 
the asset is not transferred to the lessee by the end of the lease term, the lessee has no option to purchase the asset at a price that is 
expected to be sufficiently lower than the fair value at the date the option is exercisable, and, the lease term is not for the ma or part of 
the asset s economic life.

 Rent income amounted to P57,163 million, P51,406 million and P45,693 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, 
respectively (see Note 27).

 Operating Lease Commitments - as Lessee.  The Company has entered into various lease agreements as a lessee.  Management has 
determined that all the significant ris s and benefits of ownership of these properties, which the Company leases under operating lease 
arrangements, remain with the lessor.  Accordingly, the leases were accounted for as operating leases. 

 Rent expense amounted to P1,730 million, P1,598 million and P1,451 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, 
respectively (see Notes 23 and 27).

 Estimates and Assumptions
 The ey estimates and assumptions that may have significant ris s of causing material ad ustments to the carrying amounts of assets 

and liabilities within the next financial period are discussed below.

 Revenue Recognition Method and Measure of Progress.  The percentage of completion method is used to recognize income from 
sales of pro ects where the Company has material obligations under the sales contract to complete the pro ect after the property is 
sold, the equitable interest has been transferred to the buyer, construction is beyond preliminary stage (i.e., engineering, design wor , 
construction contracts execution, site clearance and preparation, excavation and the building foundation are finished), and the costs 
incurred or to be incurred can be measured reliably.  
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 Revenue from sale of real estate amounted to P35,873 million, P29,434 million and P25,000 million for the years ended December 31, 
2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively, while the cost of real estate sold amounted to P17,769 million, P15,152 million and P13,117 million 
for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively (see Note 23).

 Provision for Expected Credit Losses (ECL) of Receivables and Contract Assets (or referred also in the consolidated financial statements 
as “Unbilled revenue from sale of real estate”).  The Company maintains an allowance for impairment loss at a level considered 
adequate to provide for potential uncollectible receivables.  The Company uses a provision matrix for rent and other receivables and 
unbilled revenue from sale of real estate, and vintage approach for receivable from sale of real estate to calculate ECLs.  The Company 
performs a regular review of the age and status of these accounts, designed to identify accounts for impairment.  The assessment of the 
correlation between historical observed default rates, forecasted economic conditions and ECLs is a significant estimate.  The amount 
of ECLs is sensitive to changes in circumstances and of forecast economic conditions.

 The allowance for ECLs amounted to P1,034 million and P1,054 million as at December 31, 2018 and anuary 1, 2018, respectively.

 Net Realizable Value of Condominium and Residential Units for Sale and Current Portion of Land and Development.  The Company 
writes down the carrying value of condominium and residential units for sale and current portion of land and development when the 
net realizable value becomes lower than the carrying value due to changes in mar et prices or other causes.  The net realizable value 
is assessed with reference to mar et price at the balance sheet date for similar completed property, less estimate cost to complete the 
construction and estimated cost to sell.  The carrying value is reviewed regularly for any decline in value.  

 The carrying values of condominium and residential units for sale and current portion of land and development amounted to P8,088 
million and P29,487 million as at December 31, 2018, respectively, and P8,733 million and P22,518 million as at December 31, 2017, 
respectively       (see Notes 9 and 10).

 Estimated Useful Lives of Property and Equipment and Investment Properties.  The useful life of each of the Company s property and 
equipment and investment properties is estimated based on the period over which the asset is expected to be available for use.  Such 
estimation is based on a collective assessment of industry practice, internal technical evaluation and experience with similar assets.  
The estimated useful life of each asset is reviewed periodically and updated if expectations differ from previous estimates due to 
physical wear and tear, technical or commercial obsolescence and legal or other limitations on the use of the asset.  It is possible, 
however, that future financial performance could be materially affected by changes in the amounts and timing of recorded expenses 
brought about by changes in the factors mentioned above.  A reduction in the estimated useful life of any property and equipment and 
investment properties would increase the recorded costs and expenses and decrease noncurrent assets.  

 The aggregate carrying values of property and equipment and investment properties amounted to P294,994 million and P274,578 
million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively (see Notes 13 and 14).

 Impairment of Other Nonfinancial Assets.  The Company assesses at each reporting date whether there is an indication that an 
item of investments in associates and joint ventures, property and equipment, investment properties, noncurrent portion of land and 
development and other noncurrent assets (excluding time deposits) may be impaired.  Determining the value in use of the assets, which 
requires the determination of future cash flows expected to be generated from the continued use and ultimate disposition of such 
assets, requires the Company to ma e estimates and assumptions that can materially affect the consolidated financial statements.  

uture events could cause the Company to conclude that these assets are impaired.  Any resulting impairment loss could have a 
material impact on the consolidated financial position and performance.

 The preparation of the estimated future cash flows involves udgment and estimations.  hile the Company believes that its assumptions 
are appropriate and reasonable, significant changes in these assumptions may materially affect the assessment of recoverable values 
and may lead to future impairment charges.

 The aggregate carrying values of investments in associates and joint ventures, property and equipment, investment properties, 
noncurrent portion of land and development and other noncurrent assets (excluding time deposits) amounted to P449,555 million and 
P373,915 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively (see Notes 13, 14, 15 and 16).

 Realizability of Deferred Tax Assets.  The Company s assessment on the recognition of deferred tax assets on deductible temporary 
differences and carryforward benefits of excess minimum corporate income tax (MCIT) and net operating loss carryover (NOLCO) 
is based on the pro ected taxable income in future periods.  Based on the pro ection, not all deductible temporary differences and 
carryforward benefits of excess MCIT and NOLCO will be realized.

 Deferred tax assets  net recognized in the consolidated balance sheets amounted to P1,084 million and P1,114 million as at December 
31, 2018 and 2017, respectively (see Note 26).

 Fair Value of Assets and Liabilities.  The Company carries and discloses certain assets and liabilities at fair value, which requires 
extensive use of accounting udgments and estimates.  The significant components of fair value measurement were determined 
using verifiable ob ective evidence (i.e., foreign exchange rates, interest rates and volatility rates).  The amount of changes in fair value 
would differ if the Company utilized different valuation methodologies and assumptions.  Any changes in the fair value of these assets 
and liabilities that are carried in the consolidated financial statements would directly affect consolidated statements of income and 
consolidated other comprehensive income.

 The fair value of assets and liabilities are discussed in Notes 14 and 29.

 Contingencies.  The Company is currently involved in various legal and administrative proceedings.  The estimate of the probable costs 
for the resolution of these proceedings has been developed in consultation with in house as well as outside legal counsel handling 
defense in these matters and is based upon an analysis of potential results.  The Company currently does not believe that these 
proceedings will have a material adverse effect on its consolidated financial position and performance.  It is possible, however, that 
future consolidated financial performance could be materially affected by changes in the estimates or in the effectiveness of strategies 
relating to these proceedings.  No provisions were made in relation to these proceedings (see Note 32).
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. Summary of Significant Accounting and Financial Reporting Policies

 Changes in Accounting Policies
 The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous financial year, except that the Company has adopted the 

following new accounting pronouncements starting anuary 1, 2018.  Adoption of these pronouncements did not have any significant 
impact on the Company s financial position or performance unless otherwise indicated.

 Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2018

•	 Amendments to P S 2, Share-based Payment, Classification and eas rement of hare based Pa ment ransactions

 The amendments to PFRS 2 address three main areas: the effects of vesting conditions on the measurement of a cash-settled 
share based payment transaction  the classification of a share based payment transaction with net settlement features for 
withholding tax obligations  and the accounting where a modification to the terms and conditions of a share based payment 
transaction changes its classification from cash settled to equity settled.  Entities are required to apply the amendments to  (1) 
share based payment transactions that are unvested or vested but unexercised as of anuary 1, 2018, (2) share based payment 
transactions granted on or after anuary 1, 2018 and to (3) modifications of share based payments that occurred on or after 

anuary 1, 2018.  etrospective application is permitted if elected for all three amendments and if it is possible to do so without 
hindsight.

 The amendments are not applicable to the Company since it has no share based payment transactions.

•	 PFRS 9, Financial Instruments, replaces PAS 39, Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, for annual periods 
beginning on or after anuary 1, 2018, bringing together all three aspects of the accounting for financial instruments  classification 
and measurement  impairment  and hedge accounting.

 The Company applied P S 9 using modified retrospective approach, with an initial application date of anuary 1, 2018.  The effect 
of adopting PFRS 9 follows:

(a)  Classification and meas rement 

Under P S 9, debt instruments are subsequently measured at TPL, amortized cost, or OCI. The classification is based 
on two criteria  the Company s business model for managing the assets  and whether the instruments  contractual cash flows 
represent solely payments of principal and interest  on the principal amount outstanding.

The assessment of the Company s business model was made as of the date of initial application, anuary 1, 2018, and then 
applied prospectively to those financial assets that were not derecognized before anuary 1, 2018.  The assessment of whether 
contractual cash flows on debt instruments are solely comprised of principal and interest was made based on the facts and 
circumstances as at the initial recognition of the assets.

The classification and measurement requirements of P S 9 did not have a significant impact on the Company.  The Company 
continued measuring at fair value all financial assets previously held at fair value under PAS 39.  

The following are the changes in the classification of the Company s financial assets

 Cash and cash equivalents, receivables and other financial assets (i.e., cash in escrow, time deposits) amounting to P98,068 
million as at December 31, 2017 previously classified as loans and receivables are held to collect contractual cash flows and 
give rise to cash flows representing solely payments of principal and interest.  These are now classified and measured as debt 
instruments at amortized cost, except for unbilled revenue from sale of real estate amounting to P34,083 million, beginning 

anuary 1, 2018.

 Investments held for trading amounting to P731 million as at December 31, 2017 were reclassified as financial assets at OCI.  

 Equity instruments previously classified as available for sale (A S) financial assets amounting to P31,106 million as at December 
31, 2017 are now classified and measured as equity instrument at OCI.  There were no impairment losses recognized in profit 
or loss for these investments in prior periods.

There are no changes in classification and measurement for the Company s financial liabilities.

(b)  Impairment

The adoption of P S 9 has fundamentally changed the Company s accounting for impairment losses for financial assets by 
replacing PAS 39 s incurred loss approach with a forward loo ing ECL approach.  

The adoption of ECL approach has no significant impact on the allowance for impairment losses recognized in the consolidated 
financial statements.

(c)  Hedge accounting

At the date of initial application, all of the Company s existing hedging relationships were eligible to be treated as continuing 
hedging relationships.  Before the adoption of PFRS 9, the Company designated the change in fair value of the entire cross currency 
swaps, interest rate swaps and principal only swaps contracts as cash flow hedges.  Changes in the fair value of the cross currency 
swaps, interest rate swaps and principal only swaps contracts are recognized in OCI and accumulated as a separate component 
of equity under net fair value changes on cash flow hedges.
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 Amendments to P S 4, Insurance Contracts, Applying P S 9, inancial Instruments, with P S 4, address concerns arising 
from implementing P S 9, the new financial instruments standard before implementing the new insurance contracts standard.  
The amendments introduce two options for entities issuing insurance contracts  a temporary exemption from applying P S 9 
and an overlay approach.  The temporary exemption is first applied for reporting periods beginning on or after anuary 1, 2018.  
An entity may elect the overlay approach when it first applies P S 9 and apply that approach retrospectively to financial assets 
designated on transition to PFRS 9.  The entity restates comparative information reflecting the overlay approach if, and only if, the 
entity restates comparative information when applying PFRS 9.

 The amendments are not applicable to the Company since none of the entities within the Company have activities that are 
predominantly connected with insurance or issue insurance contracts.

 P S 15, evenue from Contracts with Customers, supersedes PAS 11, Construction Contracts, PAS 18, evenue, and related 
interpretations and it applies, with limited exceptions, to all revenue arising from contracts with its customers. P S 15 establishes 
a five step model to account for revenue arising from contracts with customers and requires that revenue be recognized at an 
amount that reflects the consideration to which an entity expects to be entitled in exchange for transferring goods or services to a 
customer.

 
 PFRS 15 requires entities to exercise judgement, taking into consideration all of the relevant facts and circumstances when applying 

each step of the model to contracts with their customers.  The standard also specifies the accounting for the incremental costs of 
obtaining a contract and the costs directly related to fulfilling a contract. In addition, the standard requires extensive disclosures.  

 On ebruary 14, 2018, the Philippine Interpretations Committee (PIC) issued PIC &A 2018 12 (PIC &A) which provides guidance 
on some implementation issues of P S 15 affecting real estate industry.  On October 25, 2018 and ebruary 8, 2019, the Philippine 
SEC issued SEC Memorandum Circular No. 14 Series of 2018 and SEC Memorandum Circular No. 3 Series of 2019, respectively, 
providing relief to the real estate industry by deferring the application of the following provisions of the above PIC &A for a period 
of 3 years:

 Exclusion of land and uninstalled materials in the determination of POC discussed in PIC &A 2018 12 E

 Accounting for significant financing component discussed in PIC &A 2018 12 D

 Accounting for Common Usage Service Area (CUSA) charges discussed in PIC &A 2018 12

 Under the same SEC Memorandum Circular No. 3 Series of 2019, the adoption of PIC &A 2018 14   P S 15  Accounting for 
Cancellation of Real Estate Sales was also deferred. 

 The Company availed of the deferral of adoption of the above specific provisions, except for land exclusion in determination of POC.  
ad these provisions been adopted, it would have impacted retained earnings as at anuary 1, 2018 and revenue from real estate 

sales, cost of real estate sold, other income and real estate inventories for 2018.

 iven the deferral of the implementation of certain provisions of PIC &A 2018 12 and PIC &A 2018 14, adoption of P S 15 have 
no material impact to the consolidated financial statements.  

 PIC &A 2018 11, Classification of Land by eal Estate Developer, clarifies the correct classification of purchased raw land by real 
estate developers to inventory and investment property, and current and noncurrent assets.  The adoption of this PIC &A resulted 
to the reclassification of land and development from real estate inventories to investment property (see Note 10).

 PIC &A 2018 15, Classification of Advances to Contractors in the Nature of Prepayments  Current vs. Non current, aims to classify 
the prepayment based on the actual realization of such advances based on the determined usage realization of the asset to which 
it is intended for (e.g. inventory, investment property, property plant and equipment).  The Company s policy on the classification 
of prepayments is consistent with the interpretation hence adoption of the PIC &A did not have any significant impact in the 
Company.

 Amendments to PAS 28, Measuring an Associate or oint enture at air alue (Part of Annual Improvements to P S 2014  
2016 Cycle), clarify that an entity that is a venture capital organization, or other qualifying entity, may elect, at initial recognition 
on an investment by investment basis, to measure its investments in associates and oint ventures at TPL.  They also clarify 
that if an entity that is not itself an investment entity has an interest in an associate or joint venture that is an investment entity, 
the entity may, when applying the equity method, elect to retain the fair value measurement applied by that investment entity 
associate or oint venture to the investment entity associate s or oint venture s interests in subsidiaries.  This election is made 
separately for each investment entity associate or oint venture, at the later of the date on which (a) the investment entity associate 
or oint venture is initially recognized  (b) the associate or oint venture becomes an investment entity  and (c) the investment entity 
associate or oint venture first becomes a parent.  

 Amendments to PAS 40, Investment Property, Transfers of Investment Property, clarify when an entity should transfer property, 
including property under construction or development into, or out of investment property.  The amendments state that a change in 
use occurs when the property meets, or ceases to meet, the definition of investment property and there is evidence of the change 
in use.  A mere change in management s intentions for the use of a property does not provide evidence of a change in use.  The 
amendments should be applied prospectively to changes in use that occur on or after the beginning of the annual reporting period 
in which the entity first applies the amendments.  etrospective application is only permitted if this is possible without the use of 
hindsight.

 Philippine Interpretation International inancial eporting Interpretations Committee (I IC)  22, oreign Currency Transactions 
and Advance Consideration, clarifies that, in determining the spot exchange rate to use on initial recognition of the related asset, 
expense or income (or part of it) on the derecognition of a non monetary asset or non monetary liability relating to advance 
consideration, the date of the transaction is the date on which an entity initially recognizes the nonmonetary asset or non monetary 
liability arising from the advance consideration.  If there are multiple payments or receipts in advance, then the entity must determine 
a date of the transactions for each payment or receipt of advance consideration.  Entities may apply the amendments on a fully 
retrospective basis.  Alternatively, an entity may apply the interpretation prospectively to all assets, expenses and income in its 
scope that are initially recognized on or after the beginning of the reporting period in which the entity first applies the interpretation 
or the beginning of a prior reporting period presented as comparative information in the financial statements of the reporting period 
in which the entity first applies the interpretation.
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 Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2019

 Pronouncements issued but not yet effective are listed below.  Unless otherwise indicated, the Company does not expect that the future 
adoption of the said pronouncements will have a significant impact on its consolidated financial statements.  The Company intends to 
adopt the following pronouncements when they become effective.

 Amendments to P S 9, Prepayment Features with Negative Compensation, allow debt instrument to be measured at amortized 
cost or at OCI, provided that the contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount 
outstanding  (the SPPI criterion) and the instrument is held within the appropriate business model for that classification. The 
amendments to P S 9 clarify that a financial asset passes the SPPI criterion regardless of the event or circumstance that causes 
the early termination of the contract and irrespective of which party pays or receives reasonable compensation for the early 
termination of the contract.  The amendments should be applied retrospectively and are effective from anuary 1, 2019, with earlier 
application permitted. The Company is currently assessing the impact of adopting this standard.

 P S 16, Leases, sets out the principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure of leases and requires 
lessees to account for all leases under a single on balance sheet model similar to the accounting for finance leases under PAS 17, 
Leases.  The standard includes two recognition exemptions for lessees  leases of low value  assets (e.g., personal computers) 
and short term leases (i.e., leases with a lease term of 12 months or less).  At the commencement date of a lease, a lessee will 
recognize a liability to ma e lease payments (i.e., the lease liability) and an asset representing the right to use the underlying asset 
during the lease term (i.e., the right of use asset).  Lessees will be required to separately recognize the interest expense on the 
lease liability and the depreciation expense on the right of use asset.

 Lessees will be also required to remeasure the lease liability upon the occurrence of certain events (e.g., a change in the lease term, 
a change in future lease payments resulting from a change in an index or rate used to determine those payments).  The lessee will 
generally recognize the amount of the remeasurement of the lease liability as an ad ustment to the right of use asset.

 Lessor accounting under P S 16 is substantially unchanged from today s accounting under PAS 17.  Lessors will continue to 
classify all leases using the same classification principle as in PAS 17 and distinguish between two types of leases  operating and 
finance leases.

 P S 16 also requires lessees and lessors to ma e more extensive disclosures than under PAS 17.

 Early application is permitted, but not before an entity applies P S 15.  A lessee can choose to apply the standard using either a 
full retrospective or a modified retrospective approach.  The standard s transition provisions permit certain reliefs.  The Company 
is currently assessing the impact of adopting PFRS 16.

 Amendments to PAS 19, Emplo ee enefits  Plan Amendment  C rtailment or ettlement  address the accounting when a plan 
amendment, curtailment or settlement occurs during a reporting period. The amendments specify that when a plan amendment, 
curtailment or settlement occurs during the annual reporting period, an entity is required to:

 Determine current service cost for the remainder of the period after the plan amendment, curtailment or settlement, using the 
actuarial assumptions used to remeasure the net defined benefit liability (asset) reflecting the benefits offered under the plan and 
the plan assets after that event.

 Determine net interest for the remainder of the period after the plan amendment, curtailment or settlement using  the net defined 
benefit liability (asset) reflecting the benefits offered under the plan and the plan assets after that event  and the discount rate used 
to remeasure that net defined benefit liability (asset).

 The amendments also clarify that an entity first determines any past service cost, or a gain or loss on settlement, without considering 
the effect of the asset ceiling. This amount is recognized in profit or loss. An entity then determines the effect of the asset ceiling 
after the plan amendment, curtailment or settlement. Any change in that effect, excluding amounts included in the net interest, is 
recognized in other comprehensive income.

 The amendments apply to plan amendments, curtailments, or settlements occurring on or after the beginning of the first annual 
reporting period that begins on or after anuary 1, 2019, with early application permitted. These amendments will apply only to any 
future plan amendments, curtailments, or settlements of the Company.

 Amendments to PAS 28, Long-term Interests in Associates and Joint Ventures, clarify that an entity applies PFRS 9 to long-term 
interests in an associate or oint venture to which the equity method is not applied but that, in substance, form part of the net 
investment in the associate or oint venture (long term interests). This clarification is relevant because it implies that the ECL model 
in PFRS 9 applies to such long-term interests.

 The amendments also clarified that, in applying P S 9, an entity does not ta e account of any losses of the associate or oint 
venture, or any impairment losses on the net investment, recognized as ad ustments to the net investment in the associate or oint 
venture that arise from applying PAS 28, Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures.

 The amendments should be applied retrospectively and are effective from anuary 1, 2019, with early application permitted.   The 
Company is currently assessing the impact of adopting this standard.

 Philippine Interpretation I IC 23, Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments, addresses the accounting for income taxes when tax 
treatments involve uncertainty that affects the application of PAS 12 and does not apply to taxes or levies outside the scope of PAS 
12, nor does it specifically include requirements relating to interest and penalties associated with uncertain tax treatments.
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 The interpretation specifically addresses the following
 hether an entity considers uncertain tax treatments separately
 The assumptions an entity ma es about the examination of tax treatments by taxation authorities
 ow an entity determines taxable profit (tax loss), tax bases, unused tax losses, unused tax credits and tax rates
 ow an entity considers changes in facts and circumstances

 An entity must determine whether to consider each uncertain tax treatment separately or together with one or more other uncertain 
tax treatments.  The approach that better predicts the resolution of the uncertainty should be followed.  The Company is currently 
assessing the impact of adopting this standard.

 Annual Improvements to PFRSs 2015-2017 Cycle

 Amendments to P S 3, Business Combinations, and PFRS 11, Joint Arrangements, Previously Held Interest in a Joint Operation, 
clarify that, when an entity obtains control of a business that is a oint operation, it applies the requirements for a business 
combination achieved in stages, including remeasuring previously held interests in the assets and liabilities of the oint operation 
at fair value. In doing so, the acquirer remeasures its entire previously held interest in the joint operation.

 A party that participates in, but does not have oint control of, a oint operation might obtain oint control of the oint operation in 
which the activity of the oint operation constitutes a business as defined in P S 3. The amendments clarify that the previously 
held interests in that joint operation are not remeasured.

 An entity applies those amendments to business combinations for which the acquisition date is on or after the beginning of the first 
annual reporting period beginning on or after anuary 1, 2019 and to transactions in which it obtains oint control on or after the 
beginning of the first annual reporting period beginning on or after anuary 1, 2019, with early application permitted.  The Company 
is currently assessing the impact of adopting this standard.

 Amendments to PAS 12, Income ax Conse ences of Pa ments on inancial Instr ments Classified as E it  clarify that the 
income tax consequences of dividends are lin ed more directly to past transactions or events that generated distributable profits 
than to distributions to owners.  Therefore, an entity recognizes the income tax consequences of dividends in profit or loss, other 
comprehensive income or equity according to where the entity originally recognized those past transactions or events.

 An entity applies those amendments for annual reporting periods beginning on or after anuary 1, 2019, with early application is 
permitted. These amendments are not relevant to the Company because dividends declared by the Company do not give rise to 
tax obligations under the current tax laws.  

 Amendments to PAS 23, Borrowing Costs, Borrowing Costs Eligible for Capitalization, clarify that an entity treats as part of general 
borrowings any borrowing originally made to develop a qualifying asset when substantially all of the activities necessary to prepare 
that asset for its intended use or sale are complete.

 An entity applies those amendments to borrowing costs incurred on or after the beginning of the annual reporting period in which 
the entity first applies those amendments. An entity applies those amendments for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 

anuary 1, 2019, with early application permitted.  The Company is currently assessing the impact of adopting this standard.

 Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2020

 Amendments to P S 3, efinition of a siness  clarify the minimum requirements to be a business, remove the assessment of a 
mar et participant s ability to replace missing elements, and narrow the definition of outputs.  The amendments also add guidance 
to assess whether an acquired process is substantive and add illustrative examples.  An optional fair value concentration test is 
introduced which permits a simplified assessment of whether an acquired set of activities and assets is not a business.

 An entity applies those amendments prospectively for annual reporting periods beginning on or after anuary 1, 2020, with earlier 
application permitted.  The Company is currently assessing the impact of adopting this standard.

 Amendments to PAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements, and PAS 8, Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates 
and Errors  efinition of aterial  refine the definition of material in PAS 1 and align the definitions used across P Ss and other 
pronouncements.  They are intended to improve the understanding of the existing requirements rather than to significantly impact 
an entity s materiality udgements.

 An entity applies those amendments prospectively for annual reporting periods beginning on or after anuary 1, 2020, with earlier 
application permitted.  The Company is currently assessing the impact of adopting this standard.

 Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2021

 P S 17, Insurance Contracts, covers recognition and measurement, presentation and disclosure. Once effective, PFRS 17 will 
replace PFRS 4, Insurance Contracts. This new standard on insurance contracts applies to all types of insurance contracts (i.e., life, 
non life, direct insurance and re insurance), regardless of the type of entities that issue them, as well as to certain guarantees and 
financial instruments with discretionary participation features. A few scope exceptions will apply. 

 The overall ob ective of P S 17 is to provide an accounting model for insurance contracts that is more useful and consistent for 
insurers. In contrast to the requirements in P S 4, which are largely based on grandfathering previous local accounting policies, 
PFRS 17 provides a comprehensive model for insurance contracts, covering all relevant accounting aspects. The core of PFRS 17 
is the general model, supplemented by

 A specific adaptation for contracts with direct participation features (the variable fee approach)

 A simplified approach (the premium allocation approach) mainly for short duration contracts
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 P S 17 is effective for reporting periods beginning on or after anuary 1, 2021, with comparative figures required.  Early application 
is permitted.  The Company is currently assessing the impact of adopting this standard.

 Deferred effectivity

 Amendments to P S 10, Consolidated Financial Statements, and PAS 28, Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and 
its Associate or Joint Venture. 

 Cash and Cash Equivalents
 Cash includes cash on hand and in ban s.  Cash equivalents are short term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to 

nown amounts of cash with original maturities of three months or less from acquisition date and are sub ect to an insignificant ris  of 
change in value.

 Determination of air alue
 air value is the estimated price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between 

mar et participants at the measurement date.  The fair value measurement is based on the presumption that the transaction to sell the 
asset or transfer the liability ta es place either

 in the principal mar et for the asset or liability, or 
 in the absence of a principal mar et, in the most advantageous mar et for the asset or liability.

 The principal or the most advantageous mar et must be accessible to the Company.

 The fair value of an asset or a liability is measured using the assumptions that mar et participants would use when pricing the asset or 
liability, assuming that mar et participants act in their economic best interest.  

 A fair value measurement of a nonfinancial asset ta es into account a mar et participant s ability to generate economic benefits by 
using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling it to another mar et participant that would use the asset in its highest and best 
use.

 The Company uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and for which sufficient data are available to measure 
fair value, maximizing the use of relevant observable inputs and minimizing the use of unobservable inputs.

 Assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the consolidated financial statements are categorized within the fair 
value hierarchy, described as follows, based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole  

Level 1   uoted (unad usted) mar et prices in active mar ets for identical assets or liabilities  

Level 2  aluation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is directly or indirectly 
observable  and 

Level 3   aluation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is unobservable.

 or assets and liabilities that are recognized in the consolidated financial statements on a recurring basis, the Company determines 
whether transfers have occurred between Levels in the hierarchy by re assessing categorization (based on the lowest level input that is 
significant to the fair value measurement as a whole) at the end of each reporting period.

 The Company determines the policies and procedures for both recurring and non recurring fair value measurements.  or the purpose of 
fair value disclosures, the Company has determined classes of assets and liabilities on the basis of the nature, characteristics and ris s 
of the asset or liability and the level of the fair value hierarchy.

 The Company recognizes transfers into and transfers out of fair value hierarchy levels by re assessing categorization (based on the 
lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole) as at the date of the event or change in circumstances 
that caused the transfer.

 “Day 1” Difference.  here the transaction price in a nonactive mar et is different from the fair value of other observable current mar et 
transactions in the same instrument or based on a valuation technique whose variables include only data from observable mar et, the 
Company recognizes the difference between the transaction price and fair value (a Day 1  difference) in the consolidated statement 
of income unless it qualifies for recognition as some other type of asset or liability.  In cases where unobservable data is used, the 
difference between the transaction price and model value is only recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the inputs 
become observable or when the instrument is derecognized.  or each transaction, the Company determines the appropriate method of 
recognizing the Day 1  difference amount.

 inancial Instruments  Initial ecognition and Subsequent Measurement

 Effective beginning January 1, 2018

 A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or equity instrument of 
another entity. 

 Financial Assets

 Initial recognition and measurement.  inancial assets are classified, at initial recognition, as subsequently measured at amortized cost, 
OCI, and TPL.

 The classification of financial assets at initial recognition depends on the financial asset s contractual cash flow characteristics and the 
Company s business model for managing them.  The Company initially measures a financial asset at its fair value plus, in the case of a 
financial asset not at TPL, transaction costs.
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 In order for a financial asset to be classified and measured at amortized cost or OCI, it needs to give rise to cash flows that are solely 
payments of principal and interest (SPPI)  on the principal amount outstanding. This assessment is referred to as the SPPI test and is 
performed at an instrument level. 

 The Company s business model for managing financial assets refers to how it manages its financial assets in order to generate cash 
flows.  The business model determines whether cash flows will result from collecting contractual cash flows, selling the financial assets, 
or both. 

 Purchases or sales of financial assets that require delivery of assets within a time frame established by regulation or convention in the 
mar et place (regular way trades) are recognized on the trade date, i.e., the date that the Company commits to purchase or sell the asset.

 Subsequent measurement.  or purposes of subsequent measurement, financial assets are classified in four categories  

 Financial assets at amortized cost (debt instruments)   The Company measures financial assets at amortized cost if both of the 
following conditions are met:

 The financial asset is held within a business model with the ob ective to hold financial assets in order to collect contractual cash 
flows, and

 The contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and 
interest on the principal amount outstanding.

 inancial assets at amortized cost are subsequently measured using the EI  method and are sub ect to impairment.  ains and losses 
are recognized in profit or loss when the asset is derecognized, modified or impaired.

 The Company s financial assets at amortized cost includes cash and cash equivalents, receivables, cash in escrow (included under 
Prepaid expenses and other current assets  account) and time deposits (included under Other noncurrent assets  account).  Other 

than those financial assets at amortized cost whose carrying values are reasonable approximation of fair values, the aggregate 
carrying values of financial assets under this category amounted to P2,393 million as at  December 31, 2018 (see Note 29). 

 Financial assets at FVOCI (debt instruments)  The Company measures debt instruments at OCI if both of the following conditions 
are met:

 The financial asset is held within a business model with the ob ective to hold financial assets in order to collect contractual cash 
flows, and

 Selling and the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of 
principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.

 Classified under this category are debt instruments held for trading.  The carrying values of financial assets classified under this 
category amounted to nil as at December 31, 2018 (see Note 29).

 Financial assets at FVTPL.  inancial assets at TPL include financial assets held for trading, financial assets designated upon 
initial recognition at TPL, or financial assets mandatorily required to be measured at fair value.  inancial assets are classified 
as held for trading if they are acquired for the purpose of selling or repurchasing in the near term.  Derivatives, including separated 
embedded derivatives, are also classified as held for trading unless they are designated as effective hedging instruments.  inancial 
assets with cash flows that are not solely payments of principal and interest are classified and measured at TPL, irrespective of the 
business model.  Notwithstanding the criteria for debt instruments to be classified at amortized cost or OCI, as described above, 
debt instruments may be designated at TPL on initial recognition if doing so eliminates, or significantly reduces, an accounting 
mismatch.

 inancial assets at TPL are carried in the consolidated balance sheet at fair value with net changes in fair value recognized in the 
consolidated statement of income.

 This category includes derivative instruments.  The carrying values of financial assets classified under this category amounted to                  
P853 million as at December 31, 2018 (see Note 29).

 A derivative embedded in a hybrid contract, with a financial liability or non financial host, is separated from the host and accounted for 
as a separate derivative if  the economic characteristics and ris s are not closely related to the host  a separate instrument with the 
same terms as the embedded derivative would meet the definition of a derivative  and the hybrid contract is not measured at TPL.  
Embedded derivatives are measured at fair value with changes in TPL.  eassessment only occurs if there is either a change in the 
terms of the contract that significantly modifies the cash flows that would otherwise be required or a reclassification of a financial 
asset out of the TPL category.

 A derivative embedded within a hybrid contract containing a financial asset host is not accounted for separately. The financial asset 
host together with the embedded derivative is required to be classified in its entirety as a financial asset at TPL.

 Financial assets at FVOCI (equity instruments).  Upon initial recognition, the Company can elect to classify irrevocably its equity 
investments as equity instruments at OCI when they meet the definition of equity under PAS 32, Financial Instruments: Presentation, 
and are not held for trading.  The classification is determined on an instrument by instrument basis.

 ains and losses on these financial assets are never recycled to profit or loss.  Dividends are recognized in the consolidated statements 
of income when the right of payment has been established, except when the Company benefits from such proceeds as a recovery of 
part of the cost of the financial asset, in which case, such gains are recorded in OCI.  Equity instruments at OCI are not sub ect to 
impairment assessment.
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 The Company elected to classify irrevocably its investments in equity instruments under this category.

 Classified under this category are the investments in shares of stoc s of certain companies.  The carrying values of financial assets 
classified under this category amounted to P23,532 million as at December 31, 2018 (see Note 29).

 Derecognition.  A financial asset (or, where applicable, a part of a financial asset or part of a Company of similar financial assets) is 
primarily derecognized (i.e., removed from the Company s consolidated balance sheet) when

 The rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired, or,
  the Company has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset or has assumed an obligation to pay the received cash 

flows in full without material delay to a third party under a pass through  arrangement and either (a) the Company has transferred 
substantially all the ris s and rewards of the asset, or (b) the Company has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the ris s 
and rewards of the asset, but has transferred control of the asset.

 hen the Company has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from an asset or has entered into a pass through arrangement, 
it evaluates if, and to what extent, it has retained the ris s and rewards of ownership. hen it has neither transferred nor retained 
substantially all of the ris s and rewards of the asset, nor transferred control of the asset, the Company continues to recognize the 
transferred asset to the extent of its continuing involvement. In that case, the Company also recognized an associated liability. The 
transferred asset and the associated liability are measured on a basis that reflects the rights and obligations that the Company has 
retained.  Continuing involvement that takes the form of a guarantee over the transferred asset is measured at the lower of the original 
carrying amount of the asset and the maximum amount of consideration that the Company could be required to repay.

 Impairment of financial assets.  The Company recognizes an allowance for ECLs for all debt instruments not held at TPL.  ECLs 
are based on the difference between the contractual cash flows due in accordance with the contract and all the cash flows that the 
Company expects to receive, discounted at an approximation of the original effective interest rate. The expected cash flows will include 
cash flows from the sale of collateral held or other credit enhancements that are integral to the contractual terms.  The Company uses a 
provision matrix for rent and other receivables and unbilled revenue from sale of real estate, vintage approach for receivables from sale 
of real estate and simplified approach (low credit ris  simplification) for treasury assets to calculate ECLs. 

 The Company applies provision matrix and has calculated ECLs based on lifetime ECLs.  Therefore, the Company does not trac  changes 
in credit ris , but instead recognizes a loss allowance based on lifetime ECLs at each reporting date, ad usted for forward loo ing factors 
specific to the debtors and the economic environment.

 intage approach accounts for expected credit losses by calculating the cumulative loss rates of a given real estate receivable pool. 
It derives the probability of default from the historical data of a homogenous portfolio that share the same origination period. The 
information on the number of defaults during fixed time intervals of the accounts is utilized to create the probability model. It allows the 
evaluation of the loan activity from its origination period until the end of the contract period.  In addition to life of loan loss data, primary 
drivers li e macroeconomic indicators of qualitative factors such as, but not limited to, forward loo ing data on inflation rate was 
added to the expected loss calculation to reach a forecast supported by both quantitative and qualitative data points.  The probability of 
default is applied to the estimate of the loss arising on default which is based on the difference between the contractual cash flows due 
and those that the Company would expect to receive, including from the repossession of the sub ect real estate property, net of cash 
outflows. or purposes of calculating loss given default, accounts are segmented based on the type of unit. In calculating the recovery 
rates, the Company considered collections of cash and or cash from resale of real estate properties after foreclosure, net of direct costs 
of obtaining and selling the real estate properties after the default event such as commission, refurbishment, payment required under 
Maceda law, cost to complete (for incomplete units). As these are future cash flows, these are discounted bac  to the time of default 
using the appropriate effective interest rate, usually being the original effective interest rate (EI ) or an approximation thereof.

 The Company considers a financial asset in default generally when contractual payments are 120 days past due or when the sales are 
cancelled supported by a notarized cancellation letter executed by the Company and unit buyer.  owever, in certain cases, the Company 
may also consider a financial asset to be in default when internal or external information indicates that the Company is unli ely to 
receive the outstanding contractual amounts in full before ta ing into account any credit enhancements held by the Company.

 A financial asset is written off when there is no reasonable expectation of recovering the contractual cash flows.

 Effective before January 1, 2018

 Date of Recognition.  The Company recognizes a financial asset or a financial liability in the consolidated balance sheets when it becomes 
a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.  In the case of a regular way purchase or sale of financial assets, recognition 
and derecognition, as applicable, are done using settlement date accounting.  egular way purchases or sales are purchases or sales 
of financial assets that require delivery of assets within the period generally established by regulation or convention in the mar et place.  
Derivatives are recognized on a trade date basis.

 Initial Recognition of Financial Instruments.  inancial instruments are recognized initially at fair value, which is the fair value of the 
consideration given (in case of an asset) or received (in case of a liability).  The initial measurement of financial instruments, except for 
those classified as TPL, includes transaction costs.

 The Company classifies its financial instruments in the following categories  financial assets and financial liabilities at TPL, loans and 
receivables, A S investments and other financial liabilities.  The classification depends on the purpose for which the instruments are 
acquired and whether they are quoted in an active mar et.  Management determines the classification at initial recognition and, where 
allowed and appropriate, re evaluates this classification at every reporting date.

 Financial assets at FVTPL.  inancial assets at TPL include financial assets held for trading and financial assets designated upon 
initial recognition as at TPL. 
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 inancial assets are classified as held for trading if they are acquired for the purpose of selling or repurchasing in the near term.  
Derivatives, including any separated derivatives, are also classified under financial assets or liabilities at TPL, unless these are 
designated as hedging instruments in an effective hedge or financial guarantee contracts.  ains or losses on investments held for 
trading are recognized in the consolidated statement of income under Others  net  account.  Interest income on investments held 
for trading is included in the consolidated statement of income under the Interest and dividend income  account.  Instruments under 
this category are classified as current assets if these are held primarily for the purpose of trading or expected to be realized within 12 
months from balance sheet date.  Otherwise, these are classified as noncurrent assets.

 inancial assets may be designated by management at initial recognition as TPL when any of the following criteria is met

 the designation eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent treatment that would otherwise arise from measuring the 
assets or recognizing gains or losses on a different basis  or

 the assets are part of a group of financial assets which are managed and their performances are evaluated on a fair value basis, in 
accordance with a documented ris  management or investment strategy  or

 the financial instrument contains an embedded derivative, unless the embedded derivative does not significantly modify the cash 
flows or it is clear, with little or no analysis, that it would not be separately recorded.  

 Classified as financial assets at TPL are the Company s investments held for trading and derivative assets.  The aggregate carrying 
values of financial assets under this category amounted to P4,278 million as at December 31, 2017.  

 Loans and Receivables.  Loans and receivables are nonderivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not 
quoted in an active market.  They are not entered into with the intention of immediate or short-term resale and are not designated as 
A S investments or financial assets at TPL.  

 After initial measurement, loans and receivables are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method, 
less allowance for impairment.  Amortized cost is calculated by ta ing into account any discount or premium on acquisition and 
fees that are an integral part of the effective interest rate.  ains and losses are recognized in the consolidated statement of income 
when the loans and receivables are derecognized and impaired, as well as through the amortization process.  Loans and receivables 
are included under current assets if realizability or collectability is within twelve months from reporting period.  Otherwise, these are 
classified as noncurrent assets.

 Classified under this category are cash and cash equivalents, receivables (including noncurrent portion of receivables from sale of 
real estate), cash in escrow (included under Prepaid expenses and other current assets  account) and time deposits (included under 
Other noncurrent assets  account).  Other than those loans and receivables whose carrying values are reasonable approximation 

of fair values, the aggregate carrying values of financial assets under this category amounted to P19,654 million as at December 31, 
2017.

 AFS Investments.  A S investments are nonderivative financial assets that are designated under this category or are not classified 
in any of the other categories.  These are purchased and held indefinitely, and may be sold in response to liquidity requirements or 
changes in mar et conditions.  Subsequent to initial recognition, A S investments are carried at fair value in the consolidated balance 
sheet.  Changes in the fair value of such assets are reported as net unrealized gain or loss on A S investments in the consolidated 
statement of comprehensive income until the investment is derecognized or the investment is determined to be impaired.  On 
derecognition or impairment, the cumulative gain or loss previously reported in the consolidated statement of comprehensive 
income is transferred to the consolidated statement of income.  Interest earned on holding A S investments are recognized in the 
consolidated statement of income using the effective interest method.  Assets under this category are classified as current assets if 
expected to be disposed of within twelve months from reporting period and as noncurrent assets if expected date of disposal is more 
than twelve months from reporting period.

 Classified under this category are the investments in quoted and unquoted shares of stoc s of certain companies.  The carrying 
values of financial assets classified under this category amounted to P31,106 million as at December 31, 2017.

 Impairment of financial assets.  The Company assesses at each reporting period whether a financial asset or a group of financial 
assets is impaired.  A financial asset or a group of financial assets is deemed to be impaired, if and only if, there is ob ective evidence 
of impairment as a result of one or more events that occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (an incurred loss event) and 
that loss event has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or a group of financial assets that can be 
reliably estimated.  Ob ective evidence of impairment may include indications that the borrower or a group of borrowers is experiencing 
significant financial difficulty, default or delinquency in interest or principal payments, the probability that they will enter ban ruptcy or 
other financial reorganization and where observable data indicate that there is measurable decrease in the estimated future cash flows, 
such as changes in arrears or economic conditions that correlate with defaults.

 Financial assets carried at amortized cost.  The Company first assesses whether ob ective evidence of impairment exists for financial 
assets that are individually significant, and individually or collectively for financial assets that are not individually significant.  If it is 
determined that no ob ective evidence of impairment exists for an individually assessed financial asset, whether significant or not, the 
asset is included in a group of financial assets with similar credit ris  characteristics and that group of financial assets is collectively 
assessed for impairment.  Assets that are individually assessed for impairment and for which an impairment loss is or continues to 
be recognized are not included in the collective impairment assessment.  

 If there is ob ective evidence that an impairment loss on loans and receivables carried at amortized cost has been incurred, the 
amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash 
flows (excluding future credit losses that have not been incurred) discounted at the financial asset s original effective interest rate (i.e., 
the effective interest rate computed at initial recognition).  

 The carrying amount of the impaired asset shall be reduced through the use of an allowance account.  The amount of the loss shall 
be recognized in the consolidated statement of income.  Interest income continues to be accrued on the reduced carrying amount 
based on the original effective interest rate of the asset.  Loans and receivables together with the associated allowance are written 
off when there is no realistic prospect of future recovery and all collateral, if any, has been realized or has been transferred to the 
Company.  If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss increases or decreases because of an event occurring after 
the impairment was recognized, the previously recognized impairment loss is increased or decreased by ad usting the allowance 
account.  If a future write off is later recovered, the recovery is recognized in the consolidated statement of income under Others  
net  account.  
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 Financial Assets Carried at Cost.  If there is ob ective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred in an unquoted equity 
instrument that is not carried at fair value because its fair value cannot be reliably measured, or on a derivative asset that is lin ed to 
and must be settled by delivery of such an unquoted equity instrument, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between 
the asset s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the current mar et rate of return for 
a similar financial asset.

 AFS Investments.  In the case of equity instruments classified as A S investments, evidence of impairment would include a 
significant or prolonged decline in fair value of investments below its cost.  here there is evidence of impairment, the cumulative loss 
 measured as the difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair value, less any impairment loss on that financial asset 

previously recognized in the consolidated statement of income  is removed from the consolidated statement of comprehensive 
income and recognized in the consolidated statement of income.  Impairment losses on equity investments are not reversed through 
the consolidated statement of income.  Increases in fair value after impairment are recognized directly in the consolidated statement 
of comprehensive income.

 In the case of debt instruments classified as A S investments, impairment is assessed based on the same criteria as financial assets 
carried at amortized cost.  uture interest income is based on the reduced carrying amount of the asset and is accrued based on the 
rate of interest used to discount future cash flows for the purpose of measuring impairment loss.  Such accrual is recorded as part 
of Interest and dividend income  account in the consolidated statement of income.  If, in subsequent year, the fair value of a debt 
instrument increased and the increase can be ob ectively related to an event occurring after the impairment loss was recognized in 
the consolidated statement of income, the impairment loss is reversed through the consolidated statement of income.

Financial Liabilities

 Initial recognition and measurement.  inancial liabilities are classified, at initial recognition, as financial liabilities at TPL, loans and 
borrowings and payables, or as derivatives designated as hedging instruments in an effective hedge, as appropriate.

 All financial liabilities are recognized initially at fair value and, in the case of loans and borrowings and payables, net of directly attributable 
transaction costs.

 
 Subsequent measurement.  The Company classifies its financial liabilities in the following categories  

 Financial liabilities at FVTPL.  inancial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss include financial liabilities held for trading and 
financial liabilities designated upon initial recognition as at TPL. 

 inancial liabilities are classified as held for trading if they are incurred for the purpose of repurchasing in the near term.  Derivatives, 
including any separated derivatives, are also classified under liabilities at TPL, unless these are designated as hedging instruments in an 
effective hedge or financial guarantee contracts.  ains or losses on liabilities held for trading are recognized in the consolidated statement 
of income under Others  net  account.  Classified as financial liabilities at TPL are the Company s derivative liabilities amounting to 
P335 million and P777 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively (see Note 29).

 Loans and borrowings.  This category pertains to financial liabilities that are not held for trading or not designated as at TPL upon 
the inception of the liability.  These include liabilities arising from operations or borrowings.  After initial recognition, interest bearing 
loans and borrowings are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the EI  method.  ains and losses are recognized in the 
consolidated statement of income when the loans and borrowings are derecognized, as well as through the amortization process.  
Loans and borrowings are included under current liabilities if settlement is within twelve months from reporting period.  Otherwise, 
these are classified as noncurrent liabilities.

 Classified under this category are loans payable, accounts payable and other current liabilities, long term debt, tenants  deposits, 
liability for purchased land and other noncurrent liabilities (except for taxes payables and other payables covered by other accounting 
standards).  Other than those other financial liabilities whose carrying values are reasonable approximation of fair values, the aggregate 
carrying values of financial liabilities under this category amounted to P228,983 million and P190,846 million as at December 31, 2018 
and 2017, respectively (see Note 29).

 Derecognition.  A financial liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is discharged or cancelled or expired. hen an 
existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same lender on substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing liability 
are substantially modified, such an exchange or modification is treated as the derecognition of the original liability and the recognition 
of a new liability. The difference in the respective carrying amounts is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.

 Offsetting Financial Instruments
 inancial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount is reported in the consolidated balance sheet if there is a currently 

enforceable legal right to set off the recognized amounts and there is intention to settle on a net basis, or to realize the asset and settle 
the liability simultaneously.  The Company assesses that it has a currently enforceable right of offset if the right is not contingent on 
a future event, and is legally enforceable in the normal course of business, event of default, and event of insolvency or ban ruptcy of 
the Company and all of the counterparties.  This is not generally the case with master netting agreements, and the related assets and 
liabilities are presented at gross in the consolidated balance sheet.

 Classification of inancial Instruments Between Liability and Equity
 A financial instrument is classified as liability if it provides for a contractual obligation to

 deliver cash or another financial asset to another entity  
 exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially unfavorable to the Company  

or
 satisfy the obligation other than by the exchange of a fixed amount of cash or another financial asset for a fixed number of own equity 

shares.

 If the Company does not have an unconditional right to avoid delivering cash or another financial asset to settle its contractual obligation, 
the obligation meets the definition of a financial liability.
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 The components of issued financial instruments that contain both liability and equity elements are accounted for separately, with 
the equity component being assigned the residual amount after deducting from the instrument as a whole the amount separately 
determined as the fair value of the liability component on the date of issue.

 Debt Issue Costs
 Debt issue costs are presented as reduction in long term debt and are amortized over the terms of the related borrowings using the 

effective interest method.

 Derivative inancial Instruments
 

Initial recognition and subsequent measurement.  The Company uses derivative financial instruments, such as non deliverable forwards, 
cross currency swaps, interest rate swaps and principal only swaps contracts to hedge its foreign currency risks and interest rate risks.  
Such derivative financial instruments are initially recognized at fair value on the date on which a derivative contract is entered into and 
are subsequently remeasured at fair value.  Derivatives are carried as financial assets when the fair value is positive and as financial 
liabilities when the fair value is negative.

 The Company only has hedges classified as cash flow hedges. These hedge the exposures to variability in cash flows that is either 
attributable to a particular ris  associated with a recognized asset or liability or a highly probable forecast transaction or the foreign 
currency ris  in an unrecognized firm commitment.

 At the inception of a hedge relationship, the Company formally designates and documents the hedge relationship to which it wishes to 
apply hedge accounting and the ris  management ob ective and strategy for underta ing the hedge.

 Before 1 anuary 2018, the documentation includes identification of the hedging instrument, the hedged item or transaction, the nature of 
the ris  being hedged and how the Company will assess the effectiveness of changes in the hedging instrument s fair value in offsetting 
the exposure to changes in the hedged item s fair value or cash flows attributable to the hedged ris .  Such hedges are expected to be 
highly effective in achieving offsetting changes in fair value or cash flows and are assessed on an ongoing basis to determine that they 
actually have been highly effective throughout the financial reporting periods for which they were designated.

 Effective anuary 1, 2018, the documentation includes identification of the hedging instrument, the hedged item, the nature of the 
ris  being hedged and how the Company will assess whether the hedging relationship meets the hedge effectiveness requirements 
(including the analysis of sources of hedge ineffectiveness and how the hedge ratio is determined).  A hedging relationship qualifies for 
hedge accounting if it meets all of the following effectiveness requirements: 

 There is an economic relationship  between the hedged item and the hedging instrument. 
 The effect of credit ris  does not dominate the value changes  that result from that economic relationship. 
 The hedge ratio of the hedging relationship is the same as that resulting from the quantity of the hedged item that the Company 

actually hedges and the quantity of the hedging instrument that the Company actually uses to hedge that quantity of hedged item.  

 edges that meet all the qualifying criteria for hedge accounting are accounted for, as described below

 Cash flow hedges.  The effective portion of the gain or loss on the hedging instrument is recognized in OCI in the net fair value changes 
on cash flow hedges, while any ineffective portion is recognized immediately in the consolidated statement of income.  The net fair value 
changes on cash flow hedges is adjusted to the lower of the cumulative gain or loss on the hedging instrument and the cumulative 
change in fair value of the hedged item. 

 The Company uses cross currency swaps, interest rate swaps and principal only swaps contracts to hedge its foreign currency risks and 
interest rate risks.

 Changes in the fair value of the cross currency swaps, interest rate swaps and principal only swaps contracts are recognized in OCI and 
accumulated as a separate component of equity under Net fair value changes on cash flow hedges.

 Before 1 anuary 2018, the Company designated all of the cross currency swaps, interest rate swaps and principal only swaps contracts 
as hedging instrument.  Any gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value of derivatives were ta en directly to profit or loss, 
except for the effective portion of cash flow hedges, which were recognized in OCI and later reclassified to profit or loss when the hedge 
item affects profit or loss.

 Effective anuary 1, 2018, the Company designates only the elements of the cross currency swaps, interest rate swaps and principal 
only swaps contracts as hedging instruments to achieve its ris  management ob ective.  These elements are recognized in OCI and 
accumulated in a separate component of equity under net fair value changes on cash flow hedges.  

 The amounts accumulated in OCI are accounted for, depending on the nature of the underlying hedged transaction.  If the hedged 
transaction subsequently results in the recognition of a non financial item, the amount accumulated in equity is removed from the 
separate component of equity and included in the initial cost or other carrying amount of the hedged asset or liability.  This is not a 
reclassification ad ustment and will not be recognized in OCI for the period.  This also applies where the hedged forecast transaction of a 
non financial asset or non financial liability subsequently becomes a firm commitment for which fair value hedge accounting is applied. 

 or any other cash flow hedges, the amount accumulated in OCI is reclassified to profit or loss as a reclassification ad ustment in the 
same period or periods during which the hedged cash flows affect profit or loss.  

 If cash flow hedge accounting is discontinued, the amount that has been accumulated in OCI must remain in accumulated OCI if 
the hedged future cash flows are still expected to occur.  Otherwise, the amount will be immediately reclassified to profit or loss as a 
reclassification ad ustment.  After discontinuation, once the hedged cash flow occurs, any amount remaining in accumulated OCI must 
be accounted for depending on the nature of the underlying transaction as described above.
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 Condominium and esidential Units for Sale and Current Portion of Land and Development
 Condominium and residential units for sale and current portion of land and development, or collectively, real estate inventories, are 

stated at the lower of cost and net realizable value.  Net realizable value is the selling price in the ordinary course of business, less 
costs to complete and the estimated cost to make the sale.  Current portion of land and development and condominium and residential 
units for sale include properties being constructed for sale in the ordinary course of business, rather than to be held for rental or capital 
appreciation.  

 Cost incurred for the development and improvement of the properties includes the following:

 Land cost
 Amounts paid to contractors for construction and development  and
 Borrowing costs, planning and design costs, costs of site preparation, professional fees, property transfer taxes, construction 

overheads and other related costs. 

 Prepaid Expenses and Other Current Assets
 Other current assets consist of advances to suppliers and contractors, advances for pro ect development, input tax, creditable 

withholding taxes, deposits, cash in escrow, prepayments and others.  Advances to contractors are carried at cost.  These represent 
advance payments to contractors for the construction and development of the projects.  These are recouped upon every progress 
billing payment depending on the percentage of accomplishment.  Advances for pro ect development represent advances made for 
the purchase of land and is stated initially at cost. Advances for pro ect development are subsequently measured at cost, net of any 
impairment.  Prepaid taxes and other prepayments are carried at cost less amortized portion.  These include prepayments for taxes 
and licenses, rent, advertising and promotions and insurance.  Deposits represent advances made for acquisitions of property for future 
development and of shares of stocks. 

 Property Acquisitions and Business Combinations
 hen property is acquired, through corporate acquisitions or otherwise, management considers the substance of the assets and 

activities of the acquired entity in determining whether the acquisition represents an acquisition of a business.  

 hen such an acquisition is not udged to be an acquisition of a business, it is not treated as a business combination.  ather, the cost 
to acquire the corporate entity is allocated between the identifiable assets and liabilities of the entity based on their relative fair values at 
the acquisition date.  Accordingly, no goodwill or additional deferred tax arises.  Otherwise, the acquisition is accounted for as a business 
combination.

 Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method.  Applying the acquisition method requires the (a) determination 
whether the Company will be identified as the acquirer, (b) determination of the acquisition date, (c) recognition and measurement of the 
identifiable assets acquired, liabilities assumed and any non controlling interest in the acquiree and (d) recognition and measurement 
of goodwill or a gain from a bargain purchase.

 The cost of an acquisition is measured as the aggregate of the consideration transferred, measured at acquisition date fair value and 
the amount of any non controlling interest in the acquiree.  or each business combination, the Company measures the non controlling 
interest in the acquiree either at fair value or at the proportionate share of the acquiree s identifiable net assets.  Acquisition costs 
incurred are expensed and included in the costs and expenses.

 hen the Company acquires a business, it assesses the financial assets and liabilities assumed for appropriate classification and 
designation in accordance with the contractual terms, economic circumstances and pertinent conditions as at the acquisition date.  
This includes the separation of embedded derivatives in host contracts by the acquiree.

 If the business combination is achieved in stages, the acquisition date fair value of the Company s previously held equity interest in the 
acquiree is remeasured to fair value at the acquisition date through profit or loss.

 Any contingent consideration to be transferred by the Company is recognized at fair value at the acquisition date.  Subsequent changes 
to the fair value of the contingent consideration which is deemed to be an asset or liability is recognized in accordance with P S 9 
either in profit or loss or as change to other comprehensive income.  If the contingent consideration is classified as equity, it is not 
remeasured until it is finally settled and final difference is recognized within equity.

 Common Control Business Combinations
 Business combinations involving entities or businesses under common control are business combinations in which all of the entities or 

businesses are ultimately controlled by the same party or parties both before and after the business combination, and that control is not 
transitory.  Business combinations under common control are accounted for similar to pooling of interests method.  Under the pooling 
of interests method:

 The assets, liabilities and equity of the acquired companies for the reporting period in which the common control business combinations 
occur and for the comparative periods presented, are included in the consolidated financial statements at their carrying amounts as if 
the consolidation had occurred from the beginning of the earliest period presented in the financial statements, regardless of the actual 
date of the acquisition

 No ad ustments are made to reflect the fair values, or recognize any new assets or liabilities at the date of the combination.  The only 
ad ustments would be to harmonize accounting policies between the combining entities

 No new  goodwill is recognized as a result of the business combination
 The excess of the cost of business combinations over the net carrying amounts of the identifiable assets and liabilities of the acquired 

companies is considered as equity ad ustment from business combinations, included under Additional paid in capital  net  account 
in the equity section of the consolidated balance sheet  and

 The consolidated statement of income in the year of acquisition reflects the results of the combining entities for the full year, 
irrespective of when the combination too  place. 
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 Acquisition of Non controlling Interests
 Changes in a parent s ownership interest in a subsidiary that do not result in a loss of control are accounted for as equity transactions 

(i.e., transactions with owners in their capacity as owners).  In such circumstances, the carrying amounts of the controlling and non
controlling interests shall be ad usted to reflect the changes in their relative interests in the subsidiary.  Any difference between the 
amount by which the non controlling interests are ad usted and the fair value of the consideration paid shall be recognized directly in 
equity and included under Additional paid in capital  net  account in the equity section of the consolidated balance sheet.

 Property and Equipment
 Property and equipment, except land and construction in progress, is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and amortization and 

any accumulated impairment in value.  Such cost includes the cost of replacing part of the property and equipment at the time that cost 
is incurred, if the recognition criteria are met, and excludes the costs of day to day servicing.  Land is stated at cost less any impairment 
in value.

 The initial cost of property and equipment consists of its purchase price, including import duties, taxes and any directly attributable 
costs necessary in bringing the asset to its wor ing condition and location for its intended use.  Cost also includes any related asset 
retirement obligation and interest incurred during the construction period on funds borrowed to finance the construction of the pro ects.  

hen each ma or inspection is performed, its cost is recognized in the carrying amount of the property and equipment as a replacement 
if the recognition criteria are satisfied. Expenditures incurred after the item has been put into operation, such as repairs, maintenance 
and overhaul costs, are normally recognized as expense in the period such costs are incurred.  In situations where it can be clearly 
demonstrated that the expenditures have improved the condition of the asset beyond the originally assessed standard of performance, 
the expenditures are capitalized as additional cost of property and equipment.

 Depreciation and amortization are calculated on a straight line basis over the following estimated useful lives of the assets

Land improvements            5 years
Buildings  10–25 years
Leasehold improvements    5–10 years or term of the lease, whichever is shorter
Data processing equipment       5–8 years
Transportation equipment        5–6 years

urniture, fixtures and equipment     5–10 years

 The residual values, useful lives and method of depreciation and amortization of the assets are reviewed and ad usted, if appropriate, at 
each reporting period.

 The carrying values of property and equipment are reviewed for impairment when events or changes in circumstances indicate that the 
carrying value may not be recoverable.

 ully depreciated assets are retained in the accounts until they are no longer in use and no further depreciation and amortization is 
credited or charged to current operations. 

 An item of property and equipment is derecognized when either it has been disposed or when it is permanently withdrawn from use and 
no future economic benefits are expected from its use or disposal.  Any gains or losses arising on the retirement and disposal of an item 
of property and equipment are recognized in the consolidated statements of income in the period of retirement or disposal.

 Investment Property
  This account consists of investment properties and noncurrent portion of land and development presented in the consolidated 

balance sheets.  These accounts consist of commercial spaces properties held for rental and or capital appreciation and land held 
for future development.  These accounts are measured initially at cost.  The cost of a purchased investment property and land for 
future development comprises of its purchase price and any directly attributable costs.  Subsequently, these accounts, except land and 
construction in progress, are measured at cost, less accumulated depreciation and amortization and accumulated impairment in value, 
if any.  The carrying amount includes the cost of replacing part of an existing investment property at the time that cost is incurred if the 
recognition criteria are met, and excludes the costs of day to day servicing of an investment property.  Land is stated at cost less any 
impairment in value.

 Property under construction or development for future use as an investment property is classified as investment property.

 Depreciation and amortization are calculated on a straight line basis over the following estimated useful lives of the assets

Land improvements           5 years
Buildings and improvements 20–40 years
Building equipment, furniture and others   3–15 years
Building and leasehold improvements           5 years or term of lease whichever is shorter

 The residual values, useful lives and method of depreciation and amortization of the assets are reviewed and ad usted, if appropriate, at 
each reporting period.

 Construction in progress represents structures under construction and is stated at cost.  This includes cost of construction, property and 
equipment, and other direct costs.  Cost also includes interest on borrowed funds incurred during the construction period.  Construction 
in progress is not depreciated until such time that the relevant assets are completed and are ready for use.

 Investment property is derecognized when either it has been disposed or when it is permanently withdrawn from use and no future 
economic benefit is expected from its disposal.  Any gains or losses on the retirement or disposal of an investment property are 
recognized in the consolidated statement of income in the period of retirement or disposal.
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Transfers are made from investment property to inventories when, and only when, there is a change in use, as evidenced by an approved 
plan to construct and develop condominium and residential units for sale.  Transfers are made to investment property from inventories 
when, and only when, there is change in use, as evidenced by commencement of an operating lease to a third party or change in the 
originally approved plan.  The cost of property for subsequent accounting is its carrying value at the date of change in use.  

 Transfers are made to investment property when, and only when, there is a change in use, evidenced by ending of owner-occupation or 
commencement of an operating lease to another party.  Transfers are made from investment property when, and only when, there is a 
change in use, evidenced by commencement of owner-occupation or commencement of development with a view to sell.

 For a transfer from investment property to owner-occupied property, the cost of property for subsequent accounting is its carrying value 
at the date of change in use.  If the property occupied by the Company as an owner-occupied property becomes an investment property, 
the Company accounts for such property in accordance with the policy stated under property and equipment up to the date of change 
in use.

 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures
 

 A joint venture is a type of joint arrangement whereby the parties that have joint control of the arrangement have rights to the net assets 
of the joint venture.  Joint control is the contractually agreed sharing of control of an arrangement, which exists only when decisions 
about the relevant activities require unanimous consent of the parties sharing control.

 
subsidiaries.

 The Company’s investments in shares of stocks of associates and joint ventures are accounted for under the equity method of 
accounting.  

 Under the equity method, investment in an associate or a joint venture is carried in the consolidated balance sheet at cost plus post-
acquisition changes in the Company’s share in the net asset of the associate or joint venture.  The consolidated statements of income 
reflect the share in the result of operations of the associate or joint venture under “Others-net” account.  Where there has been a change 
recognized directly in the equity of the associate or joint venture, the Company recognizes its share in any changes and discloses this, 

the associate or joint venture are eliminated to the extent of the interest in the associate or joint venture.  After application of the equity 
method, the Company determines whether it is necessary to recognize any additional impairment loss with respect to the Company’s 
net investment in the associate or joint venture.  An investment in associate or joint venture is accounted for using the equity method 
from the date when it becomes an associate or joint venture.  On acquisition of the investment, any difference between the cost of 

accounted for as follow:

• Goodwill relating to an associate or joint venture is included in the carrying amount of the investment.  However, amortization of that 
goodwill is not permitted and is therefore not included in the determination of the Company’s share in the associate’s or joint venture’s 

• 
over the cost of the investment is excluded from the carrying amount of the investment and is instead included as income in the 

 
to account for the depreciation of the depreciable assets based on their fair values at the acquisition date and for impairment losses 
recognized by the associate or joint venture.

 
an associate or joint venture and accounts for the investment in accordance with PFRS 9, from that date, provided the associate or 

Company measures and recognizes any remaining investment at its fair value.  Any difference in the carrying amount of the associate or 

is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.  When the Company’s interest in an investment in associate or joint venture is 
reduced to zero, additional losses are provided only to the extent that the Company has incurred obligations or made payments on behalf 
of the associate or joint venture to satisfy obligations of the investee that the Company has guaranteed or otherwise committed.  If the 

of net losses not recognized.

 
accounting policies of the associates and joint ventures conform to those used by the Company for like transactions and events in 
similar circumstances.

 Other Noncurrent Assets
 Other noncurrent assets consist of bonds and deposits, receivables from sale of real estate - net of current portion, land use rights, time 

deposits, deferred input tax and others.  Other noncurrent assets are carried at cost.  Land use rights are amortized over its useful life of 
40 to 60 years.

 
 The carrying values of investments in associates and joint ventures, property and equipment, investment properties, noncurrent portion 

of land and development accounted for as investment property, and other noncurrent assets (excluding time deposits) are reviewed for 
impairment when events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying values may not be recoverable.  If any such indication 
exists, and if the carrying value exceeds the estimated recoverable amount, the assets or cash-generating units are written down to their 
recoverable amounts.  The recoverable amount of the asset is the greater of fair value less costs to sell or value in use.  The fair value 
less costs to sell is the amount obtainable from the sale of an asset in an arm’s-length transaction between knowledgeable, willing 
parties, less costs of disposal.  In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using 
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a pre tax discount rate that reflects current mar et assessments of the time value of money and the ris s specific to the asset.  or 
an asset that does not generate largely independent cash inflows, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash generating unit 
to which the asset belongs.  Impairment losses are recognized in the consolidated statement of income in those expense categories 
consistent with the function of the impaired asset.

 An assessment is made at each reporting date as to whether there is any indication that previously recognized impairment loss may no 
longer exist or may have decreased.  If such indication exists, the recoverable amount is estimated.  A previously recognized impairment 
loss is reversed only if there has been a change in the estimates used to determine the asset s recoverable amount since the last 
impairment loss was recognized.  If that is the case, the carrying amount of the asset is increased to its recoverable amount.  That 
increased amount cannot exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation and amortization, had no 
impairment loss been recognized for the asset in prior years.  Such reversal is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.  After 
such a reversal, the depreciation or amortization charge is ad usted in future periods to allocate the asset s revised carrying amount, less 
any residual value, on a systematic basis over its remaining useful life.

 Tenants  Deposits
 Tenants  deposits are measured at amortized cost.  Tenants  deposits refer to security deposits received from various tenants upon 

inception of the respective lease contracts on the Company s investment properties.  At the termination of the lease contracts, the 
deposits received by the Company are returned to tenants, reduced by unpaid rental fees, penalties and or deductions from repairs of 
damaged leased properties, if any.  The related lease contracts usually have a term of more than twelve months.

 Customers  Deposits
 Customers  deposits mainly represent reservation fees and advance payments.  These deposits will be recognized as revenue in the 

consolidated statement of income as the related obligations to the real estate buyers are fulfilled.

 Capital Stoc  and Additional Paid in Capital
 Capital stoc  is measured at par value for all shares issued.  Incremental costs incurred directly attributable to the issuance of new 

shares are shown in equity as deduction from proceeds, net of tax.  Proceeds and or fair value of considerations received in excess of 
par value, if any, are recognized as Additional paid in capital  net  account.

 Retained Earnings
 etained earnings represent accumulated net profits, net of dividend distributions and other capital ad ustments.

 Treasury Stock
 Own equity instruments which are acquired (treasury shares) are deducted from equity and accounted for at cost.  No gain or loss is 

recognized in the consolidated statement of income on the purchase, sale, issuance or cancellation of own equity instruments.

 Dividends
 Dividends on common shares are recognized as liability and deducted from equity when declared and approved by the BOD.  Dividends 

for the year that are approved after balance sheet date are dealt with as an event after the reporting period.  

 Revenue Recognition
 evenue from contracts with customers is recognized when control of the goods or services are transferred to the customer at an 

amount that reflects the consideration to which the Company expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services.  The 
Company assesses its revenue arrangements against specific criteria to determine if it is acting as a principal or as an agent.  The 
Company has concluded that it is acting as principal in ma ority of its revenue arrangements.  The following specific recognition criteria, 
other than those disclosed in Note 2 to the consolidated financial statements, must also be met before revenue is recognized

 The disclosures of significant accounting udgements, estimates and assumptions relating to revenue from contracts with customers 
are provided in Note 2.

 Rent.  evenue is recognized on a straight line basis over the lease term or based on the terms of the lease as applicable.

 Sale of Amusement Tickets and Merchandise.  evenue is recognized upon receipt of cash from the customer which coincides with 
the rendering of services or the delivery of merchandise.  Revenue from sale of amusement tickets and merchandise are included in the 

evenue  Others  account in the consolidated statement of income.

 Dividend.  evenue is recognized when the Company s right as a shareholder to receive the payment is established.  These are included 
in the Interest and dividend income  account in the consolidated statement of income.

 Management and Service Fees.  evenue is recognized when earned in accordance with the terms of the agreements.  

 Interest.  evenue is recognized as the interest accrues, ta ing into account the effective yield on the asset.

 Room Rentals, Food and Beverage, and Others.  evenue from room rentals is recognized on actual occupancy, food and beverage sales 
when orders are served, and other operated departments when the services are rendered.  Revenue from other operated departments 
include, among others, business center, laundry service, and telephone service.  evenue from food and beverage sales and other hotel 
revenue are included under the evenue  Others  account in the consolidated statement of income.

 Revenue and Cost from Sale of Real Estate effective beginning January 1, 2018.  The Company derives its real estate revenue from 
sale of lots, house and lot and condominium units.  Revenue from the sale of these real estate projects under pre-completion stage 
are recognized over time during the construction period (or percentage of completion) since based on the terms and conditions of 
its contract with the buyers, the Company s performance does not create an asset with an alternative use and the Company has an 
enforceable right to payment for performance completed to date.

 In measuring the progress of its performance obligation over time, the Company uses output method. The Company recognizes revenue 
on the basis of direct measurements of the value to customers of the goods or services transferred to date, relative to the remaining 
goods or services promised under the contract. Progress is measured using survey of performance completed to date  milestones 
reached  time elapsed. This is based on the monthly pro ect accomplishment report prepared by the third party pro ect managers as 
approved by the construction managers which integrates the surveys of performance to date of the construction activities.
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 Estimated development costs of the real estate pro ect include costs of land, land development, building costs, professional fees, 
depreciation of equipment directly used in the construction, payments for permits and licenses. Revisions in estimated development 
costs brought about by increases in pro ected costs in excess of the original budgeted amounts, form part of total pro ect costs on a 
prospective basis.

 Any excess of progress of wor  over the right to an amount of consideration that is unconditional, recognized as receivables from sale 
of real estate, under trade receivables, is accounted for as unbilled revenue from sale of real estate.  

 Any excess of collections over the total of recognized installment real estate receivables is included in the contract liabilities (or referred 
also in the consolidated financial statements as Unearned revenue from sale of real estate ). 

 Information about the Company’s performance obligation.  The Company entered into contracts to sell with one identified performance 
obligation which is the sale of the real estate unit together with the services to transfer the title to the buyer upon full payment of contract 
price. The amount of consideration indicated in the contract to sell is fixed and has no variable consideration.

 Payment commences upon signing of the contract to sell and the consideration is payable in cash or under a financing scheme entered 
with the customer. The financing scheme would include payment of certain percentage of the contract price spread over a certain 
period (e.g. one to three years) at a fixed monthly payment with the remaining balance payable in full at the end of the period either 
through cash or external financing.  The amount due for collection under the amortization schedule for each of the customer does not 
necessarily coincide with the progress of construction.  

 The Company has a quality assurance warranty which is not treated as a separate performance obligation.

 Cost of real estate sold.  The Company recognizes costs relating to satisfied performance obligations as these are incurred ta ing into 
consideration the contract fulfillment assets such as land and connection fees.  These include costs of land, land development costs, 
building costs, professional fees, depreciation, permits and licenses and capitalized borrowing costs.  These costs are allocated to the 
saleable area, with the portion allocable to the sold area being recognized as costs of real estate sold while the portion allocable to the 
unsold area being recognized as part of real estate inventories (condominium and residential units for sale and current portion of land 
and development).  In addition, the Company recognizes as an asset only costs that give rise to resources that will be used in satisfying 
performance obligations in the future and that are expected to be recovered.

 Contract Balances  

 Receivables.  A receivable represents the Company s right to an amount of consideration that is unconditional (i.e., only the passage of 
time is required before payment of the consideration is due).

 Contract assets. These pertain to unbilled revenue from sale of real estate. This is the right to consideration that is conditional in 
exchange for goods or services transferred to the customer.  This is reclassified as trade receivable from sale of real estate when the 
monthly amortization of the customer is already due for collection.

 Contract liabilities. These pertain to unearned revenue from sale of real estate.  This is the obligation to transfer goods or services to 
a customer for which the Company has received consideration (or an amount of consideration is due) from the customer.  These also 
include customers  deposits related to sale of real estate.  These are recognized as revenue when the Company performs its obligation 
under the contract.  

 Costs to obtain contract.  The incremental costs of obtaining a contract with a customer are recognized as an asset if the Company 
expects to recover them.  The Company has determined that commissions paid to bro ers and mar eting agents on the sale of pre
completed real estate units are deferred when recovery is reasonably expected and are charged to expense in the period in which the 
related revenue is recognized as earned.   Commission expense is included in the Costs and expenses  account in the consolidated 
statement of income.  Costs incurred prior to obtaining contract with customer are not capitalized but are expensed as incurred.

 Contract f lfillment assets.  Contract fulfillment costs are divided into  (i) costs that give rise to an asset  and (ii) costs that are expensed 
as incurred. hen determining the appropriate accounting treatment for such costs, the Company firstly considers any other applicable 
standards. If those standards preclude capitalization of a particular cost, then an asset is not recognized under P S 15.

 If other standards are not applicable to contract fulfillment costs, the Company applies the following criteria which, if met, result in 
capitalization  (i) the costs directly relate to a contract or to a specifically identifiable anticipated contract  (ii) the costs generate or 
enhance resources of the entity that will be used in satisfying (or in continuing to satisfy) performance obligations in the future  and 
(iii) the costs are expected to be recovered. The assessment of this criteria requires the application of udgement, in particular when 
considering if costs generate or enhance resources to be used to satisfy future performance obligations and whether costs are expected 
to be recoverable.

 The Company s contract fulfillment assets mainly pertain to land acquisition costs (included under current portion of land and 
development). 

 Amorti ation  de reco nition and impairment of contract f lfillment assets and capitali ed costs to obtain a contract.  The Company 
amortizes contract fulfillment assets and capitalized costs to obtain a contract to cost of sales over the expected construction period 
using POC following the pattern of real estate revenue recognition. The amortization is included within cost of real estate sold. 

 A contract fulfillment asset or capitalized costs to obtain a contract is derecognized either when it is disposed of or when no further 
economic benefits are expected to flow from its use or disposal.
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 At each reporting date, the Company determines whether there is an indication that contract fulfillment asset or cost to obtain a contract 
maybe impaired. If such indication exists, the Company ma es an estimate by comparing the carrying amount of the assets to the 
remaining amount of consideration that the Company expects to receive less the costs that relate to providing services under the 
relevant contract. In determining the estimated amount of consideration, the Company uses the same principles as it does to determine 
the contract transaction price, except that any constraints used to reduce the transaction price will be removed for the impairment test.

 here the relevant costs are demonstrating indicators of impairment, udgement is required in ascertaining whether or not the future 
economic benefits from these contracts are sufficient to recover these assets. 

 Revenue and Cost Recognition from Sale of Real Estate effective before January 1, 2018.  The Company assesses whether it is 
probable that the economic benefits will flow to the Company when the sales prices are collectible.  Collectability of the contract price is 
demonstrated by the buyer s commitment to pay, which is supported by the buyer s initial and continuous investments that motivates 
the buyer to honor its obligation.  Collectability is also assessed by considering factors such as collections, credit standing of the buyer 
and location of the property.

 Revenue from sales of completed real estate projects is accounted for using the full accrual method.  In accordance with Philippine 
Interpretations Committee &A No. 2006 01, the percentage of completion method is used to recognize income from sales of pro ects 
where the Company has material obligations under the sales contract to complete the pro ect after the property is sold, the equitable 
interest has been transferred to the buyer, construction is beyond preliminary stage (i.e., engineering, design wor , construction contracts 
execution, site clearance and preparation, excavation and the building foundation are finished), and the costs incurred or to be incurred 
can be measured reliably.  Under this method, revenue is recognized as the related obligations are fulfilled, measured principally on the 
basis of the estimated completion of a physical proportion of the contract wor .

 Any excess of collections over the recognized receivables are included in the Tenants  and customers  deposits  account in the 
consolidated balance sheet.  If any of the criteria under the full accrual or percentage of completion method is not met, the deposit 
method is applied until all the conditions for recording a sale are met.  Pending recognition of sale, cash received from buyers are 
presented under the Tenants  and customers  deposits  account in the consolidated balance sheet.

 evenue from construction contracts included in the evenue from sale of real estate  account in the consolidated statement of income 
is recognized using the percentage of completion method, measured principally on the basis of the estimated physical completion of 
the contract work.

 Cost of real estate sold.  Cost of real estate sold is recognized consistent with the revenue recognition method applied.  Cost of 
condominium units sold before the completion of the development is determined on the basis of the acquisition cost of the land plus 
its full development costs, which include estimated costs for future development wor s.  The cost of inventory recognized in the 
consolidated statement of income upon sale is determined with reference to the specific costs incurred on the property, allocated 
to saleable area based on relative size and ta es into account the percentage of completion used for revenue recognition purposes.  
Expected losses on contracts are recognized immediately when it is probable that the total contract costs will exceed total contract 
revenue.  Changes in the estimated cost to complete the condominium pro ect which affects cost of real estate sold and gross profit are 
recognized in the year in which changes are determined.

 Management Fees
 Management fees are recognized as expense in accordance with the terms of the agreements.

 eneral, Administrative and Other Expenses 
 Costs and expenses are recognized as incurred.

 Pension Benefits
 The Company is a participant in the SM Corporate and Management Companies Employer Retirement Plan.  The plan is a funded, 

noncontributory defined benefit retirement plan administered by a Board of Trustees covering all regular full time employees.  The 
cost of providing benefits under the defined benefit plan is determined using the pro ected unit credit method.  This method reflects 
service rendered by employees to the date of valuation and incorporates assumptions concerning the employees  pro ected salaries.  
The net defined benefit liability or asset is the aggregate of the present value of the defined benefit obligation at the end of the reporting 
period reduced by the fair value of plan assets, if any, ad usted for any effect of limiting a net defined benefit asset to the asset ceiling.  
The asset ceiling is the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in future 
contributions to the plan.

 Defined benefit pension costs comprise the following

 Service cost
 Net interest on the net defined benefit obligation or asset
 emeasurements of net defined benefit obligation or asset

 Service cost which includes current service costs, past service costs and gains or losses on non routine settlements are recognized 
as part of Costs and expenses  under Administrative  account in the consolidated statement of income.  Past service costs are 
recognized when plan amendment or curtailment occurs.

 Net interest on the net defined benefit obligation or asset is the change during the period in the net defined benefit obligation or asset 
that arises from the passage of time which is determined by applying the discount rate based on government bonds to the net defined 
benefit liability or asset.  Net interest on the net defined benefit obligation or asset is recognized as part of Costs and expenses  under 
Administrative  account in the consolidated statement of income.

 Remeasurements comprising actuarial gains and losses, return on plan assets and any change in the effect of the asset ceiling 
(excluding net interest on defined benefit obligation) are recognized immediately in other comprehensive income in the period in which 
they arise.  emeasurements are not reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods.
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 Plan assets are assets that are held by a long term employee benefit fund.  air value of plan assets is based on mar et price information.  
hen no mar et price is available, the fair value of plan assets is estimated by discounting expected future cash flows using a discount 

rate that reflects both the ris  associated with the plan assets and the maturity or expected disposal date of those assets (or, if they have 
no maturity, the expected period until the settlement of the related obligations). 

 
 The Company s right to be reimbursed of some or all of the expenditure required to settle a defined benefit obligation is recognized as a 

separate asset at fair value when and only when reimbursement is virtually certain.

 Foreign Currency-denominated Transactions
 The consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, which is SMP s functional and presentation currency.  

Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded in the functional currency rate at the date of the transaction.  Monetary assets and 
liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are restated at the functional currency rate of exchange at reporting period.  Nonmonetary 
items denominated in foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates as at the date of initial recognition.  All differences are 
taken to the consolidated statements of income.

 Foreign Currency Translation
 The assets and liabilities of foreign operations are translated into Philippine peso at the rate of exchange ruling at reporting period and 

their respective statements of income are translated at the weighted average rates for the year.  The exchange differences arising on the 
translation are included in the consolidated statements of comprehensive income and are presented within the Cumulative translation 
ad ustment  account in the consolidated statements of changes in equity.  On disposal of a foreign entity, the deferred cumulative 
amount of exchange differences recognized in equity relating to that particular foreign operation is recognized in the profit or loss.

 Leases
 The determination of whether an arrangement is, or contains, a lease is based on the substance of the arrangement and requires an 

assessment of whether the fulfillment of the arrangement is dependent on the use of a specific asset or assets and the arrangement 
conveys a right to use the asset.

 Company as Lessee.  inance leases, which transfer to the Company substantially all the ris s and benefits incidental to ownership of 
the leased item, are capitalized at the inception of the lease at the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, at the present value of the 
minimum lease payments.  Lease payments are apportioned between the finance charges and reduction of the lease liability so as to 
achieve a constant rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability. inance charges are reflected in the consolidated statement 
of income.

 Capitalized leased assets are depreciated over the shorter of the estimated useful life of the asset and the lease term, if there is no 
reasonable certainty that the Company will obtain ownership by the end of the lease term.

 Leases which do not transfer to the Company substantially all the ris s and benefits of ownership of the asset are classified as operating 
leases.  Operating lease payments are recognized as expense in the consolidated statement of income on a straight line basis over the 
lease term.  Associated costs, such as maintenance and insurance, are expensed as incurred.

 Company as Lessor.  Leases where the Company does not transfer substantially all the ris s and benefits of ownership of the asset are 
classified as operating leases.  Lease income from operating leases are recognized as income on a straight line basis over the lease 
term.  Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating an operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognized 
over the lease term on the same basis as rental income.  Contingent rents are recognized as revenue in the period in which they are 
earned.

 Provisions
 Provisions are recognized when the Company has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event, it is probable 

that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can be 
made of the amount of the obligation.  If the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are determined by discounting the 
expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and, where appropriate, 
the ris s specific to the liability.  here discounting is used, the increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognized as 
interest expense.  here the Company expects a provision to be reimbursed, the reimbursement is recognized as a separate asset but 
only when the receipt of the reimbursement is virtually certain.

 Borrowing Costs
 Borrowing costs are capitalized if they are directly attributable to the acquisition or construction of a qualifying asset as part of the cost 

of that asset.  Capitalization of borrowing costs commences when the activities to prepare the asset are in progress and expenditures 
and borrowing costs are being incurred.  Borrowing costs are capitalized until the assets are substantially ready for their intended use.  
Borrowing costs are capitalized when it is probable that they will result in future economic benefits to the Company.  or borrowing 
associated with a specific asset, the actual rate on that borrowing is used.  Otherwise, a weighted average cost of borrowings is used.  

 Borrowing costs include exchange differences arising from foreign currency borrowings to the extent that they are regarded as an 
ad ustment to interest cost.  The Company limits exchange losses ta en as amount of borrowing costs to the extent that the total 
borrowing costs capitalized do not exceed the amount of borrowing costs that would be incurred on functional currency equivalent 
borrowings.  The amount of foreign exchange differences eligible for capitalization is determined for each period separately.  oreign 
exchange losses that did not meet the criteria for capitalization in previous years are not capitalized in subsequent years.  All other 
borrowing costs are expensed as incurred. 

 Taxes
 
 Current Tax.  Current tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount expected to be recovered from 

or paid to the taxation authorities.  The tax rates and tax laws used to compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantively 
enacted as at reporting period.
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 Deferred Tax.  Deferred tax is provided, using the balance sheet liability method, on temporary differences at reporting period between 
the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes.  Deferred tax liabilities are recognized 
for all taxable temporary differences, except

 where the deferred tax liability arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a 
business combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss  and

 with respect to taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates and interests in oint ventures, 
where the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences can be controlled and it is probable that the temporary differences will 
not reverse in the foreseeable future.

 Deferred tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences and carryforward benefits of excess MCIT and NOLCO, to 
the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the deductible temporary differences and the carryforward 
benefits of excess MCIT and NOLCO can be utilized, except

 where the deferred tax asset relating to the deductible temporary difference arises from the initial recognition of an asset or liability in 
a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable 
profit or loss  and

 with respect to deductible temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates and interests in oint 
ventures, deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable that the temporary differences will reverse in the 
foreseeable future and taxable profit will be available against which the temporary differences can be utilized

 The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting period and reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable 
that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of the deferred income tax assets to be utilized.  Unrecognized deferred 
tax assets are reassessed at each reporting period and are recognized to the extent that it has become probable that future taxable profit 
will allow the deferred tax assets to be recovered.

 Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the period the asset is realized or the liability 
is settled, based on tax rates and tax laws that have been enacted or substantively enacted at reporting period.

 Income tax relating to items recognized directly in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income is recognized in the consolidated 
statement of comprehensive income and not in the consolidated statement of income.

 Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset, if a legally enforceable right exists to offset current tax assets against current 
tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same taxable entity and the same taxation authority.

 Value Added Tax (VAT).  evenues, expenses, and assets are recognized net of the amount of AT, if applicable. 

 hen AT from sales of goods and or services (output AT) exceeds AT passed on from purchases of goods or services (input AT), 
the excess is recognized as part of Accounts payable and other current liabilities  account in the consolidated balance sheets.  hen 

AT passed on from purchases of goods or services (input AT) exceeds AT from sales of goods and or services (output AT), the 
excess is recognized as part of Prepaid expenses and other current assets  account in the consolidated balance sheets to the extent 
of the recoverable amount.

 Business Segments
 The Company is organized and managed separately according to the nature of business.  The four operating business segments are 

mall, residential, commercial and hotels and convention centers.  These operating businesses are the basis upon which the Company 
reports its segment information presented in Note 4 to the consolidated financial statements.

 Basic Diluted Earnings Per Common Share (EPS)
 Basic EPS is computed by dividing the net income for the period attributable to owners of the Parent by the weighted average number 

of issued and outstanding common shares during the period, with retroactive adjustment for any stock dividends declared.

 or the purpose of computing diluted EPS, the net income for the period attributable to owners of the Parent and the weighted average 
number of issued and outstanding common shares are ad usted for the effects of all dilutive potential ordinary shares, if any.

 Contingencies
 Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the consolidated financial statements.  They are disclosed in the notes to consolidated 

financial statements unless the possibility of an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits is remote.  Contingent assets are 
not recognized in the consolidated financial statements but are disclosed in the notes to consolidated financial statements when an 
inflow of economic benefits is probable.

 Events after the Reporting Period
 Post year end events that provide additional information about the Company s financial position at the end of the reporting period 

(ad usting events) are reflected in the consolidated financial statements.  Post year end events that are not ad usting events are 
disclosed in the notes to the consolidated financial statements when material.

4. Segment Information

 or management purposes, the Company is organized into business units based on their products and services, and has four reportable 
operating segments as follows: mall, residential, commercial and hotels and convention centers.

 Mall segment develops, conducts, operates and maintains the business of modern commercial shopping centers and all businesses 
related thereto such as the conduct, operation and maintenance of shopping center spaces for rent, amusement centers, or cinema 
theaters within the compound of the shopping centers.
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 Residential and commercial segments are involved in the development and transformation of major residential, commercial, 
entertainment and tourism districts through sustained capital investments in buildings and infrastructure.

 otels and convention centers segment engages in and carry on the business of hotel and convention centers and operates and 
maintains any and all services and facilities incident thereto.

 Management, through the Executive Committee, monitors the operating results of its business units separately for the purpose of 
ma ing decisions about resource allocation and performance assessment.  Segment performance is evaluated based on operating 
profit or loss and is measured consistently with the operating profit or loss in the consolidated financial statements.

 The amount of segment assets and liabilities and segment profit or loss are based on measurement principles that are similar to those 
used in measuring the assets and liabilities and profit or loss in the consolidated financial statements, which is in accordance with P S.

 Inter-segment Transactions
 Transfer prices between business segments are set on an arm s length basis similar to transactions with nonrelated parties.  Such 

transfers are eliminated in the consolidated financial statements.

 Business Segment Data

2018

Mall Residential Commercial

Hotels and 
Convention 

Centers Eliminations
Consolidated 

Balances
(In Thousands)

Revenue:
 External customers P59,188,798 P36,519,311 P3,504,224 P4,868,232 P– P104,080,565
 Inter-segment 88,489 – 73,856 85 (162,430)

P59,277,287 P36,519,311 P3,578,080 P4,868,317 (P162,430) P104,080,565
Segment results:
 Income before income 

tax P27,413,548 P10,664,058 P2,864,711 P1,179,145 (P155,287) P41,966,175
 Provision for income tax (6,816,792) (1,448,652) (510,274) (279,328) – (9,055,046)
 Net income P20,596,756 P9,215,406 P2,354,437 P899,817 (P155,287) P32,911,129

Net income attributable to
 Equity holders of the 

Parent P19,869,360 P9,204,559 P2,354,437 P899,817 (P155,287) P32,172,886
 Noncontrolling interests 727,396 10,847 – – – 738,243

Segment assets P366,324,387 P186,098,844 P40,308,522 P12,278,302 (P875,737) P604,134,318
Segment liabilities P212,781,100 P108,996,681 P3,163,510 P990,802 (P875,737) P325,056,356

Other information:
 Capital expenditures P28,991,530 P57,128,644 P4,213,470 P820,890 P– P91,154,534
 Depreciation and 

amortization 8,495,514 156,599 446,646 556,667 – 9,655,426

2017

Mall Residential Commercial

Hotels and 
Convention 

Centers Eliminations
Consolidated 

Balances
(In Thousands)

Revenue:
External customers P53,102,361 P30,039,222 P2,998,731 P4,781,536 P– P90,921,850
Inter-segment 93,279 – 61,767 15,472 (170,518)

P53,195,640 P30,039,222 P3,060,498 P4,797,008 (P170,518) P90,921,850

Segment results:
Income before income 

tax P24,669,099 P7,932,778 P2,471,844 P1,156,616 (P282,476) P35,947,861
Provision for income tax (6,237,757) (876,195) (443,757) (265,689) – (7,823,398)
Net income P18,431,342 P7,056,583 P2,028,087 P890,927 (P282,476) P28,124,463

Net income attributable to
Equity holders of the 

Parent P17,883,603 P7,053,725 P2,028,087 P890,927 (P282,476) P27,573,866
Noncontrolling interests 547,739 2,858 – – – 550,597

Segment assets P354,773,934 P136,663,121 P36,930,208 P11,714,059 (P1,663,724) P538,417,598

Segment liabilities P204,608,715 P68,954,662 P2,577,233 P1,066,798 (P1,663,724) P275,543,684

Other information:
 Capital expenditures P23,635,417 P29,951,127 P3,937,079 P761,980 P– P58,285,603

Depreciation and 
amortization 7,814,104 191,829 397,705 555,532 – 8,959,170
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2016

Mall Residential Commercial

Hotels and 
Convention 

Centers Eliminations
Consolidated 

Balances
(In Thousands)

Revenue:
External customers P48,527,870 P25,418,929 P2,668,059 P3,201,373 P– P79,816,231
Inter-segment 72,562 – 68,879 16,321 (157,762)

P48,600,432 P25,418,929 P2,736,938 P3,217,694 (P157,762) P79,816,231

Segment results:
Income before income 

tax P22,389,603 P6,455,501 P2,096,048 P579,574 (P532,049) P30,988,677
Provision for income tax (5,473,398) (655,333) (347,946) (144,376) – (6,621,053)
Net income P16,916,205 P5,800,168 P1,748,102 P435,198 (P532,049) P24,367,624

Net income attributable to
Equity holders of the 

Parent P16,356,409 P5,798,053 P1,748,102 P435,198 (P532,049) P23,805,713
Noncontrolling interests 559,796 2,115 – – – 561,911

Segment assets P311,310,987 P110,461,400 P33,195,556 P11,748,400 (P1,156,211) P465,560,132

Segment liabilities P176,037,532 P52,504,057 P2,190,109 P621,101 (P1,156,211) P230,196,588

Other information:
 Capital expenditures P24,126,694 P14,421,200 P3,921,999 P1,200,868 P– P43,670,761

Depreciation and 
amortization 6,847,363 178,205 384,758 404,018 – 7,814,344

 or the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, there were no revenue transactions with a single external customer which 
accounted for 10% or more of the consolidated revenue from external customers.

 The Company disaggregates its revenue information in the same manner as it reports its segment information.

5. Business Combinations

 Common Control Business Acquisitions
 In anuary 2017, the Parent Company, through SM Lifestyle, Inc. (SMLI), acquired 90% of the outstanding common stoc  of amily 

Entertainment Center, Inc..  The companies involved are all under common control by the Sy amily thus the acquisition was considered 
as common control business combinations and was accounted for using the pooling of interest method.  Assets, liabilities and equity 
of the acquired businesses are included in the consolidated financial statements at their carrying amounts.  No restatement of prior 
period was made as a result of the acquisitions due to immateriality.  ad the Company restated its prior period financial statements, 
net income for the year ended December 31, 2016 would have decreased by P5 million.  

 In December 2016, the Parent Company through PCPMC acquired 90% of the outstanding shares of Shopping Center Management 
Corporation (SCMC).  In September 2017, the Parent Company, through PCPMC, acquired the remaining 10% of the outstanding 
common stock of SCMC.

6. Cash and Cash Equivalents

 This account consists of:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Cash on hand and in ban s (see Note 21) P3,887,600 P2,170,090
Temporary investments (see Note 21) 34,878,867 42,201,444

P38,766,467 P44,371,534

 Cash in ban s earn interest at the respective ban  deposit rates.  Temporary investments are made for varying periods of up to three 
months depending on the immediate cash requirements of the Company, and earn interest at the respective temporary investment 
rates. 

 Credit ris  from balances with ban s and financial institutions is managed by the Company s treasury department in accordance with the 
Company s policy.  Investments of surplus funds are made only with approved counterparties and within credit limits assigned to each 
counterparty.  The limits are set to minimize the concentration of ris s and therefore mitigate financial loss through a counterparty s 
potential failure to make payments.

 Interest income earned from cash in ban s and temporary investments amounted to P1,297 million, P723 million and P652 million for 
the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively (see Note 24).
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7. Financial Assets at FVOCI 

 This account consisted of investments in government and corporate bonds and listed common shares.  These corporate bonds matured 
in 2017 and the listed common shares were disposed in 2018.

 The movements in this account are as follows:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

At beginning of the year P731,076 P918,702
Mar to mar et gain (loss) during the year (3,860) (13,690)
Disposals  net (P727,216) (173,936)
At end of the year P– P731,076

 In 2017, mar to mar et loss on changes in fair value of financial assets at TPL is included under Others   net  account in the 
consolidated statement of income.  In 2018, mar to mar et loss on changes in fair value of financial assets at OCI is recognized in 
other comprehensive income. 

 
 Interest income earned amounted to nil, P15 million and P18 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively 

(see Note 24). 

 Dividend income earned amounted to P18 million, P16 million and P15 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, 
respectively.

8. Receivables and Contract Assets

 This account consists of:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Trade (billed and unbilled)
 Sale of real estate P50,748,255 P40,355,345
 Rent:

 Third parties 5,544,270 5,162,398
 elated parties (see Note 21) 3,024,750 2,716,458

 Others (see Note 21) 124,530 136,580
Nontrade 252,196 145,151
Accrued interest (see Note 21) 134,801 135,831
Due from related parties (see Note 21) – 130
Others (see Note 21) 2,666,855 2,246,437

62,495,657 50,898,330
Less allowance for ECLs 1,034,040 1,053,582

61,461,617 49,844,748
Less noncurrent portion of trade receivables from sale of real estate (see Note 16) 26,232,167 15,854,070

P35,229,450 P33,990,678
*Includes unbilled revenue from sale of real estate amounting to P46,501 million as at December 31, 2018. 

 The terms and conditions of the above receivables are as follows

	 Trade receivables from tenants are noninterest bearing and are normally collectible on a 30 to 90 days  term. Trade receivables from 
sale of real estate pertains to sold condominium and residential units at various terms of payments, which are noninterest bearing.

 The Company assigned receivables from sale of real estate on a without recourse basis to local ban s amounting to P1,664 million 
and P4,924 million for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively (see Note 21). 

 The Company also has assigned receivables from real estate on a with recourse basis to local ban s with outstanding balance of nil 
and P515 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.  The related liability from assigned receivables, which is of equal 
amount with the assigned receivables, bear interest rate of 4.50% to 6.50% in 2018 and 3.30% to 4.38% in 2017.  The fair value of the 
assigned receivables and liability from assigned receivables approximates its cost.

 Accrued interest and other receivables are normally collected throughout the financial period. 

 Interest income earned from receivables totaled P75 million, P58 million and P51 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 
and 2016, respectively (see Note 24).

 Customer credit ris  is managed by each business unit sub ect to the Company s established policy, procedures and control relating 
to customer credit ris  management. Credit quality of a customer is assessed and individual credit limits are defined in accordance 
with this assessment. Outstanding customer receivables are regularly monitored.  
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 There is no allowance for ECLs on unbilled revenue from sale of real estate.  The movements in the allowance for ECLs related to 
receivables from sale of real estate and other receivables are as follows  

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

At beginning of year P1,053,582 P966,427
Provision (write off)  net (19,542) 87,155
At end of year P1,034,040 P1,053,582

 
 The aging analyses of receivables and unbilled revenue from sale of real estate as at December 31 are as follows

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Neither past due nor impaired P55,907,949 P42,158,909 
Past due but not impaired

Less than 30 days 2,124,715 2,309,905 
31–90 days 1,340,889 1,812,566
91–120 days 687,725 815,749 
Over 120 days 1,400,339 2,747,619 

Impaired 1,034,040 1,053,582 
P62,495,657 P50,898,330

 eceivables, except for those that are impaired, are assessed by the Company s management as not impaired, good and collectible.

 The transaction price allocated to the remaining performance obligations as at December 31, 2018 totaling P12,929 million is 
expected to be recognized over the construction period ranging from one to five years.

9. Condominium and Residential Units for Sale

 This account consists of:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Condominium units for sale P7,939,941 P8,566,351
esidential units and subdivision lots 148,198 166,948

P8,088,139 P8,733,299

 
 The movements in Condominium units for sale  account are as follows

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

At beginning of the year P8,566,351 P7,505,117
Transfer from land and development (see Note 10) 1,550,984 5,380,827
Cost of real estate sold (see Note 23) (2,177,394) (4,319,593)
At end of the year P7,939,941 P8,566,351

 Condominium units for sale pertains to completed pro ects and are stated at cost as at December 31, 2018 and 2017.

 The movements in esidential units and subdivision lots  account are as follows

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

At beginning of the year P166,948 P282,432
Transfer from land and development (see Note 10) 182,727 309,736
Cost of real estate sold (see Note 23) (201,477) (425,220)
At end of the year P148,198 P166,948

 esidential units and subdivision lots for sale are stated at cost as at December 31, 2018 and 2017.
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10. Land and Development

 This account consists of the following items stated at cost:

 Land and development, accounted for as real estate inventories, amounting to P29,487 million and P22,518 million as at December 
31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

 Land and development, accounted for as investment property, amounting to P49,844 million and P36,148 million as at December 31, 
2018 and 2017, respectively.

 The movements in Land and development  accounted as real estate inventories as at December 31 follow

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

At beginning of the year P58,666,174 P44,119,128
eclassifications and transfers to land and development accounted as investment 

property (see Note 3) (32,400,724) (23,019,894)
Development cost incurred 20,320,803 16,792,977
Capitalized borrowing cost 4,047 38,240
Cost of real estate sold (see Note 23) (15,390,337) (10,406,991)
Transfer to condominium and residential units for sale (see Note 9) (1,733,711) (5,690,563) 

eclassification and others (see Note 14 and 16) 20,712 685,241
At end of the year P29,486,964 P22,518,138

 The average rates used to determine the amount of borrowing costs eligible for capitalization range from 4.60% to 5.10% in 2018 and 
from 3.52% to 4.57% in 2017.

 Estimated cost to complete the projects amounted to P51,097 million and P53,324 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, 
respectively. 

 Contract fulfillment assets, included under land and development accounted for as real estate inventories, mainly pertain to unamortized 
portion of land cost totaling P1,232 million as at December 31, 2018.

 The movements in Land and development  accounted as investment property as at December 31 follow

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

eclassifications and transfers from real estate inventories to investment 
property (see Note 3) P32,400,724 P23,019,894

Land acquisitions 17,443,522 13,128,142
At end of year P49,844,246 P36,148,036

11. Equity Instruments at FVOCI

 This account consists of investments in:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Shares of stock:
 Listed (see Note 21) P23,508,022 P31,090,564
 Unlisted 24,231 15,581

23,532,253 31,106,145
Less noncurrent portion 22,892,937 30,464,845

P639,316 P641,300

 Listed shares of stoc  pertain to investments in publicly listed companies. 

 Unlisted shares of stoc  pertain to stoc s of private corporations.  

 Dividend income from investments at OCI amounted to P394 million, P354 million and P327 million for the years ended December 31, 
2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively (see Note 21).

 The movements in the Net fair value changes of equity instruments at OCI  account are as follows

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

At beginning of the year P25,489,705 P17,502,410
Unrealized gain (loss) due to changes in fair value  net of transfers (6,405,108) 7,987,295
At end of the year P19,084,597 P25,489,705
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12. Prepaid Expenses and Other Current Assets

 This account consists of:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Advances and deposits P6,108,850 P6,322,339
Input and creditable withholding taxes 5,658,232 5,219,909
Prepaid taxes and other prepayments 2,845,331 2,619,209
Supplies and inventories 362,833 370,337
Cash in escrow and others (see Notes 21 and 28) 171,783 58,221

P15,147,029 P14,590,015

 Advances and deposits pertain to downpayments made to suppliers or contractors to cover preliminary expenses of the contractors 
in construction pro ects.  The amounts are noninterest bearing and are recouped upon every progress billing payment depending 
on the percentage of accomplishment.  This account also includes construction bonds, rental deposits and deposits for utilities and 
advertisements.

 Input tax represents AT paid to suppliers that can be claimed as credit against the future output AT liabilities without prescription.  
Creditable withholding tax is the tax withheld by the withholding agents from payments to the Company which can be applied against 
the income tax payable.

 Prepaid taxes and other prepayments consist of prepayments for insurance, real property taxes, rent, and other expenses which are 
normally utilized within the next financial period.

 Cash in escrow pertains to the amounts deposited in the account of an escrow agent as required by the ousing and Land Use 
egulatory Board ( LU B) in connection with SMDC s temporary license to sell properties for specific pro ects prior to LU B s 

issuance of a license to sell and certificate of registration.  Under this temporary license to sell, all payments, inclusive of down 
payments, reservation and monthly amortization, among others, made by buyers within the selling period shall be deposited in the 
escrow account. 

 Interest income earned from the cash in escrow amounted to P2 million, P2 million and P3 million for the years ended December 31, 
2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively (see Note 24).

13. Property and Equipment

 The movements in this account are as follows:

Land and 
Improvements

Buildings and 
Leasehold 

Improvements

Data 
Processing 
Equipment

Transportation 
Equipment

Furniture, 
Fixtures and 

Equipment
Construction  

in Progress Total
(In Thousands)

Cost
Balance at December 31, 2016 P218,892 P1,644,522 P197,959 P351,470 P655,387 P– P3,068,230
Additions 1,323 95,147 21,676 2,808 26,824 312 148,090
Disposals retirements – (174,933) (280) (1,004) – – (176,217)

eclassifications – 208,684 67,958 (286,072) 9,430 – –
Balance at December 31, 2017 220,215 1,773,420 287,313 67,202 691,641 312 3,040,103
Additions 22,629 45,439 23,516 18,723 14,491 1,557 126,355
Disposals retirements – – – – (679) – (679)

eclassifications 6,480 3,017 3,922 4,888 (18,289) (312) (294)
Balance at December 31, 2018 P249,324 P1,821,876 P314,751 P90,813 P687,164 P1,557 P3,165,485

Accumulated Depreciation  
and Amortization

Balance at December 31, 2016 P238 P712,107 P140,902 P160,156 P435,226 P– P1,448,629
Depreciation and amortization  

(see Note 23) 177 148,281 29,200 5,264 75,515 – 258,437
Disposals retirements – (159,116) (270) (1,004) – – (160,390)

eclassifications – 43,329 45,545 (105,406) 16,532 – –
Balance at December 31, 2017 415 744,601 215,377 59,010 527,273 – 1,546,676
Depreciation and amortization  

(see Note 23) 792 113,826 31,371 19,112 35,284 – 200,385
Disposals retirements – – – – (679) – (679)

eclassifications 6,480 6,268 3,327 – (16,083) – (8)
Balance at December 31, 2018 P7,687 P864,695 P250,075 P78,122 P545,795 P– P1,746,374
Net Book Value
As at December 31, 2017 P219,800 P1,028,819 P71,936 P8,192 P164,368 P312 P1,493,427
As at December 31, 2018 241,637 957,181 64,676 12,691 141,369 1,557 1,419,111
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14. Investment Properties

 The movements in this account are as follows: 

Land and 
Improvements

Buildings and 
Improvements

Building 
Equipment, 

Furniture 
and Others

Construction 
in Progress Total

(In Thousands)
Cost 
Balance as at December 31, 2016 P63,162,938 P189,593,066 P32,991,894 P24,438,795 P310,186,693
Effect of common control business 

combination (see Note 5) – 1,047 929 – 1,976
Additions 3,766,470 4,272,682 1,769,895 18,407,346 28,216,393

(2,926,085) 11,289,884 1,166,605 (9,879,449) (349,045)
Translation adjustment 75,699 2,459,685 193,841 215,944 2,945,169
Disposals (11,538) (162,144) (45,913) – (219,595)
Balance as at December 31, 2017 64,067,484 207,454,220 36,077,251 33,182,636 340,781,591
Additions 4,331,600 8,480,962 3,016,764 14,318,076 30,147,402

(1,450,592) 9,070,215 1,112,147 (8,731,468) 302
Translation adjustment (5,531) (166,451) (12,678) (4,949) (189,609)
Disposals (65,250) (63,044) (413,314) (24,124) (565,732)
Balance as at December 31, 2018 P66,877,711 P224,775,902 P39,780,170 P38,740,171 P370,173,954

Accumulated Depreciation,  and Amortization 
Balance as at December 31, 2016 P1,700,431 P37,904,008 P19,083,190 P– P58,687,629
Effect of common control business 

combination (see Note 5) – 527 769 – 1,296
Depreciation and amortization (see Note 23) 194,050 5,845,746 2,660,937 – 8,700,733
Translation adjustment 37,530 325,992 95,175 – 458,697
Disposals (11,538) (94,504) (44,868) – (150,910)
Balance as at December 31, 2017 1,920,473 43,981,769 21,795,203 – 67,697,445
Depreciation and amortization (see Note 23) 212,082 6,182,725 3,060,234 – 9,455,041

(26,656) 179,884 (153,212) – 16
Translation adjustment (9,243) (68,853) (14,860) – (92,956)
Disposals (25,807) (61,055) (373,346) – (460,208)
Balance as at December 31, 2018 P2,070,849 P50,214,470 P24,314,019 P– P76,599,338

Net Book Value 
As at December 31, 2017 P62,147,011 P163,472,451 P14,282,048 P33,182,636 P273,084,146
As at December 31, 2018 64,806,862 174,561,432 15,466,151 38,740,171 293,574,616

 
 Consolidated rent income from investment properties amounted to P57,163 million, P51,406 million and P45,693 million for the years 

ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively.  

 Consolidated costs and expenses from investment properties, which generate income, amounted to P31,684 million, P29,370 million 
and P26,295 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

 The Company acquired several parcels of land through acquisition of certain single-asset entities totaling P937 million in 2017 (see Note 2). 

 
Construction in progress includes shopping mall complex under construction and landbanking and commercial building constructions 
amounting to P38,740 million and P33,183 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.  

 
Construction contracts with various contractors related to the construction of the above-mentioned projects amounted to P47,100 
million and P40,511 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, inclusive of overhead, cost of labor and materials and all 
other costs necessary for the proper execution of the works.  The outstanding contracts are valued at P15,738 million and P14,571 
million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

 
Interest capitalized to the construction of investment properties amounted to P2,681 million, P2,299 million and P2,921 million for the 
years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively.  Capitalization rates used range from 2.35% to 5.04%, from 2.35% to 
4.77%, and from 2.35% to 4.82% for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

 
The most recent fair value of investment properties amounted to P800,445 million as determined by an independent appraiser who 

income approach.  The fair value represents the amount at which the assets can be exchanged between a knowledgeable, willing seller 
and a knowledgeable, willing buyer in an arm’s length transaction at the date of valuation, in accordance with International Valuation 
Standards as set out by the International Valuation Standards Committee.

 

Discount rate 8.00%–11.00%
Capitalization rate 5.75%–8.50%
Average growth rate 2.34%–12.08%

 
Investment properties are categorized under Level 3 fair value measurement.

 investment properties from that determined on December 31, 2015.
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 The Company has no restriction on the realizability of its investment properties and no obligation to either purchase, construct or 
develop or for repairs, maintenance and enhancements.

15. Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures

 Investments in Associates
 This pertains mainly to investments in the following companies:

 OCLP oldings, Inc. (O I)
 eihua eal Estate (Chongqing) Company Ltd. ( EC)

 On May 7, 2015, SMP  acquired 39.96% collective ownership interest in O I, through acquisition of 100% interest in six (6) holding 
entities, for a total consideration of P15,433 million, which approximates the proportionate share of SMPH in the fair values of the 
identifiable net assets of O I.  O I owns strategic residential, commercial and landban  areas in ey cities in Metro Manila.   

 As at December 31, 2018, O I s total assets, total liabilities and total equity amounted to P34,563 million, P27,442 million and P7,121 
million, respectively.  The carrying value of investment in OHI amounted to P16,920 million, which consists of its proportionate share in 
the net assets of OHI amounting to P1,661 million and fair value adjustments and others totaling P15,259 million.  

 As at December 31, 2017, O I s total assets, total liabilities and total equity amounted to P26,619 million, P21,167 million and P5,452 
million, respectively.  The carrying value of investment in OHI amounted to P16,193 million, which consists of its proportionate share in 
the net assets of OHI amounting to P1,661 million and fair value adjustments and others totaling P14,532 million.  

 The share in profit of O I amounted to P727 million, P589 million and P144 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 
2016, respectively.  There is no share in other comprehensive income for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016.

 On April 10, 2012, SMP , through Tennant ange Corporation (T C), entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with Trendlin  oldings 
Limited (T L), a third party, wherein ei ua eal Estate Company ( EC), a company incorporated in China and 100% subsidiary of 
T C, issued new shares to T L equivalent to 50% equity interest.  In addition, T L underta es to pay for the difference between cash 
invested and the 50% equity of EC and the difference between the current mar et value and cost of the investment properties of 

EC.  Management assessed that EC is an associate of SMP  by virtue of the agreement with the shareholders of T L.

 The carrying value of investment in FHREC amounted to P1,340 million and P1,287 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, 
respectively.  This consists of the acquisition cost amounting to P292 million and P294 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, 
respectively, and cumulative equity in net earnings amounting to P1,048 million and P993 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, 
respectively.  The share in profit amounted to P61 million, P47 million and P60 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 
2016, respectively.  There is no share in other comprehensive income for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016.

 Investment in oint entures
 On anuary 7, 2013, SMP  entered into Shareholders Agreement and Share Purchase Agreement for the acquisition of 51% ownership 

interest in the following companies (collectively, altermart)

 insome Development Corporation
 illin Sales, Inc.
 illimson, Inc.
 altermart entures, Inc.
 M Development, Inc.

 On uly 12, 2013, the Deeds of Absolute Sale were executed between SMP  and shareholders of altermart.  altermart is involved in 
shopping mall operations and currently owns 28 malls across Metro Manila and Luzon.  The investment in altermart is accounted as 
oint venture using equity method of accounting because the contractual arrangement between the parties establishes oint control.

 The aggregate carrying values of investment in altermart amounted to P6,304 million and P5,977 million as at December 31, 2018                    
and 2017, respectively.  These consist of the acquisition costs totaling P5,145 million and cumulative equity in net earnings totaling                         
P1,159 million and P832 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.  The share in profit amounted to P326 million, P204 
million and P242 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively.  There is no share in other comprehensive 
income for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016.

 In une 2016, SMDC entered into a shareholder s agreement through ST 6747 esources Corporation (ST C) for the development of a 
high end luxury residential pro ect.  Under the provisions of the agreement, each party shall have 50% ownership interest and is required 
to maintain each party s equal equity interest in ST C.  The carrying value of investment in ST C amounted to P1,500 million and P1,000 
million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.  The investment in ST C is accounted as oint venture using equity method of 
accounting because the contractual arrangement between the parties establishes oint control  The pro ect was launched in 2019.

 In 2016, PSC entered into a oint venture agreement through Metro apid Transit Services, Inc. (M TSI) for the establishment and 
operation of a high quality public transport system.  The investment in M TSI is accounted as oint venture using equity method of 
accounting because the contractual arrangement between the parties establishes oint control.  The carrying values of investment in 
MRTSI amounted to P47 million and P31 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.  These consist of the acquisition costs 
totaling P60 million and P51 million and cumulative equity in net loss totaling P13 million and P20 million as at December 31, 2018 and 
2017, respectively.  There is no share in other comprehensive income for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017.

 The Company has no outstanding contingent liabilities or capital commitments related to its investments in associates and oint 
ventures as at December 31, 2018 and 2017.
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16. Other Noncurrent Assets 

 This account consists of:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Bonds and deposits P39,594,024 P9,518,290
eceivables from sale of real estate  net of current portion  (see Note 8) 26,232,167 15,854,070

Land use rights (see Note 10) 10,403,350 10,630,926
Time deposits (see Notes 21 and 29) 2,392,622 3,800,809
Deferred input tax 1,171,185 1,399,343
Others (see Note 25) 1,116,712 1,220,442

P80,910,060 P42,423,880
*Pertains to noncurrent portion of unbilled revenue from sale of real estate (see Note 8).

 Bonds and Deposits
 Bonds and deposits consist of deposits to contractors and suppliers to be applied throughout construction and advances, deposits paid 

for leased properties to be applied at the last term of the lease and advance payments for land acquisitions which will be applied against 
the purchase price of the properties upon fulfillment by both parties of certain underta ings and conditions. 

 Land use rights
 Included under Land use rights  account are certain parcels of real estate properties planned for residential development in accordance 

with the cooperative contracts entered into by SMP  with rand China International Limited ( rand China) and Oriental Land 
Development Limited (Oriental Land) in March 2007.  The value of these real estate properties were not part of the consideration paid by 
SMP  to rand China and Oriental Land.  Accordingly, the assets were recorded at their carrying values under Other noncurrent assets  
account and a corresponding liability equivalent to the same amount, which is shown as part of Other noncurrent liabilities  account in 
the consolidated balance sheets.

 Portions of land use rights with carrying amount of P319 million and P328 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, are 
mortgaged as collaterals to secure the domestic borrowings in China (see Note 19).

 Time Deposits
 Time deposits with various maturities within one year were used as collateral for use of credit lines obtained by the Company from 

related party ban s.  Interest income earned amounted to P42 million, P46 million and P50 million for the years ended December 31, 
2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively (see Note 24).

17. Loans Payable

 This account consists of unsecured Philippine peso denominated loans obtained from local ban s amounting to P39 million and P744 
million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, with due dates of less than one year.  These loans bear interest rates of 6.00% 
in 2018 and 3.00% to 3.50% in 2017.

 Interest expense incurred from loans payable amounted to P21 million, P31 million and P22 million for the years ended December 31, 
2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively (see Note 24).

18. Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities

 This account consists of:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Trade:
 Third parties P25,987,678 P21,997,141
 elated parties (see Note 21) 282,337 297,093
Tenants  and customers  deposits  (see Note 27) 31,375,908 26,584,557
Liability for purchased land 14,019,013 6,423,989
Accrued operating expenses  
 Third parties 9,338,262 8,566,372
 elated parties (see Note 21) 455,954 593,097
Deferred output AT 3,087,528 2,345,506
Accrued interest (see Note 21) 1,881,165 1,355,403
Payable to government agencies 1,170,561 1,001,818
Nontrade 286,841 603,048
Others 1,458,027 1,921,682

89,343,274 71,689,706
Less noncurrent portion 27,576,188 20,605,624

P61,767,086 P51,084,082
* Includes unearned revenue from sale of real estate amounting to P4,195 million as at December 31, 2018. 
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 The terms and conditions of the above liabilities follow

 Trade payables primarily consist of liabilities to suppliers and contractors, which are noninterest bearing and are normally settled 
within a 30-day term. 

 Accrued operating expenses pertain to accrued selling, general and administrative expenses which are normally settled throughout 
the financial period.  Accrued operating expenses  third parties consist of

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Utilities P4,484,483 P4,530,529
Marketing and advertising 1,092,560 606,729
Payable to contractors and others 3,761,219 3,429,114

P9,338,262 P8,566,372

 Tenants  deposits refers to security deposits received from various tenants upon inception of the respective lease contracts on the 
Company s investment properties.  At the termination of the lease contracts, the deposits received by the Company are returned to 
tenants, reduced by unpaid rental fees, penalties and or deductions from repairs of damaged leased properties, if any.  Customers  
deposits mainly represent excess of collections from buyers over the related revenue recognized based on the percentage of 
completion method.  This also includes nonrefundable reservation fees by prospective buyers which are to be applied against the 
receivable upon recognition of revenue.  

 Deferred output AT represents output AT on unpaid portion of recognized receivable from sale of real estate.  This amount is 
reported as output AT upon collection of the receivables.

 Liability for purchased land, payable to government agencies, accrued interest and other payables are normally settled throughout the 
financial period.

19. Long-term Debt

 This account consists of:

Availment Date Maturity Date Interest Rate Condition Outstanding Balance
2018 2017 

(In Thousands)

Parent Company

Philippine peso-denominated loans
anuary 12, 2012  

March 1, 2018
March 1, 2020 -

uly 26, 2026
loating PDST 2  margin  

4.20%–6.74% Unsecured P112,323,200 P92,923,000

U.S. dollar denominated loans
ebruary 14, 2013  

uly 30, 2018
anuary 29, 2018  

une 14, 2023 LIBO   spread  semi annual Unsecured 5,783,800 19,972,000

Subsidiaries

Philippine peso-denominated loans
une 3, 2013 

September 21, 2018
August 28, 2018 

une 18, 2025
loating PDST 2  margin  

3.84%–7.55% Unsecured 66,490,939 43,054,253

U.S. dollar denominated loans
April 23, 2014 

October 16, 2017
April 14, 2019 

une 30, 2022 LIBO   spread  semi annual Unsecured 36,191,602 34,415,944

China yuan renminbi denominated loans
uly 28, 2015 

October 16, 2017
December 31, 2019  

October 16, 2022 CBC rate less 10%  quarterly Secured 3,118,514 3,445,302
223,908,055 193,810,499

Less debt issue cost 1,136,169 956,980
222,771,886 192,853,519

Less current portion 25,089,624 25,344,035
P197,682,262 P167,509,484

LIBOR – London Interbank Offered Rate
PDST-R2 – Philippine Treasury Reference Rates – PM 
CBC – Central Bank of China
*Secured by portions of investment properties and land use rights located in China. 

 Parent Company

 Philippine Peso denominated Loans

 This includes the following:

 A P20 billion fixed rate bonds issued in March 2018.  The issue consists of the five year or Series  Bonds amounting to P10 billion 
with a fixed interest rate equivalent to 5.6630% per annum due in March 2023 and seven year or Series I Bonds amounting to P10 
billion with a fixed interest rate equivalent to 6.0804% per annum due in March 2025.

 A P20 billion fixed rate bonds issued in May 2017.  The issue consists of the seven year or Series  Bonds amounting to P20 billion 
with a fixed interest rate equivalent to 5.1683% per annum due in May 2024.

 A P10 billion fixed rate bonds issued in uly 2016.  The issue consists of the ten year or Series  Bonds amounting to P10 billion with 
a fixed interest rate equivalent to 4.2005% per annum due in uly 2026.

 A P20 billion fixed rate bonds issued in November 2015.  The issue consists of the five year and three months or Series D Bonds 
amounting to P17,969 million with a fixed interest rate equivalent to 4.5095% per annum due in ebruary 2021 and ten year or Series 
E Bonds amounting to P2,031 million with a fixed interest rate equivalent to 4.7990% per annum due in November 2025.
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 A P20 billion fixed rate bonds issued in September 2014.  The issue consists of the five year and six months or Series A Bonds 
amounting to P15,036 million with a fixed interest rate equivalent to 5.1000% per annum due in March 2020, seven year or Series B 
Bonds amounting to P2,362 million with a fixed interest rate equivalent to 5.2006% per annum due in September 2021, and ten year 
or Series C Bonds amounting to P2,602 million with a fixed interest rate equivalent to 5.7417% per annum due in September 2024.

 U.S. Dollar denominated ive ear Term Loans

 This five year term loans in US dollar denomination consisting of the following matured during the period

 A US 300 million syndicated loan obtained on various dates in 2013.  The loans bear an interest rate based on LIBO  plus spread 
and matured in March 2018.  The portion of the loan amounting to US 150 million is hedged against interest rate ris  and foreign 
exchange risk.

 A US 200 million syndicated loan obtained in anuary 2013.  The loan bears an interest rate based on LIBO  plus spread, matured in 
anuary 2018.  This loan is hedged against interest rate and foreign exchange ris s.

 U.S. Dollar denominated Loans

 This includes a US 110 million syndicated loan obtained in uly 2018.  The loan bears an interest rate based on LIBO  plus spread, 
with a bullet maturity in une 2023.  This loan is hedged against foreign exchange ris s (see Notes 28 and 29).

 Subsidiaries

 U.S. Dollar denominated Loans

 This includes a US 270 million syndicated loan obtained in March 2016.  The loans bear an interest rate based on LIBO  plus spread, 
with maturity in anuary 2021.  This loan is hedged against interest rate ris s (see Notes 28 and 29).

 China uan enminbi denominated Loans

 This includes a 159 million obtained in uly 2015.  The loan is payable in quarterly installments until une 2020.  The loan carries an 
interest rate of 4.75%.  Portions of investment properties and land use rights located in China with total carrying value of P1,886 million 
and P1,898 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, are mortgaged as collaterals to secure the loan (see Notes 14 and 
16).

 The loan agreements of the Company provide certain restrictions and requirements principally with respect to maintenance of required 
financial ratios (i.e., current ratio of not less than 1.00 1.00, debt to equity ratio of not more than 0.70 0.30 to 0.75 0.25 and interest 
coverage ratio of not less than 2.50 1.00 and material change in ownership or control.  As at December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company 
is in compliance with the terms of its loan covenants.

 The re-pricing frequencies of floating rate loans of the Company range from three to six months.

 Interest expense incurred from long term debt amounted to P7,451 million, P5,251 million and P4,135 million for the years ended 
December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively (see Note 24).

 Debt Issue Cost
 The movements in unamortized debt issue cost of the Company follow

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Balance at beginning of the year P956,980 P1,041,797
Additions 549,560 297,730
Amortization (370,371) (382,547)
Balance at end of the year P1,136,169 P956,980

 Amortization of debt issuance costs is recognized in the consolidated statements of income under Others  net  account.

 Repayment Schedule
 The repayments of long term debt are scheduled as follows

ross Loan Debt Issue Cost Net
(In Thousands)

ithin 1 year P25,089,624 (P316,070) P24,773,554
More than 1 year to 5 years 144,120,691 (744,576) 143,376,115
More than 5 years 54,697,740 (75,523) 54,622,217

P223,908,055 (P1,136,169) P222,771,886
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20. Equity

 Capital Stock
 As at December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company has an authorized capital stoc  of 40,000 million with a par value of P1 a share, of 

which 33,166 million shares were issued.  

 The movement of the outstanding shares of the Company are as follows:

2018 2017
(In Thousands)

Balance at beginning of the year 28,837,814 28,833,608
Reissuance of treasury shares 18,598 4,206
Balance at end of the year 28,856,412 28,837,814

 
 The following summarizes the information on SMP s registration of securities under the Securities egulation Code

Date of SEC Approval  
Notification to SEC

Authorized 
Shares

No. of Shares
Issued

Issue Offer 
Price

March 15, 1994 10,000,000,000 – P–
April 22, 1994 – 6,369,378,049 5.35
May 29, 2007 10,000,000,000 – –
May 20, 2008 – 912,897,212 11.86
October 14, 2010 – 569,608,700 11.50
October 10, 2013 20,000,000,000 15,773,765,315 19.50

 
 SMP  declared stoc  dividends in 2012, 2007, 1996 and 1995.  The total number of shareholders is 2,407 as at December 31, 2018.

 Additional Paid in Capital  Net
 ollowing represents the nature of the consolidated Additional paid in capital  net

2018 2017
(In Thousands)

Paid in subscriptions in excess of par value P33,549,808 P33,266,992
Net equity ad ustments from common control business combinations (see Note 5) 9,309,730 9,309,730
Arising from acquisition of non controlling interests (2,906,320) (2,914,554)
As presented in the consolidated balance sheets P39,953,218 P39,662,168

 Retained Earnings
 In 2018, the BOD approved the declaration of cash dividend of P0.35 per share or P10,108 million to stockholders of record as of May 9, 

2018,  P9 million of which was received by SMDC.  This was paid on May 23, 2018.  In 2017, the BOD approved the declaration of cash 
dividend of P0.26 per share or P7,509 million to stockholders of record as of May 12, 2017, P12 million of which was received by SMDC.  
This was paid on May 25, 2017.  In 2016, the BOD approved the declaration of cash dividend of P0.23 per share or P6,642 million to 
stoc holders of record as of April 29, 2016, P10 million of which was received by SMDC.  This was paid on May 12, 2016 

 As at December 31, 2018 and 2017, the amount of retained earnings appropriated for the continuous corporate and mall expansions 
amounted to P 42,200 million.  This represents a continuing appropriation for land ban ing activities and planned construction pro ects. 
The appropriation is being fully utilized to cover part of the annual capital expenditure requirement of the Company.

 For the year 2019, the Company expects to incur capital expenditures of approximately P80 billion.

 The retained earnings account is restricted for the payment of dividends to the extent of P75,721 million and P65,156 million as at 
December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, representing the cost of shares held in treasury (P2,985 million  and P3,287 million as 
at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively) and accumulated equity in net earnings of SMP  subsidiaries, associates and oint 
ventures totaling P72,736 million and P61,869 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.  The accumulated equity in net 
earnings of subsidiaries is not available for dividend distribution until such time that the Parent Company receives the dividends from its 
subsidiaries, associates and oint ventures.

 Treasury Stock
 As at December 31, 2018 and 2017, this includes reacquired capital stoc  and shares held by a subsidiary stated at acquisition cost of       

P2,985 million and P3,287 million, respectively.  The movement of the treasury stock of the Company are as follows:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Balance at beginning of year 4,328,486 4,332,692
Sale of treasury shares (18,598) (4,206)
Balance at end of year 4,309,888 4,328,486
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21. Related Party Transactions

 Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability, directly and indirectly, to control the other party or exercise significant 
influence over the other party in ma ing financial and operating decisions.  Parties are also considered to be related if they are sub ect 
to common control.  elated parties may be individuals or corporate entities.

 Terms and Conditions of Transactions with Related Parties
 There have been no guarantees collaterals provided or received for any related party receivables or payables.  or the years ended 

December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company has not recorded any impairment of receivables relating to amounts owed by related 
parties.  This assessment is underta en each financial period through examining the financial position of the related party and the 
mar et in which the related party operates. Settlement of the outstanding balances normally occur in cash.

 The significant related party transactions entered into by the Company with its related parties and the amounts included in the 
accompanying consolidated financial statements with respect to these transactions follow

Amount of Transactions
Outstanding Amount  

[Asset (Liability)]
2018 2017 2016 2018 2017 Terms Conditions

(In Thousands)
Ultimate Parent
Rent income P45,391 P55,459 P47,870 P P

ent receivable 4,967 5,844 Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired
Management fee income 2,885
Service income 57,600 48,000 31,368
Service fee receivable 14,000 4,497 Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired
Rent expense 105,583 102,231 83,335
Accrued rent payable – – – (808) (2,875) Noninterest bearing Unsecured
Trade payable 6,539 5,952 (16,805) (10,266) Noninterest bearing Unsecured
Equity instruments at OCI 134,050 144,643 Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired
Dividend income 1,198 1,135 1,035

Banking and Retail Group  
Cash and cash equivalents 160,983,099 171,812,742 339,752,362 24,890,200 32,118,321 Interest bearing based on 

prevailing rates
Unsecured  not impaired

Investments held for trading 122,660 731,076 Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired
Rent income 16,079,276 14,558,585 13,600,314 Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired

ent receivable 3,006,209 2,656,892
Service income 28,559 30,023 36,944
Management fee income 999 5,979 4,164

Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired
Manage ment fee receivable 14,469 23,933

Deferred rent income (8,950) (23,548) Noninterest bearing Unsecured
Interest income 374,432 297,719 164,128
Accrued interest receivable 29,963 51,829 Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired

eceivable financed 1,663,822 4,923,847 3,297,217 ithout recourse Unsecured
Time deposits 2,382,597 3,709,270 Interest bearing Unsecured
Loans payable and long term debt 9,205,385 386 1,275,667 (9,824,904) (907,953) Interest bearing Combination of secured 

and unsecured
Interest expense 252,296 139,292 21,923
Accrued interest payable (3,878) (518) Noninterest bearing Unsecured
Rent expense 634 1,004 1,203
Trade payable 38,510 47,803 46,583 (138,782) (100,272) Noninterest bearing Unsecured
Management fee expense 11,217 3,093 2,748
Accrued management fee (17,030) Noninterest bearing Unsecured
Equity instruments at OCI 15,011,058 18,740,177 Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired
Cash in escrow 157,719 157,719 50,881 Interest bearing based on 

prevailing rates
Unsecured  not impaired

Dividend income 225,357 212,740 187,908

Other Related Parties 
Rent income 178,572 119,238 62,743 – –

ent receivable – – – 13,574 53,722 Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired
Service income 77,579 92,943 72,387
Service fee receivable – – – 62
Management fee income 6,859 2,799 3,532
Management fee receivable – – – 7,993 7,939
Rent expense 8,311 5,735 5,164
Accrued expenses – – –  (455,146)  (573,192) Noninterest bearing Unsecured
Trade payable – 176,761  (126,750)  (186,555) Noninterest bearing Unsecured
Equity instruments at OCI 2,853,947 Noninterest bearing Unsecured  not impaired
Dividend income 88,266 87,885 69,878

 Due from related parties amounted to nil and P0.13 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, which are noninterest
bearing and are not impaired.  The amount of transactions with related parties amounted to nil, P0.02 million and nil for the years ended 
December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

 Affiliate refers to an entity that is neither a parent, subsidiary, nor an associate, with stoc holders common to the SM roup or under 
common control.
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 Below are the nature of the Company s transactions with the related parties

 Rent
 The Company has existing lease agreements for office and commercial spaces with related companies (SM etail and Ban ing roups 

and other affiliates).  

 Service Fees
 The Company provides manpower and other services to affiliates.

 Dividend Income 
 The Company s equity instruments at OCI of certain affiliates earn income upon the declaration of dividends by the investees.

 Cash Placements and Loans
 The Company has certain ban  accounts and cash placements that are maintained with BDO Uniban , Inc. (BDO) and China Ban ing 

Corporation (China Ban ) (Ban  Affiliates).  Such accounts earn interest based on prevailing mar et interest rates (see Notes 6 and 7).

 The Company also availed of ban  loans and long term debt from BDO and China Ban  and pays interest based on prevailing mar et 
interest rates (see Notes 17 and 19).

 The Company also entered into financing arrangements with BDO and China Ban .  There were no assigned receivables on a with 
recourse basis to BDO and China Ban  in 2018 and 2017 (see Note 8).

 Others
 The Company, in the normal course of business, has outstanding receivables from and payables to related companies as at reporting 

period which are unsecured and normally settled in cash.

 Compensation of ey Management Personnel
 The aggregate compensation and benefits related to ey management personnel for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 

2016 consist of short term employee benefits amounting to P1,104 million, P930 million and P712 million, respectively, and post-
employment benefits (pension benefits) amounting to P165 million, P144 million and P98 million, respectively.

22. Other Revenue

 Details of other revenue follows

2018 2017 2016
(In Thousands)

ood and beverages P1,668,705 P1,620,269 P1,158,033
Amusement and others 911,580 851,264 844,394
Net merchandise sales 902,730 740,356 764,207
Bowling and ice skating fees 253,911 219,378 253,229
Advertising income 214,473 202,000 236,529
Others 1,875,384 1,680,875 1,200,073

P5,826,783 P5,314,142 P4,456,465

 Others include service fees, par ing terminal, sponsorships, commissions and membership revenue.

23. Costs and Expenses

 This account consists of:
 

2018 2017 2016
(In Thousands)

Cost of real estate sold (see Notes 9 and 10) P17,769,208 P15,151,804 P13,117,141
Administrative (see Notes 21 and 25) 11,329,111 10,860,321 9,607,265
Depreciation and amortization (see Notes 13 and 14) 9,655,426 8,959,170 7,814,344
Marketing and selling 5,530,794 4,788,603 4,644,125
Business taxes and licenses 4,790,129 4,406,480 3,803,376
Film rentals 2,829,629 2,600,839 2,567,038

ent (see Notes 21 and 27) 1,729,671 1,597,970 1,450,981
Insurance 518,168 475,732 463,462
Others 1,601,198 1,452,139 1,083,443

P55,753,334 P50,293,058 P44,551,175
 
 Others include ban  charges, donations, dues and subscriptions, services fees and transportation and travel.
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24. Interest Income and Interest Expense

 The details of the sources of interest income and interest expense follow:

2018 2017 2016
(In Thousands)

Interest income on:
Cash and cash equivalents (see Note 6) P1,297,364 P723,235 P651,506
Time deposits (see Note 16) 42,160 46,424 50,130

inancial asset at TPL (see Note 7) – 14,891 17,655
Others (see Notes 8 and 12) 76,924 59,288 53,955

P1,416,448 P843,838 P773,246
Interest expense on:

Long term debt (see Note 19) P7,451,159 P5,251,144 P4,134,944
Loans payable (see Note 17) 21,054 30,737 22,415
Others 67,832 192,541 252,255

P7,540,045 P5,474,422 P4,409,614

2 . Pension Benefits

 The Company has funded defined benefit pension plans covering all regular and permanent employees.  The benefits are based on 
employees  pro ected salaries and number of years of service.  The latest actuarial valuation report is as at December 31, 2018.

 The following tables summarize the components of the pension plan as at December 31

 Net Pension Cost (included under Costs and expenses  account under Administrative )

2018 2017 2016
(In Thousands)

Current service cost P296,007 P286,297 P175,449
Net interest income (13,279) (32,062) (20,563)

P282,728 P254,235 P154,886

 Net Pension Asset (included under Other noncurrent assets  account)

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Fair value of plan assets P1,427,448 P1,822,755
Defined benefit obligation (1,339,655) (1,619,868)
Effect of asset ceiling limit (15,148) (28,759)
Net pension asset P72,645 P174,128

 Net Pension Liability (included under Other noncurrent liabilities  account) 

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Defined benefit obligation P1,160,163 P544,951
Fair value of plan assets (1,023,976) (454,472)
Net pension liability P136,187 P90,479

 The changes in the present value of the defined benefit obligation are as follows

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Balance at beginning of the year P2,164,819 P1,489,462
Effect of common control business combination (see Note 5) – 17,133
Actuarial loss (gain)

Experience adjustments 433,932 284,102
Changes in financial assumptions (495,054) 81,882
Changes in demographic assumptions 14,117 (35,627)

Current service cost 296,007 286,297
Interest cost 125,370 92,538
Benefits paid (57,447) (49,745)
Transfer to (from) the plan 10,109 (1,223)
Other adjustments 7,965 –
Balance at end of the year P2,499,818 P2,164,819
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 The above present value of defined benefit obligation are bro en down as follows

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Related to pension asset P1,339,655 P1,619,868
elated to pension liability 1,160,163 544,951

P2,499,818 P2,164,819

 The changes in the fair value of plan assets are as follows:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Balance at beginning of year P2,277,227 P1,985,776
Effect of common control business combination (see Note 5) – 16,605
Contributions 356,040 260,810
Interest income 140,309 129,158
Benefits paid from assets (57,447) (47,745)
Transfer to (from) the plan and others 10,109 (1,223)
Remeasurement loss (274,814) (66,154)
Balance at end of year P2,451,424 P2,277,227

 The changes in the fair value of plan assets are bro en down as follows  

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Related to pension asset P1,427,448 P1,822,755
elated to pension liability 1,023,976 454,472

P2,451,424 P2,277,227

 The changes in the effect of asset ceiling limit are as follows: 

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Asset ceiling limit at beginning of year P28,759 P74,352
Remeasurement gain (15,271) (50,151)
Interest cost 1,660 4,558

P15,148 P28,759

 The carrying amounts and fair values of the plan assets as at December 31, 2018 and 2017 are as follows  

 2018 2017
Carrying
Amount

Fair
Value

Carrying 
Amount

Fair
alue

(In Thousands)

Cash and cash equivalents P203,807 P203,807 P151,181 P151,181
Investments in:
 Common trust funds 799,380 799,380 825,023 825,023
 overnment securities 715,089 715,089 536,290 536,290
 Debt and other securities 662,123 662,123 629,506 629,506
 Equity securities 56,500 56,500 84,685 84,685
Other financial assets 14,525 14,525 50,542 50,542

P2,451,424 P2,451,424 P2,277,227 P2,277,227

 Cash and cash equivalents includes regular savings and time deposits

 Investments in common trust funds pertain to unit investment trust fund

 Investments in government securities consist of retail treasury bonds which bear interest ranging from 3.09% to 8.75% and have 
maturities ranging from 2019 to 2030

 Investments in debt and other securities consist of short term and long term corporate loans, notes and bonds which bear interest 
ranging from 3.80% to 7.51% and have maturities ranging from 2019 to 2025

 Investments in equity securities consist of listed and unlisted equity securities  and

 Other financial assets include accrued interest income on cash deposits held by the etirement Plan.

 Debt and other securities, equity securities and government securities have quoted prices in active mar et. The remaining plan assets 
do not have quoted market prices in active market.

 The plan assets have diverse instruments and do not have any concentration of risk.
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 The following table summarizes the outstanding balances and transactions of the pension plan with BDO, an affiliate, as at and for the 
years ended December 31

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Cash and cash equivalents P203,807 P151,181
Interest income from cash and cash equivalents 10,328 3,983
Investments in common trust funds 799,380 825,023
Loss from investments in common trust funds (3,858) (28,901)

 
 The principal assumptions used in determining pension obligations for the Company s plan are shown below

2018 2017 2016
Discount rate 7.4%–7.8% 5.7%–5.8% 5.4%–6.1%
Future salary increases 3.0%–9.0% 4.0%–10.0% 3.0%–9.0%

 
 
 emeasurement effects recognized in other comprehensive income at December 31 follow

2018 2017 2016
 (In Thousands)

Actuarial loss (gain) P227,809 P396,511 (P119,406)
emeasurement loss (gain)  excluding amounts 

recognized in net interest cost (15,271) (50,151) 11,919
P212,538 P346,360 (P107,487)

 The sensitivity analysis below has been determined based on reasonably possible changes of each significant assumption on the 
defined benefit obligation as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, assuming all other assumptions were held constant

Increase (Decrease) 
in Basis Points

Increase (Decrease) in 
Defined Benefit Obligation

(In Thousands)
2018
Discount rates 50 (P101,386)

(50) 109,328
Future salary increases 100 221,857

(100) (194,777)

2017
Discount rates 50 (P94,965)

(50) 103,147
Future salary increases 100 183,672

(100) (159,152)

 The Company and the pension plan has no specific matching strategies between the pension plan assets and the defined benefit 
obligation under the pension plan.

 Shown below is the maturity analysis of the undiscounted benefit payments as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively

ear 2018 Amount
(In Thousands)

2019 P390,127
2020 233,043

2021–2022 671,628
2023–2028 2,219,158

ear 2017 Amount
(In Thousands)

2018 P278,502
2019 171,403

2020–2021 522,821
2022–2027 1,611,990

 The Company expects to contribute about P365 million to its defined benefit pension plan in 2019. 

 The weighted average duration of the defined benefit obligation is 9.7 years and 9.8 years as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.  
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26. Income Tax

 The details of the Company s deferred tax assets and liabilities are as follows

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Deferred tax assets
NOLCO P508,314 P560,589
Excess of fair value over cost of investment properties and others 364,249 380,872
Unrealized foreign exchange losses 231,560 230,856
Provision for ECLs on receivables 105,090 101,858
Unamortized past service cost 17,443 13,662
Deferred rent income 4,073 18,479
MCIT 3,394 8,370
Others 303,857 255,884

1,537,980 1,570,570

Deferred tax liabilities
Unrealized gross profit on sale of real estate (2,000,677) (1,339,441)
Undepreciated capitalized interest, unrealized foreign exchange gains and 
others (1,791,729) (1,817,431)
Pension asset (40,201) (34,041)
Others (149,204) (143,337)

(3,981,811) (3,334,250)

Net deferred tax liabilities (P2,443,831) (P1,763,680)

 The net deferred tax assets and liabilities are presented in the consolidated balance sheets as follows

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Deferred tax assets  net P1,083,670 P1,114,291
Deferred tax liabilities  net (3,527,501) (2,877,971)

(P2,443,831) (P1,763,680) 

 As at December 31, 2018 and 2017, unrecognized deferred tax assets amounted to P430 million and P69 million, respectively, bul  of 
which pertains to NOLCO. 

 The reconciliation between the statutory tax rates and the effective tax rates on income before income tax as shown in the consolidated 
statements of income follows:

2018 2017 2016
Statutory tax rate 30.0% 30.0% 30.0%
Income tax effects of:

Equity in net earnings of associates and oint ventures (0.9) (0.9) (0.4)
Availment of income tax holiday (4.0) (4.4) (3.4)
Interest income sub ected to final tax and dividend income exempt from 

income tax (1.2) (1.0) (0.7)
Nondeductible expenses and others (2.3) (1.9) (4.1)

Effective tax rates 21.6% 21.8% 21.4%

27. Lease Agreements

 Company as Lessor
 The Company s lease agreements with its mall tenants are generally granted for a term of one year, with the exception of some of the 

larger tenants operating nationally, which are granted initial lease terms of five years, renewable on an annual basis thereafter.  Upon 
inception of the lease agreement, tenants are required to pay certain amounts of deposits.  Tenants li ewise pay either a fixed monthly 
rent, which is calculated by reference to a fixed sum per square meter of area leased, or pay rent on a percentage rental basis, which 
comprises of a basic monthly amount and a percentage of gross sales or a minimum set amount, whichever is higher. 

 Also, the Company s lease agreements with its commercial property tenants are generally granted for a term of one year, with the 
exception of some tenants, which are granted initial lease terms of 2 to 20 years, renewable on an annual basis thereafter.  Upon 
inception of the lease agreement, tenants are required to pay certain amounts of deposits.  Tenants pay either a fixed monthly rent or a 
percentage of sales, depending on the terms of the lease agreements, whichever is higher.
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 The Company s future minimum rent receivables for the noncancellable portions of the operating commercial property leases follow

2018 2017
 (In Millions)

ithin one year P3,838 P2,976 
After one year but not more than five years 9,944 6,540
After more than five years 3,259 3,672

P17,041 P13,188

 Consolidated rent income amounted to P57,163 million, P51,406 million and P45,693 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 
2017 and 2016, respectively.

 Company as Lessee
 The Company also leases certain parcels of land where some of their malls are situated or constructed.  The terms of the lease are 

for periods ranging from 15 to 50 years, renewable for the same period under the same terms and conditions.  ental payments are 
generally computed based on a certain percentage of the gross rental income or a certain fixed amount, whichever is higher.

 Also, the Company has various operating lease commitments with third party and related parties.  The noncancellable periods of the 
lease range from 2 to 30 years, mostly containing renewal options.  Several lease contracts provide for the payment of additional rental 
based on certain percentage of sales of the tenants.  

 The Company s future minimum lease payables under the noncancellable operating leases as at December 31 are as follows

2018 2017
 (In Millions)

ithin one year P999 P983
After one year but not more than five years 3,623 4,080
After five years 26,447 26,964
Balance at end of year P31,069 P32,027

 Consolidated rent expense included under Costs and expenses  account in the consolidated statements of income amounted to                          
P1,730 million, P1,598 million and P1,451 million for the years ended December 31, 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively (see Note 23).

28. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies

 The Company s principal financial instruments, other than derivatives, comprise of cash and cash equivalents, financial assets at TPL, 
accrued interest and other receivables, equity instruments at OCI and ban  loans.  The main purpose of these financial instruments 
is to finance the Company s operations.  The Company has other financial assets and liabilities such as trade receivables and trade 
payables, which arise directly from its operations.

 The Company also enters into derivative transactions, principally, cross currency swaps, interest rate swaps, foreign currency call 
options, nondeliverable forwards and foreign currency range options.  The purpose is to manage the interest rate and foreign currency 
ris s arising from the Company s operations and its sources of finance (see Note 29).

 The main ris s arising from the Company s financial instruments are interest rate ris , foreign currency ris , liquidity ris , credit ris  and 
equity price ris .  The Company s BOD and management review and agree on the policies for managing each of these ris s and they are 
summarized in the following tables.  

 Interest Rate Risk
 The Company s policy is to manage its interest cost using a mix of fixed and floating rate debts.  To manage this mix in a cost efficient 

manner, it enters into interest rate swaps, in which the Company agrees to exchange, at specified intervals, the difference between fixed 
and floating rate interest amounts calculated by reference to an agreed upon notional principal amount.  These swaps are designated 
to economically hedge underlying debt obligations.  As at December 31, 2018 and 2017, after ta ing into account the effect of interest 
rate swaps, approximately 80% and 83%, respectively, of its long term borrowings, are at a fixed rate of interest (see Note 29).
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 Interest Rate Risk
 

interest rate risk as at December 31, 2018 and 2017:

2018
Interest Rate 1–<2 Years 2–<3 Years 3–<4 Years 4–<5 Years =>5 Years Total

Fixed Rate
Philippine peso-denominated corporate notes 5.25%–5.88% P8,700 P5,708,520 P499,460 P2,460 P2,437,860 P8,657,000
Philippine peso-denominated notes 3.84%–7.55% P6,606,800 P906,800 P5,811,800 P11,908,800 P17,500,000 42,734,200
Philippine peso-denominated retail bonds 4.20%–6.08% P– P15,035,740 P20,331,520 P– P54,632,740 90,000,000
Other bank loans 4.28%–6.25% P388,939 P250,000 P– P– P– 638,939
Floating Rate

LIBOR + spread $300,000 $– $270,000 $100,000 $110,000 41,975,402
Philippine peso-denominated corporate notes PDST-R2+margin% P100,000 P100,000 P100,000 P5,160,000 P– 5,460,000
Philippine peso-denominated notes PDST-R2+margin% P1,325,000 P1,725,000 P3,225,000 P2,925,000 P22,124,000 31,324,000

CBC rate less 10% ¥40,857 ¥19,382 ¥– ¥347,900 ¥– 3,118,514
223,908,055

Less debt issue cost 1,136,169
P222,771,886

2017
Interest Rate 1–<2 Years 2–<3 Years 3–<4 Years 4–<5 Years =>5 Years Total

Fixed Rate
Philippine peso-denominated corporate notes 5.25%–5.88% P8,700 P8,700 P5,708,520 P499,460 P2,440,320 P8,665,700
Philippine peso-denominated notes 3.84%–6.74% P4,606,800 P6,606,800 P906,800 P5,106,800 P19,118,800 36,346,000
Philippine peso-denominated retail bonds 4.20%–5.74% P– P– P15,035,740 P20,331,520 P34,632,740 70,000,000
Other bank loans 3.13%–5.00% P25,093 P49,907 P375,000 P263,553 P250,000 963,553
Floating Rate

LIBOR + spread $400,000 $300,000 $– $270,000 $100,000 54,387,944
Philippine peso-denominated corporate notes PDST-R2+margin% P100,000 P100,000 P100,000 P100,000 P5,160,000 5,560,000
Philippine peso-denominated notes PDST-R2+margin% P318,000 P1,118,000 P1,218,000 P118,000 P11,670,000 14,442,000

CBC rate less 10% ¥40,847 ¥40,857 ¥19,382 ¥– ¥347,900 3,445,302
193,810,499

Less debt issue cost 956,980
P192,853,519

 LIBOR - London Interbank Offered Rate
 PDST-R2 - Philippine Treasury Reference Rates - PM 
 CBC - Central Bank of China

 Interest Rate Risk Sensitivity Analysis.  The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in interest 
rates, with all other variables held constant of the Company’s income before income tax.  

Increase (Decrease) 
 in Basis Points

Effect on Income 
Before Income Tax

(In Thousands)

2018 100 (P67,204)
50 (33,602)

(100) 67,204
(50) 33,602

2017 100 (P73,686)
50 (36,843)

(100) 73,686
(50) 36,843

 Fixed rate debts, although subject to fair value interest rate risk, are not included in the sensitivity analysis as these are carried at 
amortized costs.  The assumed movement in basis points for interest rate sensitivity analysis is based on currently observable market 

 Foreign Currency Risk
 

foreign exchange rates.  

 The Company’s policy is to manage its foreign currency risk mainly from its debt issuances which are denominated in U.S. dollars and 
subsequently remitted to China to fund its capital expenditure requirements by entering into foreign currency swap contracts, cross-
currency swaps, foreign currency call options, non-deliverable forwards and foreign currency range options aimed at reducing and/or 

 The Company’s foreign currency-denominated monetary assets amounted to US$43 million ( P2,252 million) as at December 31, 2018 
and US$97 million ( P4,864 million) as at December 31, 2017.  The Company’s foreign currency-denominated monetary liabilities 
amounted to nil as at December 31, 2018 and US$300 million (¥1,954 million) as at December 31, 2017.

 In translating the foreign currency-denominated monetary assets and liabilities to peso amounts, the exchange rates used were ¥6.88 
to US$1.00 and ¥6.51 to US$1.00, the China Yuan Renminbi to U.S. dollar exchange rate as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively 
and P52.58 to US$1.00 and P49.93 to US$1.00, the Philippine peso to U.S. dollar exchange rate as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, 
respectively.
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 Interest Rate Risk
 

interest rate risk as at December 31, 2018 and 2017:

2018
Interest Rate 1–<2 Years 2–<3 Years 3–<4 Years 4–<5 Years =>5 Years Total

Fixed Rate
Philippine peso-denominated corporate notes 5.25%–5.88% P8,700 P5,708,520 P499,460 P2,460 P2,437,860 P8,657,000
Philippine peso-denominated notes 3.84%–7.55% P6,606,800 P906,800 P5,811,800 P11,908,800 P17,500,000 42,734,200
Philippine peso-denominated retail bonds 4.20%–6.08% P– P15,035,740 P20,331,520 P– P54,632,740 90,000,000
Other bank loans 4.28%–6.25% P388,939 P250,000 P– P– P– 638,939
Floating Rate

LIBOR + spread $300,000 $– $270,000 $100,000 $110,000 41,975,402
Philippine peso-denominated corporate notes PDST-R2+margin% P100,000 P100,000 P100,000 P5,160,000 P– 5,460,000
Philippine peso-denominated notes PDST-R2+margin% P1,325,000 P1,725,000 P3,225,000 P2,925,000 P22,124,000 31,324,000

CBC rate less 10% ¥40,857 ¥19,382 ¥– ¥347,900 ¥– 3,118,514
223,908,055

Less debt issue cost 1,136,169
P222,771,886

2017
Interest Rate 1–<2 Years 2–<3 Years 3–<4 Years 4–<5 Years =>5 Years Total

Fixed Rate
Philippine peso-denominated corporate notes 5.25%–5.88% P8,700 P8,700 P5,708,520 P499,460 P2,440,320 P8,665,700
Philippine peso-denominated notes 3.84%–6.74% P4,606,800 P6,606,800 P906,800 P5,106,800 P19,118,800 36,346,000
Philippine peso-denominated retail bonds 4.20%–5.74% P– P– P15,035,740 P20,331,520 P34,632,740 70,000,000
Other bank loans 3.13%–5.00% P25,093 P49,907 P375,000 P263,553 P250,000 963,553
Floating Rate

LIBOR + spread $400,000 $300,000 $– $270,000 $100,000 54,387,944
Philippine peso-denominated corporate notes PDST-R2+margin% P100,000 P100,000 P100,000 P100,000 P5,160,000 5,560,000
Philippine peso-denominated notes PDST-R2+margin% P318,000 P1,118,000 P1,218,000 P118,000 P11,670,000 14,442,000

CBC rate less 10% ¥40,847 ¥40,857 ¥19,382 ¥– ¥347,900 3,445,302
193,810,499

Less debt issue cost 956,980
P192,853,519

 LIBOR - London Interbank Offered Rate
 PDST-R2 - Philippine Treasury Reference Rates - PM 
 CBC - Central Bank of China

 Interest Rate Risk Sensitivity Analysis.  The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in interest 
rates, with all other variables held constant of the Company’s income before income tax.  

Increase (Decrease) 
 in Basis Points

Effect on Income 
Before Income Tax

(In Thousands)

2018 100 (P67,204)
50 (33,602)

(100) 67,204
(50) 33,602

2017 100 (P73,686)
50 (36,843)

(100) 73,686
(50) 36,843

 Fixed rate debts, although subject to fair value interest rate risk, are not included in the sensitivity analysis as these are carried at 
amortized costs.  The assumed movement in basis points for interest rate sensitivity analysis is based on currently observable market 

 Foreign Currency Risk
 

foreign exchange rates.  

 The Company’s policy is to manage its foreign currency risk mainly from its debt issuances which are denominated in U.S. dollars and 
subsequently remitted to China to fund its capital expenditure requirements by entering into foreign currency swap contracts, cross-
currency swaps, foreign currency call options, non-deliverable forwards and foreign currency range options aimed at reducing and/or 

 The Company’s foreign currency-denominated monetary assets amounted to US$43 million ( P2,252 million) as at December 31, 2018 
and US$97 million ( P4,864 million) as at December 31, 2017.  The Company’s foreign currency-denominated monetary liabilities 
amounted to nil as at December 31, 2018 and US$300 million (¥1,954 million) as at December 31, 2017.

 In translating the foreign currency-denominated monetary assets and liabilities to peso amounts, the exchange rates used were ¥6.88 
to US$1.00 and ¥6.51 to US$1.00, the China Yuan Renminbi to U.S. dollar exchange rate as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively 
and P52.58 to US$1.00 and P49.93 to US$1.00, the Philippine peso to U.S. dollar exchange rate as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, 
respectively.
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 Foreign Currency Risk Sensitivity Analysis.  The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in U.S. dollar 
to Philippine peso exchange rate and U.S. dollar to China Yuan Renminbi, with all other variables held constant, of the Company’s income 

  .)stnemurtsni evitavired fo tcapmi eht gnidulcni ,seitilibail dna stessa yratenom fo eulav riaf eht ni segnahc ot eud( xat emocni erofeb
There is no impact on the Company’s equity.

Appreciation 
(Depreciation) of $

Effect on Income
Before Tax

Appreciation 
(Depreciation) of $

Effect on Income
Before Tax

(In Thousands) (In Thousands)

2018 1.50 P16,063 1.50 ¥–
1.00 10,709 1.00 –

(1.50) (16,063) (1.50) –
(1.00) (10,709) (1.00) –

2017 1.50 P36,534 1.50 (¥112,622)
1.00 24,356 1.00 (75,082)

(1.50) (36,534) (1.50) 112,622
(1.00) (24,356) (1.00) 75,082

 Liquidity Risk
 

 

 As part of its liquidity risk management program, the Company regularly evaluates its projected and actual cash flow information and 

include bank loans and debt capital and equity market issues.

 
P38,766 million, nil and P639 

million, respectively, as at December 31, 2018 and P44,372 million, P731 million and P641 million, respectively, as at December 31, 2017 

liabilities.  

 
as at December 31:

2018

Within 1 Year
More than 1 Year 

to 5 Years
More than 

5 Years Total
(In Thousands)

Loans payable P39,400 P– P– P39,400
Accounts payable and other current liabilities* 49,454,491 – – 49,454,491
Long-term debt (including current portion) 35,048,713 178,038,797 50,800,897 263,888,407
Derivative liabilities – 335,008 – 335,008
Liability for purchased land - net of current portion – 6,044,220 – 6,044,220
Tenants’ deposits - net of current portion – 18,177,479 – 18,177,479
Other noncurrent liabilities** – 7,078,916 – 7,078,916

P84,542,604 P209,674,420 P50,800,897 P345,017,921 

2017

Within 1 Year
More than 1 Year 

to 5 Years
More than 

5 Years Total
(In Thousands)

Loans payable P744,400 P– P– P744,400
Accounts payable and other current liabilities* 41,316,183 – – 41,316,183
Long-term debt (including current portion) 33,076,813 138,804,369 54,768,749 226,649,931
Derivative liabilities – 777,408 – 777,408
Liability for purchased land - net of current portion – 2,170,998 – 2,170,998
Tenants’ deposits - net of current portion – 16,039,216 – 16,039,216
Other noncurrent liabilities** – 5,126,222 – 5,126,222

P75,137,396 P162,918,213 P54,768,749 P292,824,358 
 * P12,313 million and P9,768 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
 P3,433 million and P2,498 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

 Credit Risk
 

Notes 6, 8, 11 and 12).
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 The maximum exposure to credit ris  at the reporting date is the carrying value of each class of financial assets. The fair values of these 
financial assets are disclosed in Note 29. or receivables from real estate sale, the title of the real estate property is only transferred 
to the customer if the consideration had been fully paid.  In case of default, after enforcement activities, the Company has the right to 
cancel the sale and enter into another contract to sell to another customer after certain proceedings (e.g. grace period, referral to legal, 
cancellation process, reimbursement of previous payments) had been completed. iven this, based on the experience of the Company, 
the maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is nil considering that fair value less cost to repossess of the real estate 
pro ects is higher than the exposure at default. The Company evaluates the concentration of ris  with respect to trade receivables and 
unbilled revenue from sale of real estate as low, as its customers are located in several urisdictions and industries and operate in largely 
independent markets.

 The changes in the gross carrying amount of receivables and unbilled revenue from sale of real estate during the year did not materially 
affect the allowance for ECLs.

 As at December 31, 2018 and 2017, the financial assets, except for certain receivables, are generally viewed by management as good 
and collectible considering the credit history of the counterparties (see Note 8).  Past due or impaired financial assets are very minimal 
in relation to the Company s consolidated total financial assets.

 Credit Quality of Financial Assets.  The credit quality of financial assets is managed by the Company using high quality and standard 
quality as internal credit ratings.

 High Quality.  Pertains to counterparty who is not expected by the Company to default in settling its obligations, thus credit ris  exposure 
is minimal.  This normally includes large prime financial institutions, companies and government agencies.

 Standard Quality.  Other financial assets not belonging to high quality financial assets are included in this category.

 As at December 31, 2018 and 2017, the credit quality of the Company s financial assets is as follows

2018
Neither Past Due nor Impaired Past Due

High Standard but not
Quality Quality Impaired Total

(In Thousands)
Financial assets at amortized cost
Cash and cash equivalents P38,637,321 P P P38,637,321

eceivables  134,801 9,271,008 5,553,669 14,959,478
Cash in escrow (included under Prepaid expenses and 

other current assets ) 157,719 157,719
Time deposits (included under Other noncurrent assets ) 2,392,622 – – 2,392,622

Financial assets at FVTPL
Derivative assets 852,933 – – 852,933

Financial assets at FVOCI
Equity instruments 23,508,022 24,231 – 23,532,253

P65,683,418 P9,295,239 P5,553,669 P80,532,326
 * Excluding cash on hand amounting to P129 million
 Excl din  nonfinancial assets amo ntin  to P20,270 million

2017
Neither Past Due nor Impaired Past Due

High Standard but not
uality uality Impaired Total

(In Thousands)
Financial assets at amortized cost
Cash and cash equivalents P44,285,071 P P P44,285,071

eceivables  300,363 26,001,944 7,685,839 33,988,146
Cash in escrow (included under Prepaid expenses and other 

current assets ) 50,881 50,881
eal estate receivable  noncurrent (included under Other 

noncurrent assets ) 15,854,070 – – 15,854,070
Time deposits (included under Other noncurrent assets ) 3,800,809 – – 3,800,809

Financial assets at FVTPL
Investments held for trading -
 Bonds and shares 731,076 – – 731,076

Derivative assets 3,546,694 – – 3,546,694
inancial assets at OCI

Equity instruments 31,090,564 15,581 – 31,106,145
P99,659,528 P26,017,525 P7,685,839 P133,362,892

 *Excluding cash on hand amounting to P86 million
 Excl din  nonfinancial assets amo ntin  to P2 million
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 Foreign Currency Risk Sensitivity Analysis.  The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in U.S. dollar 
to Philippine peso exchange rate and U.S. dollar to China Yuan Renminbi, with all other variables held constant, of the Company’s income 

  .)stnemurtsni evitavired fo tcapmi eht gnidulcni ,seitilibail dna stessa yratenom fo eulav riaf eht ni segnahc ot eud( xat emocni erofeb
There is no impact on the Company’s equity.

Appreciation 
(Depreciation) of $

Effect on Income
Before Tax

Appreciation 
(Depreciation) of $

Effect on Income
Before Tax

(In Thousands) (In Thousands)

2018 1.50 P16,063 1.50 ¥–
1.00 10,709 1.00 –

(1.50) (16,063) (1.50) –
(1.00) (10,709) (1.00) –

2017 1.50 P36,534 1.50 (¥112,622)
1.00 24,356 1.00 (75,082)

(1.50) (36,534) (1.50) 112,622
(1.00) (24,356) (1.00) 75,082

 Liquidity Risk
 

 

 As part of its liquidity risk management program, the Company regularly evaluates its projected and actual cash flow information and 

include bank loans and debt capital and equity market issues.

 
P38,766 million, nil and P639 

million, respectively, as at December 31, 2018 and P44,372 million, P731 million and P641 million, respectively, as at December 31, 2017 

liabilities.  

 
as at December 31:

2018

Within 1 Year
More than 1 Year 

to 5 Years
More than 

5 Years Total
(In Thousands)

Loans payable P39,400 P– P– P39,400
Accounts payable and other current liabilities* 49,454,491 – – 49,454,491
Long-term debt (including current portion) 35,048,713 178,038,797 50,800,897 263,888,407
Derivative liabilities – 335,008 – 335,008
Liability for purchased land - net of current portion – 6,044,220 – 6,044,220
Tenants’ deposits - net of current portion – 18,177,479 – 18,177,479
Other noncurrent liabilities** – 7,078,916 – 7,078,916

P84,542,604 P209,674,420 P50,800,897 P345,017,921 

2017

Within 1 Year
More than 1 Year 

to 5 Years
More than 

5 Years Total
(In Thousands)

Loans payable P744,400 P– P– P744,400
Accounts payable and other current liabilities* 41,316,183 – – 41,316,183
Long-term debt (including current portion) 33,076,813 138,804,369 54,768,749 226,649,931
Derivative liabilities – 777,408 – 777,408
Liability for purchased land - net of current portion – 2,170,998 – 2,170,998
Tenants’ deposits - net of current portion – 16,039,216 – 16,039,216
Other noncurrent liabilities** – 5,126,222 – 5,126,222

P75,137,396 P162,918,213 P54,768,749 P292,824,358 
 * P12,313 million and P9,768 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
 P3,433 million and P2,498 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

 Credit Risk
 

Notes 6, 8, 11 and 12).
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 Equity Price Risk
 Equity price risk arises from the changes in the levels of equity indices and the value of individual stocks traded in the stock exchange. 
 
 As a policy, management monitors its equity price ris  pertaining to its investments in quoted equity securities which are classified as 

equity instruments designated at OCI in the consolidated balance sheets based on mar et expectations.  Material equity investments 
within the portfolio are managed on an individual basis and all buy and sell decisions are approved by management.

 The effect on equity after income tax (as a result of change in fair value of equity instruments at OCI as at December 31, 2018 and 
2017) due to a possible change in equity indices, based on historical trend of PSE index, with all other variables held constant is as 
follows:

2018
Change in Equity Price Effect on Equity

(In Millions)
Equity instruments at OCI +1.78% P103

-1.78% (103)

2017
Change in Equity Price Effect on Equity

(In Millions)

Equity instruments at OCI 2.94% P242
-2.94% (242)

 Capital Management
 Capital includes equity attributable to the owners of the Parent.

 The primary ob ective of the Company s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a strong credit rating and healthy capital 
ratios in order to support its business and maximize shareholder value.

 The Company manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it, in the light of changes in economic conditions.  To maintain 
or ad ust the capital structure, the Company may ad ust the dividend payment to shareholders, pay off existing debts, return capital to 
shareholders or issue new shares.

 The Company monitors capital using the following gearing ratios as at December 31

 Interest bearing Debt to Total Capital plus Interest bearing Debt

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Loans payable P39,400 P744,400
Current portion of long term debt 25,089,624 25,344,035
Long term debt  net of current portion 197,682,262 167,509,484
Total interest bearing debt (a) 222,811,286 193,597,919
Total equity attributable to equity holders of the parent 275,302,994 258,957,221
Total interest bearing debt and equity attributable to equity holders of the parent (b) P498,114,280 P452,555,140

earing ratio (a b) 45% 43%

 Net Interest bearing Debt to Total Capital plus Net Interest bearing Debt

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Loans payable P39,400 P744,400
Current portion of long term debt 25,089,624 25,344,035
Long term debt  net of current portion 197,682,262 167,509,484
Less cash and cash equivalents and financial assets at TPL (38,766,467) (45,102,610)
Total net interest bearing debt (a) 184,044,819 148,495,309
Total equity attributable to equity holders of the parent 275,302,994 258,957,221
Total net interest bearing debt and equity attributable to equity holders of the parent (b) P459,347,813 P407,452,530

earing ratio (a b) 40% 36%
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29. Financial Instruments

 air alues
 The following table sets forth the carrying values and estimated fair values of financial assets and liabilities, by category and by class, 

other than those whose carrying values are reasonable approximations of fair values, as at December 31

2018 2017
Carrying Value Fair Value Carrying alue air alue

(In Thousands)

Financial Assets
inancial assets at TPL

Derivative assets P852,933 P852,933 P3,546,694 P3,546,694
inancial assets at amortized cost

Time deposits (included under Other noncurrent 
assets ) 2,392,622 2,339,327 3,800,809 3,699,811

inancial assets at OCI
Equity instruments 23,532,253 23,532,253 31,106,145 31,106,145

Debt instruments - - 731,076 731,076
26,777,808 26,724,513 39,184,724 39,083,726

Noncurrent portion of receivable from sale of real estate  15,854,070 14,478,480
P26,777,808 P26,724,513 P55,038,794 P53,562,206

Financial Liabilities
inancial liabilities at TPL  

Derivative liabilities P335,008 P335,008 P777,408 P777,408
Loans and borrowings

Liability for purchased land  net of current portion 6,044,220 6,011,668 2,170,998 2,107,453
Long term debt  net of current portion 197,682,262 182,162,127 167,509,484 166,129,172
Tenants  deposits  net of current portion 18,177,479 17,770,876 16,039,216 15,569,760
Other noncurrent liabilities 7,078,916 6,978,719 5,126,222 4,912,244

P229,317,885 P213,258,398 P191,623,328 P189,496,037
 *Accounted for as unbilled revenue from sale of real estate beginning January 1, 2018 upon adoption of PFRS 15
 Excl din  nonfinancial liabilities amo ntin  to P3,433 million and P2,498 million as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

 The following methods and assumptions were used to estimate the fair value of each class of financial instrument for which it is 
practicable to estimate such value

 Financial Assets at FVTPL.  The fair values are based on the quoted mar et prices of the instruments.

 Derivative Instruments.  The fair values are based on quotes obtained from counterparties. 

 Noncurrent Portion of Receivable from Sale of Real Estate.  The estimated fair value of the noncurrent portion of receivables from 
real estate buyers is based on the discounted value of future cash flows using the prevailing interest rates on sales of the Company s 
accounts receivable.  Average discount rates used is 4.72% as at December 31, 2017.

 
 Equity Instruments at FVOCI.  The fair value of investments that are actively traded in organized financial mar ets is determined by 

reference to quoted mar et bid prices at the close of business.  

 Long term Debt.  air value is based on the following

Debt Type air alue Assumptions
ixed ate Loans Estimated fair value is based on the discounted value of future cash flows using 

the applicable rates for similar types of loans.  Discount rates used range from 
3.82% to 8.45% and from 3.14% to 6.86% as at December 31, 2018 and 2017, 
respectively. 

ariable ate Loans or variable rate loans that re price every three months, the carrying value 
approximates the fair value because of recent and regular repricing based on 
current mar et rates.  or variable rate loans that re price every six months, the 
fair value is determined by discounting the principal amount plus the next interest 
payment amount using the prevailing market rate for the period up to the next 
repricing date.  Discount rates used was 6.98% to 9.01% and 3.38% to 6.37% as at 
December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

 Tenants’ Deposits, Liability for Purchased Land and Other Noncurrent Liabilities.  The estimated fair value is based on the discounted 
value of future cash flows using the applicable rates.  The discount rates used range from 7.80% to 7.85% and 4.47% to 4.97% as at 
December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
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 The Company assessed that the carrying values of cash and cash equivalents, receivables, cash in escrow, ban  loans and accounts 
payable and other current liabilities approximate their fair values due to the short term nature and maturities of these financial 
instruments.  

 There were no financial instruments sub ect to an enforceable master netting arrangement that were not set off in the consolidated 
balance sheets.

 air alue ierarchy
 The Company uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial instruments by valuation technique

 Level 1  uoted prices in active mar ets for identical assets or liabilities, except for related embedded derivatives which are either 
classified as Level 2 or 3

 Level 2  Those measured using inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either 
directly (as prices) or indirectly (derived from prices)  and, 

 Level 3  Those with inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable mar et data (unobservable inputs).

 The following tables show the fair value hierarchy of Company s financial instruments as at December 31

2018
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

(In Thousands)

Financial Assets
inancial assets at TPL 

Derivative assets P– P852,933 P–
inancial assets at amortized cost 

Time deposits (included under Other noncurrent assets ) – 2,339,327 –
inancial assets at OCI 

Equity instruments 23,532,253 – –
P23,532,253 P3,192,260 P

Financial Liabilities
inancial liabilities at TPL Derivative liabilities P– P335,008 P–

Other financial liabilities
Liability for purchased land  net of current portion P– P– P6,011,668
Long term debt  net of current portion – – 182,162,127
Tenants  deposits – – 17,770,876
Other noncurrent liabilities – – 6,978,719

P– P335,008 P212,923,390
 Excl din  nonfinancial liabilities amo ntin  to P3,433 million as at December 31, 2018.

2017
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

(In Thousands)

Financial Assets
inancial assets at TPL

Derivative assets P– P3,546,694 P–
Debt instruments 731,076 – –

inancial assets at amortized cost
Noncurrent portion of receivable from sale of real estate sale 14,478,480
Time deposits (included under Other noncurrent assets ) – 3,699,811 –

inancial assets at OCI
 Equity instruments 31,106,145 – 15,581

P31,837,221 P7,246,505 P14,494,061

Financial Liabilities
inancial liabilities at TPL  Derivative liabilities P– P777,408 P–

Other financial liabilities
 Liability for purchased land  net of current portion P– P– P2,107,453

Long term debt  net of current portion – – 166,129,172
Tenants  deposits – – 15,569,760
Other noncurrent liabilities – – 4,912,244

– – 188,718,629
P– P777,408 P188,718,629

 Excl din  nonfinancial liabilities amo ntin  to P2,495 million as at December 31, 2017.

 During the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, there were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value measurements and 
no transfers into and out of Level 3 fair value measurements.
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 Derivative inancial Instruments Accounted for as Cash low edges

 Cross Currency Swaps.  In une and uly 2018, SMP  entered into cross currency swap transactions to hedge both the foreign currency 
and interest rate exposures on its U.S. dollar denominated five year term syndicated loans (the hedged loans) obtained on uly 30, 
2018. 

 Details of the floating to fixed cross currency swaps are as follows

•	 Swap the face amount of the loans at US  for their agreed Philippine peso equivalents(P3,199 million for US 60 million and                          
P2,667 million for US 50 million on une 14, 2023) with the counterparty ban s and to exchange, at maturity date, the principal 
amount originally swapped.

•	 Pay fixed interest at the Philippine peso notional amount and receives floating interest on the US  notional amount, on a quarterly 
to semi annual basis, simultaneous with the interest payments on the hedged loans.

 Fair value of the outstanding cross-currency swaps amounted to P25 million.

 In 2017, SM Land (China) Limited entered into cross currency swap transactions to hedge both the foreign currency and interest rate 
exposures on its U.S. dollar denominated five year term loans (the hedged loans) obtained on May 8, 2017 (see Note 19).

 Details of the floating to fixed cross currency swaps are as follows

 Swap the face amount of the loans at US  for their agreed China renminbi equivalents ( 672 million for US 100 million) with the 
counterparty ban s and to exchange, at maturity date, the principal amount originally swapped. 

 Pay fixed interest at the China renminbi notional amount and receives floating interest on the US  notional amount, on a quarterly 
basis, simultaneous with the interest payments on the hedged loans at an interest rates ranging from 4.95% to 5.43%.

 The outstanding cross-currency swaps has a negative fair value of P111 million.

 In 2013, SMP  entered into cross currency swap transactions to hedge both the foreign currency and interest rate exposures on its U.S. 
dollar denominated five year term syndicated loans (the hedged loans) obtained on anuary 29, 2013 and April 16, 2013 (see Note 19). 

 Details of the floating to fixed cross currency swaps are as follows

 Swap the face amount of the loans at US  for their agreed Philippine peso equivalents (P8,134 million for US 200 million on 
anuary 29, 2018 and P6,165 million for US 150 million on March 23, 2018) with the counterparty ban s and to exchange, at 

maturity date, the principal amount originally swapped.

 Pay fixed interest at the Philippine peso notional amount and receives floating interest on the US  notional amount, on a semi
annual basis, simultaneous with the interest payments on the hedged loans.

 No gain or loss was recognized in consolidated statements of income upon maturity in anuary and March 2018 since these swaps are 
designated as cash flow hedges.

 Principal only Swaps.  In 2016 and 2017, SM Land (China) Limited entered into principal only swap transactions to hedge the foreign 
currency exposures amounting to 420 million of five year term syndicated loans and advances obtained on anuary 11, 2016 to 
March 22, 2016 and anuary 11 17, 2017 (see Note 19). Under the principal only swap, it effectively converted the hedged US dollar
denominated loans and advances into China renminbi denominated loans.  

 As at December 31, 2018, SM Land (China) Limited s outstanding principal only swaps have notional amounts totaling US 270 million 
which were fixed to US  exchange rates ranging from 6.458 to 6.889 and will mature on anuary 29, 2021.  The outstanding principal 
swaps has a negative fair value of P224 million.

 Interest Rate Swaps.  In 2017 and 2016, SM Land (China) Limited entered into US  interest rate swap agreement with notional amount 
of US 150 million and US 270 million, respectively.  Under the agreement, SM Land (China) Limited effectively converts the floating 
rate U.S. dollar denominated loan into fixed rate loan (see Note 19).  air value of the outstanding interest rate swaps amounted to P434 
million.

 As the terms of the swaps have been negotiated to match the terms of the hedged loans, the hedges were assessed to be highly 
effective.  No ineffectiveness was recognized in the consolidated statement of income for the year ended December 31, 2018.

 Below is the maturity profile of derivative financial instruments accounted for as cash flow hedges as at December 31, 2018

edge Instruments ithin 1 year 2 to 3 years 4 to 5 years Total
(amounts in thousands)

Cross currency swaps $ $ $210,000 $210,000
Principal only swaps 270,000 270,000
Interest rate swaps 150,000 270,000 420,000

$150,000 $540,000 $210,000 $900,000
 *Notional amounts of hedge instruments are US dollar-denominated.

 Assessment of edge Effectiveness
 There is an economic relationship between the hedged items and the hedging instruments as the terms of the cross currency swaps, 

principal only swaps and interest rate swaps match the terms of the hedged items (i.e., notional amount and expected payment date).  
The Company has established a hedge ratio of 1 1 for the hedging relationships as the underlying ris  of the cross currency swaps, 
principal only swaps and interest rate swaps are identical to the hedged risk components. To test the hedge effectiveness, the Company 
uses the hypothetical derivative method and compares the changes in the fair value of the hedging instruments against the changes in 
fair value of the hedged items attributable to the hedged ris s. 
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 The hedge ineffectiveness can arise from differences in the timing of the cash flows of the hedged items and the hedging instruments 
and the counterparties  credit ris  differently impacting the fair value movements of the hedging instruments.

 Hedge Effectiveness Results
 edge effectiveness is assessed at inception of the hedge, at each quarterly or semi annual reporting date and upon a significant 

change in the circumstances affecting the hedge effectiveness requirements.  As the terms of the swaps have been negotiated to 
match the terms of the hedged loan, the hedges were assessed to be highly effective.  The fair value of the outstanding cross currency 
swaps, principal only swaps and interest rate swaps amounting to P124 million gain and P2,769 million gain as at December 31, 2018 
and 2017, respectively, was ta en to equity under other comprehensive income.  or the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, no 
ineffectiveness was recognized in the consolidated statement of income.  oreign currency translation gain arising from the hedged 
loan amounting to P2,247 million in 2018 and P1,082 million in 2017 was recognized under other comprehensive income.  oreign 
currency translation loss arising from the hedged loan amounting to P2,119 million in 2016 was recognized under other comprehensive 
income.  Foreign exchange gain equivalent to the same amounts were recycled from equity to the consolidated statement of income 
during the same year.

 Other Derivative Instruments Not Designated as edges

 Non-deliverable Currency Forwards and Swaps.  In 2018 and 2017, SMP  entered into selland buy US  currency forward contracts.  
It also entered into sell US  and buy  currency forward and swap contracts with the same aggregate notional amount.  Net fair value 
changes from the settled currency forward and swap contracts recognized in the consolidated statements of income amounted to P110 
million gain, P27 million gain and P25 million gain in 2018, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

 In 2018, SM Land (China) Limited entered into forward swap transactions to cap the foreign currency exposures on its U.S. dollar
denominated three year term syndicated loans (the hedged loans) obtained on March 14, 2018 to May 25, 2018 (see Note 19).

 As at December 31, 2018, SM Land (China) Limited s outstanding forward swaps consist of US 100 million with low stri e 6.3135 and 
high stri e 6.4850, US 100 million with low stri e 6.2885 and high stri e 6.4955 and US 100 million with low stri e 6.3828 and high 
stri e 6.5473, all maturing at April 15, 2019.  air value changes from the forward swaps recognized in the consolidated statements of 
income amounted to P410 million gain.

 air alue Changes on Derivatives
 

The net movements in fair value of all derivative instruments are as follows:

2018 2017
 (In Thousands)

Balance at beginning of year P2,769,286 P5,102,735
Net changes in fair value during the year (2,199,029) (2,315,403)
Fair value of settled derivatives (52,332) (18,046)
Balance at end of year P517,925 P2,769,286

 In 2018, the net changes in fair value amounting to P2,199 million include net interest paid on interest rate swap and cross currency 
swap contracts amounting to P58 million, which is charged against Interest expense  account in the consolidated statements of 
income, net mark-to-market loss on derivative instruments accounted for as cash flow hedges amounting to P2,645 million, which is 
included under Net fair value changes on cash flow hedges  account in equity, and net mar to mar et gain on derivative instruments 
not designated as hedges amounting to P504 million, which is included under Others  net  account in the consolidated statements of 
income.

 In 2017, the net changes in fair value amounting to  P2,315 million include net interest paid on interest rate swap and cross currency 
swap contracts amounting to  P9 million, which is charged against Interest expense  account in the consolidated statements of 
income, net mark-to-market loss on derivative instruments accounted for as cash flow hedges amounting to  P2,333 million, which is 
included under Net fair value changes on cash flow hedges  account in equity, and net mar to mar et gain on derivative instruments 
not designated as hedges amounting to  P27 million, which is included under Others  net  account in the consolidated statements of 
income.

30. EPS Computation

 Basic diluted EPS is computed as follows

2018 2017 2016
(In Thousands, Except Per Share Data)

Net income attributable to equity holders of the parent (a) P32,172,886  P27,573,866  P23,805,713

Common shares issued 33,166,300 33,166,300 33,166,300
Less weighted average number treasury stoc  (see Note 20) 4,311,949 4,332,630 4,332,692

eighted average number of common shares outstanding (b) 28,854,351 28,833,670 28,833,608

Earnings per share (a b) P1.115  P0.956  P0.826
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31. Change in Liabilities Arising from Financing Activities

 Movements in loans payable and long term debt accounts are as follows (see Note 17)

2018 2017
Loans Payable Long-term Debt Loans Payable Long term Debt

(In Thousands)

Balance at beginning of year P744,400 P192,853,519 P840,000 P163,537,685
Availments – 54,115,835 4,639,400 37,358,271
Payments (475,000) (26,737,233) (4,735,000) (9,811,140)
Cumulative translation adjustment – (188,713) – 2,675,627
Foreign exchange movement – 2,677,665 – (991,740)
Loan refinancing (230,000) 230,000 – –
Others – (179,187) – 84,816
Balance at end of year P39,400 P222,771,886 P744,400 P192,853,519

 There are no non cash changes in accrued interest and dividends payable.  Others include debt issue cost additions and amortization. 

32. Other Matters

 Bases Conversion and Development Authority (BCDA) Case
 In 2012, the Company filed Petition for Certiorari with prayer for issuance of a Temporary estraining Order against BCDA and Arnel 

Paciano Casanova (Casanova), President and CEO of BCDA.  On August 13, 2014, the Supreme Court granted the Petition and ordered 
BCDA and Casanova to conduct and complete the Competitive Challenge, among others ( Decision ).  BCDA filed several Motions for 

econsideration of the Decision, which motions were all denied by the Supreme Court. T he Supreme Court subsequently ordered the 
issuance of an Entry of udgment, and the Decision became final and executory.

 On 23 ebruary 2018, BCDA conducted the opening, examination and ran ing of proposals for the Competitive Challenge in accordance 
with the 2008 NEDA uidelines. On 21 March 2018, the Company exercised its right to match a bid submitted by a challenger. After the 
conduct of post qualification, BCDA declared the Company s offer as the best and most advantageous proposal and issued a Notice of 
Award in favor of the Company. BCDA and the Company are wor ing in accordance with applicable laws
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